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C HAIRMAN
ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS COMMISSION
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
SARDAR P ATEL BHAWAN, NEW DELID
April 18, 1969.
My dear Prime Ministe r,
I am presenting berewitb tbe report on Personnel Administration, the
eleventh re port of the Commission. Copies of the tbree Study T eam reports,
and a note of " dissent and supplement" by Sbri H . V. Kamath, are enclosed.
Also attached is a note by Sbri V . Sbankar. Shri T . N. Singh has a,lso a
not~. which would be sent on receipt. '

2. Problems of personnel administration are stupendous as well as delicate. They have recently assumed a complex and controversial chara,cter in
matrcr~ like discipline, morale apd benefits. We, therefore, appointed three
Study Teams wi th Shri R. K. PatU, Lt. Oen!. S. P. P. Thorat and Sbri K. N .
Nagarkatti as Chairmen. They have examined the problems elaborately and
made exhaustive recommendations. The services rendered by the Chairmen, Members and Secretaries of tbe three Study Teams aeserve appreciation .
3. The personnel in Government service, in numbers, run into millions.
Tn avocation, they have the higb responsibility of bolding the society together in peace and barmony witb regulatory powers apd of making it progress
and prosper with developmental plans and programmes. Therefore. the
work of the Government servant is not merely one of earning a living, but
8)<;0 of serving the nation in the true sense of tbe term.
What a. civil
servant does and tbe way he beha.ves bave great bearing on the satisfaction
which tbe citizens derive from administration. We have, therefore, taken
the view that the civil servant sbould be a model citizen, ever ready to
serve, and serve with civility_

,
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4. For the last few years, tbe organised civil servants bave become much

more self-oriented, pre-occupied with their prospects and emoluments, and
h&ve taken to militant methods, like violent demonstrations and strikes, for
acceptanee of their demands. Discipline and morale have deteriorated. We
h&ve, therefore, been compelled to recommend that Government servants
should bave no right to strike. We have supported the principle underlying the Essentia,! Services Maintenance Act, 1968. and suggested that it
should be adopted by the State Governments also. We have urged tbat
every new entrant to Government service should sign a pledge tbat he will,
under no circumstances, resort to strike: As the right to strike will no

,

"attached.
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longer be available, it is important that there should be adequate machinery
[or redress of employees' grievances. We ha,ve, therefore, recommended
the strengthening of the Joint Consultative Machinery and appointment o[
Civil Service Tribunals. The parliamentary and party system of democracy
bas, as one of its foundational principles, tbe neutrality of permanent services between pa,rty and party. Civil Service neutrality must, therefore,
he meticulously observed at all levels. Accordingly, no person who is not
serving under the Governmoot sbould be eligible for election to the Joint
Consultative Bodies, unions or associations of Government servants.
5. The foundational training that is now being given is not adequate 1.0
meet tbe requirements o[ the times. Its main aim is to further develop
knowledge and skill. But it ignores the instilIing of right habits and attitudes. The proba,tioners need to be equipped with wide national outlook,
the rich national heritages, moral and spiritual, and derIication to service
as an end in itself. Alcoholic drinks should be strictly prohibited in training
institutions. India is still overwhelming the land of the rural people. A
civil servant ought to know their needs and moods. It is necessary that
the trainees should live in villages at least for SOnte weeks for gaining firsthand knowledge of rural life and conditions. We consider that the foundational course and its methods needs immediate reform. We have recommended that a committee be appointed for this purpose.
6. In the constitutional set-up which we bave, with equality of opportunity guaranteed, it is not possible to sustain monopoly and reserva,tion for
one or other class of Government servants. The road to the top must be
open to every competent and qualified Government servant. To higber
management in tbe Secretariat, talent must be drawn from every cadre and
c1a,s~ of Government servants. Commitment of tbe Government in a big
way to plans of social and economic development and the need for their
popular acceptance call for induction of specialised capability and competence
of different kinds at the policy making level. It is also necessary to remove
the existing anomalies in the present system of remunera,tion and provide
for equal pay for work of equal responsibility and difficulty. These principles, if put into practice, would go a long way to mitigate the existing rivalries and frustrations in the Civil Service.
7. Accordingly, the scheme of reform recommended by us envisages entry
into the middle and senior management levels in the Central Secretariat from
all services. Where regularly constituted services already exist to attend
to specific functions, the middle and senior level posts in the corresponding
areas in the Secretariat should normally he manned hy the members of the
concerned functioo.l service. In non-functional areas, the middle level
personnel will be drawn, through a mid-career competitive examination,
from all sources on the basis of equal opportunity for all. These persons
will be required to develop specialised knowledge of and experience in ooe
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of eight broad areas of specialisation a,t headquarters, keeping in view their
qualifications and previous background. The scheme also provides for
special training courses to develop the needed managerial and policy making
competence among them. Personnel for the senior ma,nag.,ment positions
outside the functional areas should, as a rule, come from those who have
acquired specialised management experience at the middle level and should
be deployed taking into account both their previous background and aptitude. Sta,ffing at the top-most levels will be mostly on the basis of general
managerial competence. The adoption of a unified grading stru~ture which
we have recommended for the entire Civil Service would facilitate the
movement of officers from one area to another for which they are qualified
and in which they may be required. It will also help define and fix respOlll'ibilities and set work nOrms.
8. Our above recommendations, Madame Prime Minister, are in tune
with your Own thinking, as stated in your Convocation Address lit Roorkee
University in November 1967: "It is odd that the greatest doctors and
engineers in the country, who would be rated as the leaders of tho profession and who save lives or add permanent assets to the nation, can rarely
hope to receive the payor status of Secretaries of Ministries. The brightest
of our young men and women choose engineering and medicine. If they
happen to go into Government, they are very SOOn overtaken by the general
administrator. This must change and I am trying to change it. The a,dministrative system must reflect an individual's contribution to human weHare
and economic gain."
9. We have recommended the introduction of "Performance reports" in
place of present system of Confidential reports. Every Government servant will be given an opportunity to give a resume of his performance during
the year and get his merits properly assessed for the purpose of promotion.

10. We have also made several recommendations for providing greater
opportunties to Government servants of lower ranks to rise rapidly as high
as their competence and performance warra,nt. We have favoured a larger
departmental quota for promotion to Oass I positions. Again, those already
serving in lower ranks and those who are talented should be given a chance
to sit for the open competition for the higher services with relaxed age limit.
We have also recommended that in malcing promotions from aass II to
Class [ Service. a portion of vacancies should be filled through an examination so that qualified younger employees can move up quicker than would
normally be the c!\Se.
11. We have recommended measures for improvement of recrnitment
policies and procedures. We have also made recommendations for the pruning of excessive personnel, abolition of unnecessary and ineffective organisatioos, fixation of work norms, simplification and codification of rules, ratiOllIllisation of holidays, and strict limitation of overtime work and transfers.

IV

1n order to bring greater satisfaction to tbe people, we have urged that a
complaint book should be kept in all offices baving dealings with the public
who should be given every facility to enter tbeir complaints in it. The senior
officers should periodically scrutinise tbe complaint book to ensure prompt
redress of grievances.
J 2. The reforms we have recommended are bound to raise resistance
from those who are adversely affected. Resistance from withln the services
is a very cjifficult problem for the Government to deal with. The declarations ma.de from time to time by the Prime Minister and other Cabinet
Ministers have emphasised that reforms of a fundamental character are needed. Resistapce based on sectional or personal interests should not be allowed to come in the way of putting them into efIect. After all, Government
service is primarily meant to serve the people apd not the Government ser"ants as such.

-

Yours sincerely,
Sd/- K. Hanumanthaiya
Shrimati Indira Gandhi,
Prime Minister of India,
ew Delhi.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTORY

Society depends, for its progress and well-being, on the effective functioning of government. And government, whatever its type----<lemocratic or
otherwisc-will, in the last anal ysis, be as good as what its personnel make
of it. A theoretically perfect administrative structure and unexceptionable
methods of work may be devised, but they will be of little or no avail if
those who man the administration are either unequal to their task or are
apathetic towards it. Competence and morale of the administrative personnel are, therefore, basic to good government, which is the sine qua non
for the advance of man in society.
2. [ndia has bad her own COntinuous traditions of

government service from time immemorial.

government

and

The memories of what were

considered to be the best administrations of the distant past are cherished
in our ancient literature which is replete. with descriptions of ideal rulers and
their pattern of governance. Thus, the two most ancient epics of tbe worldthe Ramayana and the Mahabharata----expound in a style, at once vigorous
and elevating, the lofty concepts of administrative etltics and practice, no
less than those of wise statecraft. While the structure and methods of the
government of today have naturally to be different from those of the days of
yore, the high stl\lldards of personal conduct and public service then expected of those wielding power continue to be a source of perennial inspiration to the administrator.
3. The British who came to India to trade and remained to rule for
more than a century, set up a Civil Service largely modelled on that of
Britain. Even the personnel were at first imported from that country, except
for those in the subordinatc ranks. The main objective of their administration was to maintain the undisputed sway of the British Crown, to govern
the country so as to subserve British interests, and to display the pomp and
panoply of imperial power. They succeeded in preserving peace and establishing a unified administration over vast area,s which were directly under
thd r rule. Even the numerous 'Native States' which had a measure of autonomy were ultimately under the control of tbe Viceroy through the Political
Department of the Government of India.
4. The system of administration that the British established in India
was regulatory and rigid. Tt came to be known in its various aspects as a
'bureaucracy'. The bureaucracy, within its narrow field, was comparatively
efficient and impersonal. It was, however, remote from tbe people and
hardly responsive to their aspirations. There were stray attempts at reform,
but they were half-he'ICted and halting.
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5. Independent India took over this bureaucracy. The problems that
faced India at the beginning of its freedom, accompanied as it was by the
partition of the country, were SO many and so complex that the nation's
attention a,nd energy were mostly absorbed in finding solutions for them.
In the difficult situation which it faced, the ex isting Civil Service did playa
us~ful role and, by and large, discharged its functions in a satisfactory
manner. However, when with the inauguration of the Five-Year Plans,
developmental work was seriously taken in hand, the inadequacies and weaknesses of the administration in relation to its new tasks became increasingly
apparent.
6. I n this report, we have attempted to examine the features of the
person nel system which render it inadequate to the tasks faci ng the adminIStration, and unable to draw out the best that the large nu mber of civil
servants are capable of. We have made recommendations to remedy the
defects noticed. We had appointed three Study Teams for examining three
special areas of Personnel Administra.tion. The Study Team on "Recruitm ent, Selection, UPSC/ State PSCs and Tra,ining" was presided over by
Lt. Gen. S. P. P. Thorat (retired Anny General who had served as Chairman
·of the Maharashtra Public Service Commission ) with Shri A. V . Seshanna .
Deputy Secretary, Administrative Reforms Commission, as Secretary. The
Team on "Personnel Planning, Stalling of Public Sector Undertakings and
Personnel Management" wa,s presided over by Shri R. K. Patil (a former
member of the lCS and one-time minister of Madhya Pradesh), with Shri
.s. D. Sharma, Deputy Secretary in the Administrative Reforms Commissien,
as Secretary. The Team on "Promotion Policies, Conduct Rules" Discipline
and Morale" was beaded by Shei K. N. Naga,rkatti (a former member of
the ICS and now in private industry) with Shri N . Chidambaram, Deputy
Secretary in the Administrative Reforms Commission, as Secretary. We
would like to record our appreciation of the valuable work done by these
Teams, which has greatly helped us in examining the various aspects
of Personnel Administration and formulat ing recommendations. We
have also drawn upon some portions of the reports of the Study Team on
the "M a.chinery of the Government of India and its Procedures of Work",
presided over by Shri C. D. Deshmukh and the Study Tea,m on "Administrative Tribunals" presided over by Shri S. C. Lahiri. In our earlier reports
on the Public Sector Undertakings and the Machinery of the Government
<If India and its Procedures of Work" we bave dealt with two of the ';ubja:;ts
gone into by the Study Teams on "Personnel Planning etc." and " The Machinery of the Government of India and its Procedures of Work," viz., "Personnel Management for Public Sector Undertakings" and the "R01c of the Cabinet Secretary and the Ministries of Home A ffairs and Finance" respectively.
W e do not, therefore, deal with these subject in this report. ·
·I n the rest o f this report we shall refer to the Stud y Teams presided over by Sarva.
shri Th ofal, Pati l, N agarkatt i and D eshm ukb as Study Team (T) Stud y Team (P).
:Study Tea m (N) and Study Team (D) respectivel y.
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7. Tn the next chapter we commence with a review of the present
personnel system and indicate the directions in which reforms are needed. In
the third chapter, we set forth a,n outline of reforms based on specialisation.
A unified structure of pay grades as an important aid to sound personnel
management is then discussed. We then deal with recruitment policy and
recruiting agencies. The subject of "Training" then receives attention. The
principles governing promotion policy are next gone into. This is followed
by an examination of the important subjects of Conduct and Discipline.
In the final chapter, we consider some conditions of service and other related
matters not discussed in the earlier chapters.

8. Before concluding this chapter, we would like to refer to an unhappy feature common to almost all the large number of memoranda, received from various Service Associations, vi:. , a preoccupation with service
conditions, emoluments and prospects of promotion. There were only a
few cases where suggestions were made for improvement of methods of
work. While we do appreciate that service conditions req~ire careful considera,tion, we would have been much happier if, in addition, these mem<>randa had paid equal, if not greater attention to the lines on which the
adlllinistratlon could be reformed so as to make it a fit instrument for achieving the natiGnal goals of social and economic development.

...

CHAPTER IT

-

THE NEED FOR A NEW PERSONNEL SYSTEM
I. The pre-/ndepell(/ellce System

The stntc1ure and methods of administration that we inherited. served
well the needs of the pre-Independence Government, which was concerned
mainly with the enforcement of the law, the maintenance of order, and the
collection of revenue. Involvement of Government during the British regime
in the economic and social spheres was confined mainly to tasks like building
and maintaining a modest transport and communication system, retllUlation
of indigenous trade and co=erce, and providing a modicum of facilities in
the fields of education and health. Defence, finance and foreign affairs
followe d the dictates of Whitehall.
2. To accomplish these tasks there were, in addition to a large body of
subordinate personnel, a few 'elite' corps of higher civil servants--the premier
corps being the Indian Civil Service, which was primarily meant to administer
the district. The maJority of the members Of this Service spent IllOflt of
their official life in this field. A few-all that was in fact required---{)CCUpied
the small number of higher posts at directorial and policy-making levels at
the headquarters of the Provinces and at the Centre. Besides the ICS there
were a number Of other higher Serviees--<:alled either Imperial or Superiorwhich performed different tasks under the Central Government. Notahle
among these were the Indian Audit and Accounts Service, the Imperial
Customs Service and the different Engineering Services. The ICS was an
all-India Service which was deployed both in the Provinces and at the Centre;
so was the Indian Police. Other aU-India Services like the Indian Service
of Engineers, the Indian Medical Service and the Indian Agricultural Service
functioned for two to three decades in their rcspective spheres till recruitment
thereto was stopped in the twenties of this century. The serving lIl<IIDbers
of these Services, however, continued to function either in the Provinces
(later, the States), or at the Centre till they left the Service. Thus, the only
all-India Service besides the ICS, which was in existence on the eve of
Independence, was the Indian Police.
3. The system worked well enough in the context in which it functioned
and in relation to the tasks which were needed to be performed by it. The
problems [aced by the administrator at headquarters or in the field were not
unduly complex. However, in the thirties, it became apparent that certain
growing areas Of administration needed specialised attention. 'This led to
the formation of the Finance-Commerce Pool of officers of the ICS and other
Superior Services like the IA & AS and the Customs Service, who could devote themselves to, and specialise in , matters covering finance and commerce.
.
4
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After tOO end of World War n, the Administration began to show signs of
greater awareness of the needs of popular welfare and certain measures were
taken for the reorganisation Of the administration with a vi.ew to preparing
the country to face new tasks which were in the offing.
TH E NE W TASKS

-

4. The nature of governmental tasks has in the post-Independence cra,
undergone a marked change, particularly after the adoption of planning as
the means of achieving the socio-economic regeneration of the country.
Administration is tending to become more and more specialised, technical
a Rd scientific; the problems of public rel'ltions have acquired new dimensions;
the rDison iI'elre of administration is becoming more and more grounded in
popular acceptance and the success of administrative measures is becoming
more and more dependent on public cooperation and response; the emphasis
of administration is perceptibly shi fting from mere care and maniteoance to
social welfare and individual progress. The current administrative sitnation
may be summed up in the following terms:
(a) Administration, particularly at higber levels, has ceased to be
merely regulatory. It is directly involved in the formulation of
poUcies and implementation of tasks concerned with social
welfare .and economic growth. There are specific tasks to be
performed, particular projects and programmes to be carried
througb. Thus, new areas of administration have emerged and
they call for new and special knowledge and techniques.
(b) Even in the field of regulatory administration, the increase in
the volume of work and the emergence Of new problems consequent upon activities such as increasing industrialisation, urbani-

sation and the growing social awareness of the community have
created difficult problems which r"quire careful and expert
handling.
(c) Science and technology, in this nuclear age, have projected new
tasks of administration. Besides, these and other specialisations
like economics and the social sciences have also acquired an
important bearing on Government decisions and policies.
(d) The enormous growth of personnel has rendered it necessary to
devise special measures for ensuring that each member Of the
public service gives the best that he is capahle of.
5. Government has been aware of the

need for change

and a new

approach, albeit halting, can be discerned in the personnel policies of the 1ast

two decades. However, the manner in which, and the extent to which
changes have taken place disclose a certain rigidity in the system. The
changes have been sporadic and peripheral. The syst;:m continues to be set
in the saIlle old pattern and lacks dynamism and ad·aptability to changing
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conditions. There is still too great a reliance on the 'generalist'. The
technical, scientific and other specialist personnel who have now appeared on
the scene are not participating directly in policy formulation. The top posts
bave not been brought within the reach Of all those who have the capacity to
hold them. Above all, there is no clearly conceived and articulated policy
of personn.;:l management. These defects largely flow from the existing
pattern of the Civil Service organisation and the manner in which the skills
of its members arc being developed and put to use.
ORGANISATION OF THE CIVIL SERVIC E

6. We may now consider what the existing structure is like. The Civil
Service whicb is more tban 6 million strong> in the States and at the Centre,
is organised in four classes, Class I (wbich includes the all-India Services),
Class II, Class III and Class IV, such classification being based on pay ran~s
admissible. The managerial and administrative aspects of governmental
work-whether in the field or at beadquarters-is predominantly in tbe bands
of those who an, in Class 1. We find in this class :
(a) the all-India Services engaged mainly in administrative duties in
the States and in the Centre in the field and in the Secretariat;
(b) Ire non-technical Central Services, Class I, which are meant to
admin ister non-technical areas of administration at the Centre
like the audit, income-tax, posts and telegraphs and the railways.
Their members also are deployed, to sOIl£ extent, in the Central
Secretariat;
(c) the technical Class I Central Services which have similar
functions on the tecbnical side of the Central Departments like
tbe Central Engineering Service, the Telegraph Engineering
Service, the Railway Engineering Service, the Central Health
Service, etc. To a smalll extent, members of tbese Services
occupy Secretariat posts.
7. The Class I category also includes officers engaged in research in the
scientific and technological fields and some isolated posts in the non-technical
fie lds. The posts in Class T, which do not fall within any particular Service
at the Centre, are considered as falling within the General Ccntral Service.
8. Then there are the State Services, both technical and non-tecbnical.
They operate only within a particular State, t?0ugh sometimes officers belonging to these Services are borrowed for work at the Centre. Just as at the
Centre, there are isolated posts in the States also whicb do not fall \vithin
any particular Service.
*The census tOlken by the D . G. Empl oyment and Training indicates tha t in 1966
there were over 2·7 miJlion employees; under the Central Government and I')~r
3 ·7 million under tbe State G overnrlenls.
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9. Higher field posts in the States at the District level and the
posts of heads of Departments are generally manned by the members of the
all-Iodia Services and otber functional and technical State Services.
Secretariat posts in tbe State, are generally manned by members of the
lAS. H owever, in some departments like Agriculture, PWD, etc.
Secretariat posts at the level of Additional or Joint s.~ retary and sometimes
at Secretary level arc also held by the corresPonding fUnctional or technical
Service. There has also been of late a tendency to resort to ex-officio statu~
and thereby give opportunities for service in the Secretariat to technical and
specialist Services.
FuncliollS Of Class T Service

to. Work don.e in

Government can be broadly classified

administration". "specialised

administratio n", "technical

as "general

and/or scientific-

ad ministra tion". Administra tion at the level of a District CoUector, an
Income Tax Officer, and an Executive Engineer illustrates, respectively, thedifferent types of work mentioned above. GeneraUy, each regularly constituted Class I Service takes care of the req uirements of the types of work to
be done at the higher levels specified above. For example, the I ndian Police·
Service is engaged in police administration. the Income Tax Service, in
income tax administration, and the Central Engineering Service in
engineering administration. Most of the members Of soch Services work in
field offices. Some are also drafted to the headquarters organisation connected with the same function. Thus, Indian Police Service officers are
drafted to tbe Central Bureau of Investigation and Income Tax officers to
the Central Board of Direct Taxes. In general, Class I Services are un ifu nctional in nature and the members undergo after recruitment, training fo r
work in a specified function al area. Thei r careers for the most part and
certainly during their early years lie in their own functional areas. An
important exception is the Indian Administrative Service, an all-India
Service whose members ar deployed. in add ition to their special area o(
district and revenue administration, in "ther areas as well .
AIl-Tndia Services

11 . At the time of Independence, two newall-India Services, viz., the
l AS and IPS, were created, the existing members of the old ICS and IP being
borne on the new cadres. The intention of having aU-India Services was
mainly to ensure uniformly high standards of administration in all States in
key activities, to provide for interchange of experience between the States

and tbe Centre, and to obtain , where needed, the experience of State
ad ministrat ion at the decision-making levels at the Centre. In addition to
the two all-India Services formed at the time of Independence, a third aHIndia Service, namely, the Indian Forest Service bas recently been created.
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The creation of two more all-India Services in the fields of engineering,
medici"" & public health is being actively considered. The proposal to
constitute the Indian Agriculture Service and the Indian Educational Service
has also been mooted.
12. Our Study Teams which have gone into the question of all-India
Servi""s have supported the continuance of the all-India Services that now
exist. The Study Team on Centre-State Relationsbips bas come to tbe
conclusion that wbile the details of the operation of the Indian Administrative
Servia:! need some cbange to meet the requirements of specialisation in
higher administration, the continuance of the Service j's imperative.

The

Study Team (P) bas come to a similar conclusion and has also favoured the
expansion of the all-India Service concept to other fields where common
areas of administration have emerged as between the Centre and the States.
13. As common areas of administration in the States are expanding. it
would be in the public interest to establish more all-India Services. We
shall refer to this matt~r again in our Reports on Centr~-State Relationships
and State level Administration.
Staffillg of the Headquarters organisatioll of the Central Government;

14. We now refer to the manner in whicb the bigher positions ill the
headquarters organisation of the Central Government are staffed.
IS. At present the higher Services in the Civil Service are ab initio field
Services. Their initial deployment is in the field offices of tbe Central and
State Governments. The work relating to policy formulation claims the
administrator's time only from about the middle part Of his career. There
is no class division per se between the policy-formulator and the executive.
The system is so designed that the same set of personnel do executive and
policy work at different times. The exception is the Central Secretariat
Service wbich forms a large component in Ihe present pattern of staffing of
the headquarters organisation of the Central Government, though it has not
been designed for any executive work.
16. There is no formal reservation, for any particular Servia:!, of the
posts in the Central headquarters, though some 45 posts of Deputy Secretaries
are earmarked as a promotional avenue for the Under Secretaries in the
Central Secretarial Service. The e,usting scheme envisages tbe staffing of
posts of Under Secr£taries, Deputy Secretaries and Joint Secretaries by
borrowing officers from the higher field Services for fixed tenure services of
3, 4 and 5 years, respectively. Howev"r, under the present practice, not
ma ny officers are taken from the technical , scientific and other specialist
source. Reliance is placed mostly on what have hoen described by Study
Team (0) as "generalist" sou rces, ...·iz ., the Indian

Admini~lrativc

Service,

the non-technical Central Class I Services and tbe Central Secretariat Service.
In recent years, there has been greater use of officers of the last mentioned

-
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cafoogory at the level of Under Secretary, Deputy Secretary and, to
extent, of Joint Secretary.

some

.' 17. In view of its increasing complexity, and the increasing impact of
science and technology on governmental decisions, administration ha; been
growing more and more specialised and several attempts were made in the
last three decades for improving the arrangements for staffing the bigher
administrative positions in the Central Secretariat. These attempts aimed at,
and resulted in, the formation of 'pools' of officers selected in the midcareer, who would be availabk; permanently for service at the Centre.
18. As pointed out by Study Team (D) , "There have been four snch
schemes in all, the Fmance ana Commerce Pool of the thirties, the Indian
Civil Administrative (Central Cadre) Scheme Of 1950, the Central Administrative Pool of 1957, and the proposed Central Economic Pool. Only the
first of these was implemented, though not fully, because of the intervention
of World War n. To the extent that it was implemented, it appears to have
worked well. The second was never much more than an idea. The third
was duly .approved by the Government and even partially implemented, when
a storm 0( protests from the States and from lAS Associations led to its
suspension and to further thinking on the subject." The fourth scheme
referred to, is understood to be still noder examination. The first two of the
post-Independence schemes suffered from three defects.
(1) The provision for a permanent secondment to the Centre ca,me
to be associated with privilege.
(2 ) Neither scheme envisaged the kind of specialisation that the
changing circumstances warranted, and both visualised a single
pool for subjects as diverse as foreign exchange and aircraft
production.
(3) Though one Of the schemes did make a mention of training, a
systematic approach to training as well as development S 3S not
spelt out.
In the circumstances, serious shortcomings exist in the staffing of the highest
levels in Government.
THE SHORTCOMINGS

19. The change in the role of Governmene and the great diversification
of its functions call for a variety of skills in the higher administration. The
new tasks call, at bigher levels, for a competence which cannot be acquired
overnight, but can only be imbibed through special training grafted on to a
basic functional skill en: academic qualification. Each new area of ad~
tration-be it economic, social, industrial, technological, scientific, or agricultural has its own body of aCademic requirements, knowledge and tcchniques. The effective administration of each demands an intimate knowledge of
LID.pt!. AR {69- 2
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'it. uaderlying principles and an awareness OJ. its problems.. This knowl~ge
can only come through the study and practice of administration Df the
relevant area, Dver a long period of time, in some cases at least, long enough,
in fact, to amount to a commitment.-a professional commitment. As our
Study Team (P) points out, " ........ the conte>nporary need is for the
mDre purposive development Df professionalism. By this we mean that "e
can no longer be satisfied with the development of a broad genus like that of
the professiDnal civil servant; rather we must try and develop a prDfessiDnal
economic administrator, a professional social administrator and so on."
Effective administratiDn demands an effort to match each job with the man
possessing the needed qualifications, and competelD.ce. Special measures are
also necessary to build up in the existing personnel the new skills and
expertise that are needed t<rday. This means that full and rational use will
have to be made of the competences that already exist in all the
various field services, wherever they a,re relevant tD higher admlnistration
in Secretariat. Secondly, the tenure system will need tD be altered to the
extent necessary to build up new expertise in personnel selected from
all sources. Both these measures will necessitate a radical change in the
practices which have hitherto been foll~d in the matter of stalling higher
administrative positions.
20. In the techAical field, a great many jobs have come into being,
which demand competence in depth of the subject-matter. A generalist,
who specialises in particular areas, does acquire some substantive knowledge of those areas of administration. However, such knDwledge will nDt
be adequate in these days of growing technological sophistication because
many of the posts in the specialised and technical areas can be filled
adequately only by experts who have the necessary knowledge of the
relevant discipline. Unalloyed generalism, with which we have been familiar, is losing its validity in several fields and is progressively declining
in importance. This is an inevitable cDnsequence Df the increasiBg
applicatiDn of science and technolDgy to problems of communitarian
living. We have arrived at d stage where both these fa~tDrs are having
a vital effect on administrative decisions in many crucial areas. The
staffing policies, therefDre, should change and become mDre suited to the
needs of the present day, as they have outlived their traditional role.
An effort is needed tD match IDbs with the men possessing the needed
qualificatiDns, which means that the preference for the generalist, pure
and simple, should give place to a preferencel for those who have acquired
competence in the concerned field . Where the post requires a particuhu
academic qualificatiDn, or in which a particular specialised experience is
essential, it would be in the public interest tD draw from the respecti:>e
technical or specialised fnnctiDnai services for manning eveID. the highest
positions.

and

Where. however. these are not

the

necessary

requirements,

the needed specialisation can be acquired by training and experience,
it would be in the public interest to cast the net wide and choose the
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best material from generalist as well as specialist sources. In the next
4hapter, we shall outline the procedure for achieving this purpose.

Technical, Scientific and other Specialists in the Higher Administration
2l. In this context, it would also be neccssary to adopt a new approach
to the planning of careers of technical and scientific personnel and other
specialists like economists and doctors, and engineers and other technologists. The new approach should aim at the development of selected
specialist personnel. Though a variety of specialists have been inducted
into the Secretariat in recent times, they have remained in separate
hierarchies. At present, their business is to tender advice and pronounce
on the viability of the projects or programmes, if and when called upon
to do so. According to the existing practice, they are not expected to,
and in fact, do not involve themselves directly in policy advice or
managOlfial decisions which are the sole responsibility of the Secretariat.
Administrative approval and expenditure sanction which together signify
actual control, are the province of the Secretariat hierarchy. This is both
time-<:onsuming and at times, frustrating. If the technical, scientific and
other specialists have not acquired adequately the necessary skills and
qualities required for holding the higher administrative and managerial
positions in the Secretariat, it is only partly because of aptitude factor, but
mainly because they have not had opportunities for working in such positions early enough in their career and their development has not been
properly planned. Since in the present context, there is need for technical,
scientific and other specialised skills in the higher administrative position.,
arrangements sr.ould be devised to enable suitable personnel belonging to
-these sources to enter the headquarters organisation, that is, the Secretariat.
A new approach is, therefore, necessary which should integrate selected
specialists into the administrative hierarchy and enable them to participate
more directly in the process of policy formulation, so that they can fit
themselves adequately to the tasks which they have (0 perform in their
own special fields or related fields in the higher administration.
OTHER SHORTCOMINGS

22. Another shortcoming lies in the remuneration pattern of the
different Services. The established higher Services have pay scales which
are so fixed on the time factor, that they induce in the incumbents a
complacent feeling of easy attainment of increments. Long time seale!;
also rend to mask the real responsibilities borne in the different jobs covered by them, thus adding to the salary bill. Moreover, they do not provide for recognition of merit, adequate opportunities for promotion based
on such recognition and for a continuous incentive for good performance.
There is also a needless variety of scales in different are.·j of administra1ion which result in far too dissimilar career patterns for different groups
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of tl:e Service. The most favourable scales are assigned to the lAS and
IFS, creating a notion of primacy in matters concerning advancement.
In the wake of development and vastly increased activities on the part of
Government varying levels of responsibility have emerged in all the cadres.
It has, therefore, now become necessary to rationalise the pay ~tructule
and base it on recognisable levels of responsibility in all areas of administration. Since the higher administration has now to draw upon a variety
of sources the existing dissimilarity in pay scales would create difficulties
in selecting personnel to po3ilions and responsibilities outside their own
cadres and some relative un iformity between difk!: nt scaJes existing at
pre;;ent must be achieved.
23. A further shortcoming arises from the recruitment practices.
Recruitment policies presently in vogue, limit the administration, largely,
to the use of men and women directly recruited in their early twenties,
by open competition to the Class I Services (all-India and Central), at
its mit:.!le and higher levels. Though there are provisions for promotion
to these :::ervices from lower ranks, these are not enough, and do not ~
rt.::o;nise the talent that is available in the latter. The apathy induce4
in those ranks through such restrictive policies is something 'which the
service can ill-afford. In our present social conditions and at a time
when the higher educational output vastly exceeds suitable employment
opportunities, a great many with good potential, have to content themselves with entering the lower echelons and get merged in the large IIl3IIS
of less talented employees. Considering the nature of its present task,
the Civil Service would vastly improve its performance if better incentivoes
are provided to the meritorious among the lower ranks. The necessary
conditions, and adequate opportunities, need to be created by which 'i&
should be possible for the capable and talented individual in the IOMr
ranks to rise rapidly as high as his competence and performance will ta1r:e

him.
SENIOR MANAGEMENT

24. The Study Team (D) has pointed out shortcomings in the preva»ing system of selection, development and deployment of the senior man38l>-

ment at the level of
Government:

Joint

Secretaries

and

above

(a) the adherence to seniority which has
quality; and

of

proved

the

Centtal

damaging"

(b) the restricted use of the technical, scientific and other specialBed sources tends to shut out the competence being developed
in these sources and which is needed in the present context at
senior levels.

,l
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111 the prevailing milieu the policy formulation levels in Government have
to draw from diverse sources-generalist as well as specialist, technical,
as well as scientific--since policy-making today has necessarily to emerge
out of inputs of several strands of thinking and experience.
25. In view of what has been stated above, we are of the opinion that
the existing personnel system needs reform and that reform has to proceed
()Cl the following lines:
(i) A rational system of filling policy-advice positions with men
possessing the required qualifications and competence needs
to be devised. This will mean a fuller use of different Services for Secretariat work, as also the adoption of special
measures to build the needed specialisations in the headquarters personnel.
(ii) Senior management will need to be selected from all the relevant sources-generalist and specialist-and, for this purpose,
talent needs to be discovered and developed in all the cadres,
specially among those who have not hitherto been inducted
into the higher administration to any significant degree.
(iii) A rational pay structure needs to be adopted so as to reflect

actual responsibilities borne in each job.
(iv) In order to tone up morale throughout the personnel system
much greater scope than now exists needs to be created for
talent in the lower ranks to move up to higher positions in
the Civil Service, on the basis of competence and performance.
26. In the succeeding chapters we shall make recommendations to
remedy the defects described above, as well as to meet the challenging
needs of Administration, within tbe democratic framework of a developmg
society. The proposals that we make, bear mainly on administration at
the Centre. As regards the States, tbe principles we seek to establish
should be applicable, mutatis mutandis, to the administration in the States.
These will be elaborated in our report on State Level Administration.

CHAPTER III
AN OUTLINE FOR REFORM:

NEED FOR SPECIALISATION

THE AIM

The aim of these proposals is to facilitate the most effective use of thehuman resources of the Civil Service by canalising careers within it so as
to produce the skills and competences needed for the work of Government
today and to maintain efficiency and morale of the Services at a high level;
to make it flexible enough to adjust itself to changing circumstances; and
to make it a career open to talent. The three Study Teams dealing with
Personnel Administration and the one on Machinery of the Government of
India and its procedures of work are unanimously of the view iliat future
administration has to be increasingly oriented towards specialisation and
that an important objective of personnel administration should be to create
and nurture the needed specialisms.
They are also agreed that the door.
of senior management should be open to all sectors of the Civil Service and
that the Administration should make positive attempt, 1'0 select the best from
diverse sources for its top-most levels. It is on this basis that we proceed
to formulate our plan of reform.
2. Study Team (P) and Study Team (N) have both examined the validity of the personnel structure that is prevailing today. Study Team (P)
is of the opinion that the existing organisation of the Civil Service comprising
se~eral encadred Services, representing pools of personnel recruited, trained,
and deployed for discharging specific functions at different levels in a hierarchy is essentially sound. It has recommended that wherever a viable number of posts requiring specific knowledge and related skills emerge, new
Services should be constituted. Study Team (N), on the other band, bas
wad.rlined the need for defining the duties and responsibilities attaching to
posts in thc Civil Service a,nd filling tbem with personnel possessing the .
knowledge, qualifications and experience considered necessary. It bas
opinell that such a scheme of classifying all the Civil Service positions can
be dovetailed into the existing Service structure.
3. We are of the view that the present personnel system does not make
for a rational and optimum utilisation of the human resources within the
Civil Service to the best advantage of Administration as well as the community. This should be brought about by (a) adopting a rational approach to the area of operation of each
Service in which it can legitimately and effectively function;
and
(b) enlarging the field to which all the Services should contribute
on the basis of equal opportunity, without assigning a privileged
(14)
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position to any particular Service in respect of posts which CaJl"
be adequately filled by others after training and/or experience,
if necessary.

In or judgment, this approach would proviclc a remedy for some of the
ill!; affiicting Administration today.
4. The all-India Services have come to stay. The concepts underlying
the all-India Services, namely, common recruitment which seeks to ensure
uniform standards of administration in all the States, and the availability of
experience gained in different parts of the COtlDtry to the higher administration at the Centre, are valid. More all-India Serviees are being contemplated
i. different fields of administration in the States and at the Centre. We
would urge their early formation . It is, of course, obvious that such 811lildia Services would be in a position to function effectively only if CentreState relations continue to rest on a sound and cordial basis. We have no
doubt that even in future these Services will continue to be attractive and
provide the best possible material to man the different posts at various level,.
We hope, however, that when different Services do this in a competitive
~pirit, it will be possible to aelect the best among them on considerations
of merit, and if any Service acquires primacy, it would do so on consideration of merit and not on pay-scales and other extraneous considerations.
5. Similarly, with the expansion of activities directly by the Centre, a
large number of Class I posts have been created. Whenever the numbers
involved in a particular function are viable, we would recommend that such
posts should also be grouped into the regularly constituted Services.
6. However, in forming such Services-all-India or Central-the functional aspect should be fully borne in mind. There should be reservation
of posts for a, particular Service only in so far as the qualifications, training
and experience of its members make them specially qual;fied to man the
posts; but in respect of other posts, the eligibility should be shared in COrQmon with the members of other Services who may be expected equally well
to fill these posts after some training and/ or work experience, if necessary.
The ·procedure for selection between qualified members of different Services
must needs be devised in such a manner that it will take care of talent
hunting and of securing the best personnel for all the posts. On this ba,sis,
we proceed to formulate a plan of reform.
7. The posts occupied by the higher Services can be broadly classified
into two categories, viz., (i)

posts in the field ; (ii) posts at headquarters.

Posts in the field are occupied by members of the respective Services which
may be termed as 'functional' Services. We define the term 'functional
service' to include not only those 'services' which are charged with a tech-.
nical function for which a pre-entry vocational education is required (e.g.
tile various Engineering Services), but also those which specialise after entry
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in a particular area of administratiGn (such as the Accounts, Income-tax)
and for which no pre-entry vocational education other than attainment of a
certain level of educational qualification is prescribed. Most of the organised Services of Government are already 'functional' in the above sense.
The main exception is the lAS whose members start tbeir career in tbe districts, but soon get dispersed to various posts wbicb cover different funclional
areas. The pattern of this Service is that of a general purpose service and
at present its members are required to hold the higher posts in different
functional areas in the States, in the field offices as well as in the headquarters organisation. This Service is closely patterned on the ICS of the
pre-Independence era. In view of the increasingly complex and multifarious functions of present day administration, a general purpose Service
will have limited scope and utility as such. It can, however, provide a useful
and good matmial for various posts in functional areas where organised
&.:vices do not exist and which require only some specialised training and
experience, for which suitable arrangements can be made.
8. Eacb function has become important and needs specially trained and
<:ampetent pen;onnel who should, normally and for the most part of their
c..-eer, specialise and stay within a particular function.
In other words,
weil-orgarused Services to cater to these functional areas will need to be
developed. If the higber posts in different functional areas are encadred
within one Service, as bas happened in the case of the lAS pos\s in the
States, qualified and competent persons will not be attracted to all the needed
functions and, hence, the growth of well-organised Services in the emerging
areas of administration is likely to be inhibited. In the changing context,
therefore, the old concept underlying the formation and role of the lAS
would reqnire readjustment. We would recommend that a specific func1ional field must be carved out for the lAS. This could consist of Land
Revenue Administration, exercise of magisterial functions and regulatory
work in the States in fields other than those looked after by officers of
-otkr functional services.
9. Posts whicb would go into Ihil; functiollal area of the lAS will be
many. Examples of such posts would be Sub-Collectors, Collectors, Directoes of Civil Supplies, Directors of Settlement, Directors of Land Records,
Revenue Secretaries, Home Secretaries, Municipal Commissioners, Divisional Commissioners, Members of tbe Board of Revenue, etc., and posts
related to these functions in the State Secretariats. However, other posts
like Directors of Fisheries, Agriculture, Industries, Registrar of Cooperative
Societies, etc., and related posts in Secretariats for which other cadres could
qualify, need not be assigned to the functional area of the lAS in the States.
These latter should be fi.lled by the most suitable personnel of all the relevant functional services, including the all-India Service officers in the
States.
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Recommendation:
1
We lKOmmend that :
(1) The functions of Govemment have become greatly diversified.
Wherever the numbers involved in a particular function are
viable, the posts should be grouped into regularly constitnted
services.
(2) A functional field must be carved out for the lAS. This could
consist of Land R evenue Administration, exercise of magisterial
functions and regulatory work in the States in fields other than
those looked after by other functional Services.
Distinction between f<!unctic::al" posts and posts outside Ufunctional" areas
"Functional' Posts:

10. All posts in a given functional area which may be called 'functional
posts' should be staffed by members of the corresponding functional service,
if one exists, or by officers engaged in the corresponding function, though
no! encadred in a Service. Such posts may exist in the field offices as well
as at the Headquarters and in the Secretariat. They may exist all levels
from the Junior Class I right up to that of a Secretary to the Government.
I I. The sine qua non for occupying these posts is an intimate knowledge
<of the particular function concerned. Examples of a series of such 'functional'
posts would be-( 1) Income tax Officers, Income-tax Commissioners and
Members of the Board of Direct Taxes; (2 ) District Mechanical Engineers,
Otiel Mechanical Engineers and tbe Member (Mech.) of the Board in the
Railways, and (3) Collectors, Divisional Commissioners, Members, Board
of Revenue in the States. Each of these three sets of examples repre6ents
a group of posts where the knowledge of a specific function is the predominant requirement.

12. In the Headquarters Organisation, namely the Secretariat, a large
-number of such posts have arisen in recent times as a result of the increasing
·development activities of the Government. Several of these posts can be
related to specific functions and may occur at the various levels in the Secretariat. Such posts should also be filled by the corresponding functional
Services or professional men like engineers, scientists, doctors and economists
who bave the needed subject-matter competcnce. At successively higher
levels in each functional area, the managerial content of posts will steadily
increase, but ·the subject-matter knowledge remains essential. There should
be clearly defined schemes for staffing middle and higher levels in each
"functional' area.

.
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2
We recommeDd that :

(1) All posts in a foudionaJ area wbether in Ibe field or lit . . . .
quarters or in .be Secretariat should be staffed by members . 1\
the corresponding functional Service, or by fuactional ollicers
not encadred in a Service.
~) Tbere sbould be clearly defined scheme. for oCafling the ..iddIe
and higher levels ill eacb fnndional area.

Posts outside the functional areas :
13. Outside the area which is to be covered by the functional servi=,
there are many posts to which no single functional service is uniquely qua~fied,
though experience gained is successfully discbarging one's responsibilities ia Q
functiona,I area supplemented by suitable training sbould be the pre-requisile
for manning them. Examples of such posts in the Central Government are
those of Deputy Secreta,ries dealing with the management of p rogrammes
or personnel or financial management. An example of such a post in the ·
"field" would be that of a District Development Officer or Chief Executive
Officer of a Zila 0 parishad.

Staffing of the Headquarters organisation of the Central

Govern~nt

Keeping in mind the above considerations, we set forth below a scheme
for staffing bigher posts in the functional areas and outside them in the Secretariat and the attached offices. The first part of the scheme deals .",ith po8Is
at levels corresponding to the Under Secretary and the Deputy Secretary in
the Central Secretariat. The second part deals with posts at the level of the:
Joint Secretary and above.

Part I of the Scheme
14. All posts of Under Secretaries and Deputy Secretaries in the Secretariat and the corresponding posts with different designations in the attached
offices should be examined and classified as falling (i) within a functiooa!
area or (ii) outside the functional areas. Such classification has to be done
keeping in view the knowledge, experience and capabilities required in each
post.
IIFunctional" area

15. For the former type of posts, whether in the Secretariat hierarchy ot ·
in the attacbed offices, the important req ui rement is, as already stated, the·
knowledge of tbe particular fUDction or speciality concerned. These pes ..
can, therefore, be deemed to be an extension of the main function of thea ass I Services.
- District.
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VIIMr Secretary or equivalent in {uno/ionai area:
16. Such posts at the Under Secretary or equivalent level should be ftlled'
by officers of the corresponding Class I Services or other officers in Class J,
having the necessary qualifications for the posts. Use can also be made of
senior Class II officers of the Centre as well as of the States for manning
~nder Secretary's posts or their equivalents within the functional
area .
Service in these posts should normally be on a tenure basis of three years, as
at present. It will not be desirable to allow a longer spell in these posts
because the utility of these officers in the Secretariat derives from a particular field experience, which must be periodically renewed.

Deputy Secretary or equivalent in functional area :
17. For the category of Deputy Secretaries in the functional area, there
should be an arrangement similar to that sketched for Under Secretaries. The
posts should be filled by officer. of the corresponding Class I Services (a1IIndia, Central and State) with not less than ten years' service on tenures,
normally, of four years as at present. Specialists should also be considerea
for appointment to these posts.
Examples of 'functional' posts would be posts of Deputy Secretaries in
or
intelligence work, for which the sources would be the IAS/ IPS, or polt. in
\he Railway Board, Central Board of Direct Taxes or the P&T Board, for
which the sources of supply would be the corresponding field Services of the
concerned departments and experts. Similarly, there will be posts in (a)
the Ministry of F ood & Agriculture, which can be filled by lAS officerB and
agricultural experts, (b) the Ministry of Irrigation and Power, which can
be filled by engineers, (c) the Ministry of Industrial Development, which
can be filled by different kinds of experts and so on. Each functional post
lIlust be examined and allotted to the appropriate Service or source. Others
which cannot be filled only on the basis of the earlier functional experience
of the incumbent should be filled in the manner described later.
Ihe Ministry of Home Affairs dealing with political and police matters

Recommendation :
3

We recommend that
(1) Posts of (or equivalent to) Under Secrotary Or a Deputy Secretary in the Secretariat and the attached offices should be
examined and classified as falling within (i) functional or (ii)
outside functional areo.

(2) Posts of Under Secretary and its oquivalent should be filled by
officers of the corresponding functional Class I Services. Se.ior
Class D officers, under the Centre as weD as the States, in Ole
functional area may also fill these posts. They should uClrlDlOll!
he employed on a tenure of three years.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- P_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~~_.
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(3) Posts of Deputy Secretary aDd its equivalent should be filled
Ity officers 0( the corresponding functional Class I Service (allIndia, Central, oand State) on a tenure, normally, of four yean;.

Posts outside the fUllctional areas:

18. The present practice of posting officers of the Class I Services, allIndia, as well as Central, with six to seven years' experience, as Under Secretaries or their equivalent in areas, which cannot be regarded as functional,
as described above, sbould be discontinued. We feel that it is not desirable to
make these officers work in the early years of their career in fields entireiy
unrelated to their functions. It interferes with the development of a professional competence within their particular fields. All posts of Under Secretaries not falling within. a functional area should be filled by officers promoted
from the level of Section Officers in the Central Secretariat and attached
offices .

.RocolOlllendation

"

We recommend that posts of Under Secretary not falling In ..y
functiooal area should be fiUed by the promotion of tbe relevant Secretariat aDd attached office personnel and not by
officers of Class I Services, all-India, as well as Central.

19. This brings us to the question of filling up the posts of Deputy
'Secretary and its equivalent in the Secretariat which do not require to be
manned by the members of any particular functional service. These posts
are to be filled by persons selected from all the functional services as well as
from officers who do not belong to any functional service. However, before
being appointed to such posts of Deputy Secretary, the selected persons
should undergo a course of training in one of several "specialisms"
into
which the work of the Secretariat could be categorised. The Study Team (P)
-while dealing with the broad professiooal groups into which the Civil Service
should be divided had mentioned eight of them. These are-Personnel and
IIlAI}-,power, Economic Administration including planning, Financial Administration, Agricultural Administration, Industrial Administration, Social
and Educational Administration, Internal Security and Defence, and General
Administration. The Study Team (D), in a specific reference to headquarters
personnel, iudicated ten specialisations, three of them being substantive specialisalions, viz., Industries, Agriculture and Social Services and seven being
staff sECCialisations, viz., Personnel Management, Financial Management,
Planning, Organisation & Methods, Economic Analysis, Statistics and Pu1Jlic
Relations. We do not think it desirable to increase the number of specialisms
!beyond eight, as a large number will create an element of rigidity in the post-

;
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ing of personnel and confine mobility to very narrow areas. We are, therefore.
inclined to keep the field of specialisms to the following eight specialisms :
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
. (e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

Economic Administration
Industrial Administration
Agricultural and Rural Development Administration
Social and Educational Administration
Personnel Administration
Financial AdministratiOn
Defence Administration and Internal Security
Planning

20. In the speCialism (g), internal security would include only certaift
aspects of it, closely linked with defence, e.g., intelligence, and is different
from the normal law and order connotation.
2 1. As regards the specialism ( h ), planning is a subject, the general
roncepts of which will have to be imparted to the entrants to all the specialisms we have indicated, during their training period. . But the special
techniques of formulation of plans and evaluation of performance will haye
to be taken up for deep study by a selected group of officers at the middle
and senior levels. For these reasons, we have included Planning as a separate specialism.
22. Personnel for these specialisms have to come from all sources and
administration shoUld, at this stage, endeavour to net in from all sectors
those who have shown promise of managerial capabilities in the initial part
of their careers. Since such capabilities can emerge out of all Services, the
selection should be made from among the best out of all these Services.
23. Entrants to these specialisations must be specially trained and made

to acquire the necessary background. The knowledge and expertise which
will be relevant in tho various specialisations are briefly indicated below :
(a) EconOmic Administration:

Currency, banking and financial institutions, international trade,
foreign aid and foreign e1Xchange for company affairs, problems
relating to incomes, wages and prices,
(b ) Industrial Administration :

Economic growth, industrial licensing, import of technicat
know-how, also problems relating to incomes, wages and
prices in commOn with specialism (a) .
( e) Agricultural OJul Rural Development Administration:

Rural cooperatives, community development, irrigation, rural
electrification, agricultural science, agricultural economics, rural
sociology.
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(d) Social and Educational Administration:

Education, social welfare and family planning, urban development, labour welfare and industrial relations, factory and labour
inspection, information and public relations.
(e) Personnel Administration :
Management analysis involviog work.-study, grading and evaluation of posts, organisation and methods, selection techniqllei,
traioing and career management, staff supervision and control,
motivation, morale and staff welfa,re.
(f) Financial Administration:

Cost-benefit analysis, budgeting and expenditure control, performance budgeting, PERT, etc.
(t;) Defence Administratioll alld Internal Security :

Intelligence, concepts of strategy and tactics, logistics, weapons
systems, systems analysis, defence industry, defence research
and development, etc.
(h) Planning:

Assessment/projection of demand and resources; models of
economic growth, ioput-output ratios, ioter and intra-sectoral
balances, cost-benefit analysis of projects and schemes; programming methods; techniques of progress reporting and feedback, and of evaluation of results, opcrations research; systems
management.
24. Persons selected for the eight areas of administration iodica,ted above
will be concerned with policy and management to a greater extent than those
at similar lewels io the purely 'functional' areas. Also, they will need to stay
longer io the different specialisations, so that full advantage may be reaped
out of the growiog expertise. They should comtitute a policy and managerial pool, which will be available to the Centre for a fairly long period
and wbich sbould partly feed the senior management of the Government of
India io the relevant areas. Accordiogly, we recommend that the tenure
of Deputy Secretaries in the policy and managerial pool should be six years,
excluding the period spent under training.
The selection process and mid-career examination .

25. For selecting officers for these areas of specialisms at Headquarters,
tho method recommended by Study Team (T) should be adopted.
26. (i) After eight and withio twelve years of service in his functional
every Class I officer (all-India and Central) should be eligible te

.MellS,

•
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to a post outside his functional area at the headquarters. There should
be a selection from among those who desire to make this mOve. The
adection should be based on a written test, an interview and an assessment
of previous record conducted by the UPSC. Promotees to the Class I cateP)' should be eligible for this selection after spending a minimum period
of five years in Class I and before the completion of eight years.

lIIOYe

(ii) The written test should not be of an academic character. It should
aim at an assessment of the officer's capacity for communication, clarity of
thought, overall management ability, jX>wer of analysis and comprehension
of curreRt social, economic and jX>litical questions. The test should be so
deAigned that neither the generalist nor the specialist is placed at a disadvantage vis-a-vis the other. Those who come up to the standard should then
be interviewed by a committee consisting of the Chairman, UPSC, and two
senior Secretaries. The Committee should make the final selection after
taking into account the record of service of the officers concerned. It should
also allot the candidates to the various specialisms keeping in view their
functional background and aptitudes.
TRAINING

27. We consider special training to be an important element of the
scheme. This training should specia,1ly be designed for each particular
specialism. The details of the training required are dealt with in Chapter

VIT.
23. The careers of the above officers would lie each within a chosen
specialisation. There should, however, be a judicious job rotation over
related areas within the same specialisation and the officer need not necessarily be confined to a particular Ministry. The above discussion spell out
the outline of our approach to the problem of manning the middle level of the
Central headquarters so as to develop the needed specialisms. Such specialisms will draw personnel from diverse sources. There will be purely 'functional' posts to which men with the necessary functional competence or
belonging to the corresponding functional Service should be freely inducted
without having to compete with the others. Thus, many of the posts in the
specialism "Defence Administration and Internal Security" will need to be
manned directly from the lAS and IPS, and also from among scientists and
engineers.
Similarly many "functional" posts in the "Planning" and
"Econooiic" specialisms could be filled by the Economic and Statistical Services by virtue of their specialised knowledge . . A thorough examination
should be made to determine the "functional" character of the posts and if
the substantial requirement in the posts is the relevant functional competmce, they Would ~ earmarked for bein& filled by the corresponding
Service(s). It. is ooIy those which cannot thus be earmarked that should
be thrown cpeD for competition by all Se....ices.

R..",lIUIIeIIdation :
5

We recommend tbat :
(1) The posts at the level of Deputy Secretary or eqWvaleBt ....eCentral headquarters, which do not fall within a particnIar InKtional area, should be demarcated into eight areas of spedalisms as follows:
(i) Economic Administration;
(ii) Industrial Administration;
(iii) Agricultural and Rural Development AdministralioD;
(iv) Social and Educational Administration;
(v) Personnel Administration;
(vi) Financial Administration;

(vii) Defence Administration and Internal Security;
(viii) Planning.

(2) Selection should be made from among aU Class I officen to man'
these posts. After 8 and within 12 years of serviu rendered'
in a fnnctional area, every Class I officer directly recruited to a
class I post (all-India or Central) should be eligible for !be selection. Promotees to Class I should be eligible for selection If
they have spent a minimum period of five years in CIu!I I and
have not completed 8 years therem.
(3) Selection will be made by a commit1ee consisting of !be Chairman, UPSe, and two senior Secretaries on !be basis of a written,
test, an interview and an assessment of !be previons records.

(4) After selection and before being appointed to !be post of Deputy
Secretary or equivalent at the Ceatre, they should 1IDCIergo ...
period of training described in Chapter vn.
(5) The tenure of appointment for !bese Deputy Secrdaries should'
be six years excloding the period spent onder training.
PART

n

OF THE SCHEME

29. We consider next the question of selection for the senior management posts. In this discussion, the term "senior management of !be Government of India" refers to the following:
(a) Joint, Additional and Special Secretaries and Secretaries to the
Government of India in the Central Secretariat; and
(b) Officers in grades identical to those of posts mentioned in (a),
either in the Secretariat or attached offices,
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Two

CATEGORIES OF SENIOR MANAGEMENT POSTS

. 30. As in the case of officers considered in Part I of the scheme, a clear
distinction .hould be made between the purely functional posts and posts
falling outside the functional areas. The mode as well as the field of selection for the two categories will have to be different as indicated below.

I

SENIOR MANAGEME:-'

r

I' OSIS IN THE FUNCTIONAL AREA

3 1. Senior management posts in which the knowledge of the snbjectmatter or the fUDction is as important as managerial ability, shonld be classified as functional posts; for example, posts like that of the Engineer-in-Chief,
CPWD, Members of the CW&PC and Members of the Railway Board, P&T
Board and Central Board of Direct Taxes clearly raU within the functional
area. These posts should be fiUed up by the relevant functional cadres-technical or !lon-technical, as the caso may be. For other posts of this kind,
the necessary functional experience will be available in the all-India Services,
the Central Services, and among the specialists like engineers, scientists,
economists etc. All posts in senior management should be analysed and
those which require subject-malter Or functional experience must be
a>signed to the corresponding Services.
P OSTS OUTSIDE THE FUNCTIONAL AREA

,
f

32. While dealing with the staffing at the Deputy Secretary level, we
,uggested that outsid" the functional areas eight speeialisms should be
built up among the personnel selected from various sources. Personnel
who have acq uired specialised experience in these areas should form the
basic source for selection to senior management posts in these areas. We
had mentioned that Deputy Secretaries in the eight special isms should
have tenures of six years exclusive of training. Many would return to
their parent cadres at the expiry of this period. TIlerefore, the area o(
selection for senior management posts outside the functional area should
cover Deputy Secretaries serving in the specialisms in the headquarters as
well as those who have served and returned to their parent cadres.
33. The personnel so selected for senior management should be deployed in posts/areas with due regard to their previous specialised experience. It should, however, be possible for a senior manager to move freely
from one broad area of middlc management specialisation to another
allied area. For example, an engineer entrant to a senior management
post outside his functional area, who has previously gained specialised
middle management ex.perience in the 'Industrial' field, should be able
to shift to senior policy positions in the 'Defence' field, where his hranch
of engineering plays a significant part. Similar considerations should also
apply to officers hailing from generalist sources. There should be no fixed
tenure for officers in senior management.
LlDoptt. of AR[69-:;

I
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SELECTlOX

34. The selection procedures for entry into senior management sbould
be tightened, so tbat ouly tbe most competent get in. For posts other
thau purely functional posts, selection should be made from among persons
wbo have completed not less tban 17 years of service. The selection
for senior management posts in the functional areas as ",ell as outside the
functional areas will be made by a committee consisting of the Cabinet
Secretary, the Secretary of the Department of Personnel and one of the
Senior Secretaries.

35. Tbe Secretary of a Ministry or bis equivalent should be chosen
from among senior managers best suited for the post concerned . Our
scheme of staffing of the higher administration aims at developing specialised competences. The number of specialisms envisaged at the middle
level of Deputy Secretary are eight. At the level of Joint Secretary and
Additional Secretary in senior management outside the purely funct ional
posts, the areas of specialisms will broaden out and it should be possible,
and it is necessary to provide for mobility from one specialism to an
allied specialism. At the bighest level of Special Secretary or Secretary
and equivalent in the Central Goverument, the factor tbat should count
most is one's general managerial competence. If tbe scheme of development, that we have sketched earlier is implemented, Government will have
a pool of persons of merit selected [rom a wide field . A Secretary sbould
be selccted from this pool, attention being paid to the pattern of experience
and background required for the post irrespective of the Service origin ot
the person concerned. If, however, on an examination of the requirements
of the post, it is found that an intimate knowledge of a particular function ,
technical or otherwise, is indispensable there should be no hesitation III
cboosing the best man from the corresponding "functional" Service.
R ecommendation:
6
We recommend that:
(1) Senior management posts in functional areas should be fiUed by
members of the respective functional Services.
(2) Senior management posts ootsicle the fundional areas shoDld
be fiDed by officers who have had experience as members of
the policy and management pool in OIIe of tbe eight specialisms.
They should have completed not less than 17 years of service.
(3) The selection for senior management posts in the functi......
areas as well as outside the fuDctional areas, will be made by'
a committee consisting of the Cabinet Secretary, tbe Secretary
0( the Department of Personael. and one of the senior Seae!aries. There should be DO fixed tenore in senior management
posts.
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36. The scheme which we have adumbrated above broadly gives our
views on the manner in which the Government should, as a rule, aim at
deploying its higher pen;onnel. We, however, foresee that occasionally
iWllances may arise where new kinds of jobs come into being and in filling
which a Ilexible policy should be adopted. In such cases, the best man
should be chosen for the job from the functional sources or from sources
outside the functi.onal areas.
37. The ahove scheme is intended to tackle the central problem .of
Ihe higher administrati.on today, namely, .of getting the best man fDr each
job and .of the methods and procedures that need t.o be ad.opted t.o attain
that .objective. In emphasising the need f.or specialisatiDn and, what is
more, the need for specialised skills in the higher administration, we d.o
oot, by any means imply that the generalist is wh.olly redundant Dr sUiXlrflu.ous. The fact that we wDuld like to highlight is that certain posts and
categories of posts can n.o l.onger be regarded as the close preserve .of
generalist cadre~ alone. This does n.ot, however, mean that the generalist
is obsolescent or bec.oming obsolete at all levels. The generalist has his
place, and an important .one at that, in the scheme DE things; but s.o has
Ihe specialist, the scientist, and the technologist. In a growing democracy.
c.ommitted to rapid socio-econ.omic development, the adm.inistration has
to be good n.o less than it has to be effective; if a good administration
is imperative for the happiness and welfare oE the people, an effective
administrati.on is a pre-requisite for the strength and prDsperity .of the
cDuntry. This twin purpose needs the devDted services oE the specialist
n.o less than those of the generalist. The problem really is one Dr harnessing their talents and capabilities thrDugh a purposive symbiosis in the
larger interests of the common good, and of ending a practice which ha,.
[ended to exclude the nne in favDur .of the other, with its concomitant milieu
.of mutual sullen antipathy and supercilious snobbery.
DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL

38. We have, in .our report on the Machinery .of the Government .of
India and its Procedures of W.ork, recommended the setting up of a Department .of Personnel with a full-time Secreta,ry working under the general
guidance of the Cabinet Secretary. It sh.ould be the responsibility of the
Department to work out the detailed implications of our recommendatioas
for the staffing .of the higher posts in administration on the basis of a
iCientific analysis of the requirements. In particular, it should determine the
posts in the Secretaria,t and attached offices that should be included in the
various functional areas. Further, the great number .of posts lying outside
tbe functional groups will have to be demarcated and assigned to particular
OP,CCialisms. The staffing of the Pen;onnel Department is of crucial importlYJCCl. The Secretary, who will head this Department, should be specially
chosen and will need to have done a good deal of serious thinking on !he
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personnel structure and its problems. His deputies and assistants have to
be representative of all Services and groups in order to create the necessary
confidence. Lastly, tbere will be, to start with, the need for expert assist~
ance for its immediate tasks, because we feel tbat, techniques like analysis
and evaluation, have not SO far been developed within the Civil Service.
Recommendation:

7
We recommend that the Department of Person~el sbould be
responsible for working ont tbe detailed implications of ODr
recommendations for staffi ng tbe higber posts ill administration
STEPS TO BE TAKEN DURING THE TRANSITION

39. The scbeme for arranging a test for selecting officers at the level of
Deputy Secretary in the Central Secretariat and their subsequent training
would take some time. It is ooly wben the scheme is in full operation that
Deputy Secretaries for specialism outside the functional areas will herome
available. And it is after tbe lapse of another six years thereafter that the
irst group of Deputy Secretaries wbo bave specialised in different areas of
beadquarters work will become eligible for consideration for promotion to
senior management. Special arrangements are, therefore, necessary for the
most effective staffing of middle and senior levels during the interim period.
We give below a rough plan of these arrangements.
( i) There should be an intensive programme undertakeo. by the
Ministries to determine, bowever, roughly it may be, the work
content of all posts at the levels of Under, Deputy and Joint
Secretary to the Government of India, and to earmark the posts
to the 'functional' and 'outside functional' areas;
(ji) The Department of Personnel sbould identify the functional
Services and where no sucb Services exist, the category of officers from among wbom the necessary personnel sbould he
selected to functional posts;
(iii) Under Secretary level: As regards posts of Undac Secretary in
the non-functional areas, we ba,ve already recommended that
they sbould be filled by promotion of Section Officers. "Functional" posts of Under Secretaries should be filled by the officers
of the appropriate functional Service or group.
(iv) Deputy Secretary level: The vacancies arising at this level may
be eitber in the functional areas or outside the functional a,rcas.
In case the vacancy is in a functional area, it should be fiIkd
by an officer of the ap/lropriate functional Service or group cif
services as already indica,ted by us.
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(v) Incase the vacancy arises in a non-functional area, it should be
filled from among the panel of officers, to be prepared in accordance with the manner indicated below.
(vi) Till the Department of Personnel starts functioning the Establishment Board should consider officers belonging to the all-India
and Central Class I Services, technical and non-technical, with
appropriate seniority for posting to these positions. A panel
should be prepared giving due consideration to the officer's experience, pedonnance, etc., and, if necessary, an interview may
also be held. These officers should be considered for one or
1Il0re of the eight specialisms which we have mentioned. As
SOOn as a vacancy in one of these specialism. arises, suitable
officers from this panel may be considered for appointment.
(vii) The Deputy Secretaries' posts are at present held by tenure officers and officers of the Central Secretariat Service. Tenure officers should be allowed to continue till their normal tenure
expires and the vacancies should be filled in accordance with
the procedure suggested above. The Central Secretariat Service
officers fall in two categories; those who have been confirmed
in the Deputy Secretary's grade, and those who have not becn
confirmed. In view of the new scheme, no further confirmation
to this grade should be made. The record and background of
th", officers alrcady confirmed should be considered for determining the broad specialism in which they may be placed . In
the case of those whd have not been confirmed, they should be
re-considered along with other officers of the all-India and
Central Class I Scrvi""", for being empanelled for the different
specialisms .
(viii) Joinl Secretary level: A procedure broadly similar to the one
prescribed for Deputy Secretaries may be adopted.
(a) For posts which may be classified as functional after an
examination, persons with appropriate seniority should he
selected from the respective functional Service. For the
area outside the functional areas, a panel should be prepared from all the eligible officers of the all-India and
Central Class I Services, both technical and non-technical,
and future vacancies arising at Joint Secretary level should
be filled from this panel. It is, however, understood that
in 1956 some officers belonging to a few of the higher
Services were put into a Central Administrative Pool by a
Committee presided over by the Chairman, UPSC. Such
of those officers who were cleared by this Committee and
are now working 'Is Directors and Joint Secretaries or
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equivalent under the Centre, may be allowed to continue ill
that capacity under the existing orders.
(b) Tn keeping with the spirit of our main scheme of reform,
conscious efforts should be made to induct specialists like
engineers, scientists, economists, etc., into the senior management posts, so that the existing bias towards generalist
sources to which we drew attention earlier, mllY progressively disappear. Such specialists sbould be deployed in
areas wbere their specialist ""rupetcnce is likely to be o(
relevance. The officers may be put through a course of
administrative training and orientation.
(c) loint Secretaries sbould be deployed in the broad a,reas of
specialisation that we have indicated, on tbe basis of their
background and suitability.
Note: Scientific analysis and evaluation of jobs will bave to precede the
adoption of a unified grading structure, wholly, Or in part. Accondingly in the chapters which follow, the existing IlOmenclature of
services and classes T, ]f, ill & IV has been used in the diocussioo.

CHAPTER IV

UNIFIED GRADING SmUCTURE-ITS IMPORTANCE TO PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
The pay structure should, if it is to serve the twin purpose of sustaining
the morale of the Civil Service, and of acting as an incentive to do its best,
a,im at providing equal pay for equal work and also facilitate the deployment of personnel in tbe best interests of puhlic service. The Study Team
(P) and the Study Team (N) have both felt that there are serious anomalies
in the existing pay structure which must be remedied. The Study Team (P)
remarks: "We consider that the principle of equa,! pay for equal work
may be recognised for the entire country for both the Central and the State
Governments and even local bodies .... With the increasing activities of
the Central Government in a large number of sectors, personnel belonging
to the Central Government and to the State Governments will bave occasion 10 work side by side is much larger numbers ...... If on the basis of
job evaluation the job index is the same, no matter whether the job is
under the Central Government or the State Government, the sa me salary
must be attached to both the jobs. We fully appreciate the difficulties
which are likely to a,rise in this process. Difficulties have to be faced once
it is accepted that Government is going to extend its area of activity". The
Study Team (N) has remarked: "The extent of variations in some of the
pay scales [or jobs of similar and comparable duties and responsibilities both
at the Centre and in the States, and of the disparities in the pay scales
obtai"ning between one State and another State for the same or similar positions has been a serious disturbing factor in administration. This is one ol
the major [actors for strikes, agitations, Inter-Service tensions and rivalries,
indifferent attitude to work, poor performance, frustration and low morale
of the employees. Jobs similar in nature and of comparable difficulties,
duties and responsibilities should carry the same scales not only in the
Central Government but also between the Centre and the States ...... "
2. The two Study Teams have quoted several examples where certain
jobs have palpably been over-valued and certain others carrying heavier responsibilities have been undervalued. Some of the examples mentioned are
those of qualified engineers in the Government of India doing only file work,
of medical men joining lower positions at the headquarters, qualified educationists occupying a niche in a Ministry requiring just an average competence. of agriculturaJ scientists being attracted to headquarters organisa-

tions [or doing routine paper work, leaving important field positioos.
Similarly, the Private Secretaric< of Ministers are in the grade o[ Deputy
Secretaries, occasionally even Joint Secretaries. The Study Team lP) thialcs
that these arc cases of mis-utilisation of personnel which is the result of att
JI
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imbalance in the pay structure, through which posts in tbe headquarters arc
unjustifiedly over-valued in comparison witb more onerous and inlportant
field positions.
3. The instances quoted above refer to some of the higher posts. Tbere
are similar anomalies even in tbe lower posts. Here, tbe anomalies a,rise
out of wbat the Study Team (P) thinks is a wrong equation of responsibilities. For example, a Deputy Collector in the State Government and a
Section OBicer in the Central Government are remunerated on more or less
identica) lines. The Study Team thlnks that the responsibilities actually
diller a great deal.
4. The Study Team (N) bas pointed out that even in regard to tbe
remuneration for the same kind of posts, tbe existing pay structure introduces differences based on the Service origin of the person balding the post.
The exarr:plc quoted is tbat of the Deputy Secretary to the Government of
India, whose pay differs a,ccording as the incumbent belongs to the Central
Secretariat Service. tbe Central Class I Service. or the Indian Administrative
Service.
5. Further, the fact that Secretariat posts generally carry a higher pay
in comparison with field posts has cre.,ted an unbealthy rush for the former
type of posts and a reluctance to move out of them after the fixed period of
tenure.

6. The Study Team (P) points out that the present remuneration pattern of the different groups within the Civil Service is the result of historical
evolution. But the fact remains that the pattern which prevails toda,y does
not take into account the rapid changes which have taken place in the nature
of work that is done by the Civil Services. The concept of remunerating
the higher Services during the British regime aimed at providing an attractive and secure career grade mostly for expatriate personnel. Further, there
were comparatively few jobs in the higher echelons and there did not exist
a variety of jobs with a differing content of duties and responsibilities as 'j .
now the case. A long pay scale reaching high levels of remuneration towards
the end of a career, as a matter of course, was therefore, fi..'Xed, Further, as
administration did not, at that time, require entry to its higher levels of
personnel from diverse sources, deployment in different posts did not pose
serious difficulties.
/7. The remuneration pattern of the established higher Services is characterised by long pay scales spanning nearly two-thirds of the officer's career;
for example, in the non-technical Central Services, Class I, a fresh entrant
is recruited to a pay scale runrting from Rs. 400 to Rs. 1,250 which covers
a period of 22 years and provides an automatic lift from Rs. 510 to Rs. 700
in the sixth year. Similarly, in the lAS and IFS recruitment is in effect t(J a
pay scale of Rs. 400-1,800 spread over a period of 22 years and provides,
more or less. for an automatic increase of pay in the sixth year from
R,. 580 to Rs. 900. The posts included in these long pay scales carry

•
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difIrcnt and distinct levels of responsibility. In the wake of developmental
activity sevcral new posts carrying different levels of responsibility have been
created and included in the cadres of the different higher Services. Since
the cadres themselves calT}' long pay ranges, all the new creations have been
in these long pay ranges/, A study made by the Department of Administrative R eforms' in respect of Indian Administrative cadre shows that in the
senior scale of this Service there are at least four successive levels of responsibility, though all of them are grou ped in one scale of pay. The study
points out the follolVing defects of the existing practice and offers some
remedies:
-.// ' ''fn the senior sca,le, however, litis variation can be very wide, and
naturally enough, for the scale itself is wide (ranging (rom Rs. 900 to
Rs. J,800) / ' ljd lm.omcer spends more time in this grade than in any othe...
Jt is in this grade, therefore, that the problem assumes an acute form .
/ In most States the posts of Secretary, Additional Secreta,ry, 10int Secretary
and Deputy Secretary will all be in the same grade and if a senior and
experienccd officer were posted as a Deputy Secretary and a junior officer
as 10int Secretary or Secretary, the former would not technically be deemed
to have been superseded/ (which indeed is the answer known to have been
given to an officer finding hinnself in such a situation. And yet it is clearly
absured to equate t hesc postsi vhen deciding postings. Here, because of the
well-defined position of these posts in an established hierarchy the anomaly of equating them is detected quickly and is, therefore, rarely perpetrated. But this is not equally true of posts for which no similar measure
for comparison is easily available. Development can then tend to be governed by ad hoc considerations which would be the negation of policy. In
the great variety of postings possible in this grade some method is required
to be evolved which could give expression to the principle of progressively
higher devol ution of responsibility and on the basis of which a postings
policy could be formulated".
8. The foregoing discussion leads to the conclusion that in the interests
of sound personnel management, the following defects arising out of the
existing pay structure should be remedied.
(i) In the ahsence o[ a careful evaluation of the work-<:ontent of jobs
at certain levels and the matching of scales of pay thereto, the hea,Ithy principle of equal pay for cqual work cannot be implemented. Failure to adopt
this principle has an adverse elTect 011 the morale of the personnel, and also
a,dds to the cost of administration.
(ii) 11lere is an imbalance in the remuneration attached to headquarters posts and the field posts leading to a rush for tbe former and to misutili-;at ion of talent .

/ ( iii ) 111e absence
account distinct levels
through a programme
development of talent

of a rational pay structure which could take into
of work and responsibility makes it difficult to put
of career development based on the discovery and
and a planned deployment thereof.
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(iv) The existence of long pay scales a,nd the feeling of easy attainment
of increments, which such scales induce, is a disadvantage, in that it does
not provide for the recognition of merit as against mere seniority. It does
not provide for adequate opportunities of promotion based on merit and for
a continuous incentive for the best performance. /
(v) The existence of a multiplicity of sca,les of pay for different groups
neither makes for a rational system of remuneration related to work content
nOr does it facilitate the selection o[ personnel [rom different Services for
bigher positions.
or REFOR'!
9. For the purpose of reform, the pay structure of the entire civil service
of the Centre as well as the States should be taken into account. We do
not propose to deal with the emoluments to be attached to particular jobs
or Services, but only state certain basic principles which sbould govern the
formulation of pay structure. It will be for the Government to work out
the detailed implications . The reform may proceed on the following lines.
The posts in tbe Civil Service should be grouped into categories, so that
all those wbich call for similar qualifications and involve similar difficulties and responsibilities fall in the same category. The same pay scale
hould be applied to all posts in the same category. In carrying
0111 such an evaluation, the following considerations should be borne in
mind:
(a) In those Services which bave field as well as headquarters posts
like the a,Il-India Services (technical as well as non-technical)
and many of the Central Services (technical as well as nontecbnical), the liability for service allover the country will have
to be reflected in the pay pattern and grading system that may
be adopted.
(b) For other scrvice<; which work either only in the field or at the
headquarters but not in both, the grades of pay scales would
have to depend only on the duties and responsibilities attached
to the posts.
(c) The fact that the State Services are required to work only within
the confines of a State and do not carry a liability for functioning all over India. should be reflected in their grades of pay.
(d) Posts in wbich highly important research work has to be
carried out may have to be graded high, even though they may
carry little or no administrative responsibility.
(el As rar as practicable, the ratio which the increment in an entry
scale hears to tbe difference between the maximum and minimum of that scale should be the same in all other entry
scales.
10. The Study Team (P) has given by way or illustration a pay pattern consisting of 13 grades to cover all the posts wh ich now carry pay
TilE ScHEME
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rllllging from Rs. 75 to Rs. 980. The Study Team(N) is of the opinion that
aIJ the posts under the Centre as well as in the States including the posts
manned by all-India Services could be brought under 12 co=on grades.
We feel that the number of grades suggested by the latter Team is too
inadequa,te to take into account the requirements of the Civil Service throughout the country. The number may have to be somewhere between 20 to
25. But we do not propose to make any recommendation regarding the
nllBlber of grades. They can only be fixed by Government after making a
detailed stud y of all the issues involved.
11. The task of grading is onerous, but should not be an impossible
one. A start cap be made with the Class I posts under the Centre and
those to be manned by all-India Service officers in the States. The number
of the.e officers is small compared to the total strength of the Civil Service.
All these posts could be evaluated and assigned to, say, 9 co= on pay
scales, each representing a grade. T hese nine grades may be divided into
three levels, namely, junior, middle and the senior. The progress of an
officer of an established Class I Service among the grades within each level
should, of course, be On the basis of proved performance. Promotions
from Ibe junior to the middle level and from the middle to the senior level
will be by selection. The procedure for making promotions which represent
movement in the same functiona,l area, is described in Chapter VIII. As
rcgards promotions to middle and senior levels outside the fun ctional area,
we have described tbe procedu re in Cbapter n L We have attached at the
end of this chapter an illustrati ve chart of 9 pay scales into wh ich most of
the existing Class I scales could conceivably be fitted in. Some examples of
posts which could be fitted into the grades are also given. We would,
however, like to emphasise that the details in the annexure are given only
by way of illustration and with a view to indicati ng our line of thinking.
A detailed exam ination will have to bc made by Government for the purpose of determining the grades as well as the posts to wh ich they should
be attached. We expect this to be one of the most important apd urgent
of the assignments to be oodertaken by the proposed Department of
Personnel in consultation with the Ministries concerned .
Rero_da60n:
II
We recommend that:
(1) The posts in tbe Civil Service should be gronped into grades lIO
that all those which call for similar qualifications and simIar
difficulties and respunsibilities are grouped in the same grade.
The .umber of such grades may be between 20 and 25.
(2) All the Class I posts may be evaluated and assigned to, ~y.
9 common pay scales, an illustrative chart of whkh is attadled
at the end of this chapter. These nine grades or pay scales ~
be divided into three levels, namely, junior, middle and Sftli.....
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The progress of an officer of an established Class I Service amon~
Ibe grades within each level should be on Ibe basis 0( proved
performance. Promotions from the junior to Ibe middle level
and from the middle to the senior level should be by seJedioa.
(3) The Departmen.t of Personnel should undertake urgently a detoiled study for Ibe porp<>se of determining the grades as wdl us
tbe posts to wbicb they sbould be atl1lched.
12. After all the aass r posts under the Centre, and those to be manned
by All-India Services in tbe States have been evalu~ted and aUotted to the
various grades, other posts at the Centre as well as in the States can be
taken up for examination and tbe entire Civil Service brought into a framework of 20 to 25 grades. That we have given a common pay structure need
not and does not mean tbat aU the constituent Services and groups will
have the same number of posts in each grade. The distribution 0( poets
among the various grades will necessarily differ according to tbe needs of
each Service or group. However, an effort shOldd be made to reduce the
variations between the Services as much as possihle so that prospects ace
broadly comparable for comparable groups.
13. In particular we would like to see the disappearance of the current
impression th~t tbe headquarters posts are more important than field posts.
If the grading scheme, as proposed, is brought into existence, the impres,,ion will be removed. Further, it will become unnecessary to attach speeial
pays to certain posts as at present.
Recommendation:
9
We recommend that after all Class I posts under Ibe Celltre aud
Ibose to be manned by Ibe aU-India Services in the Sl1Ites .....e Ioeen
evaluated and allotted to the variolL~ grades, other posts at the Ca*e
as well as in the States be taken up for examination and the .....,
Civil Service brought into a framework of 20 to 2S wades.
14. The common grading structure whicb we have recommended above
will also be consistent with the scheme which we h'ave adumbrated in Chapter
III for staffing the middle and higher management posts in the Secretariat.
The removal of the existing multiplicity of pay scales and tbe imbalance
in the remuneration for similar duties and the replacement, by suitable
grades, of long pay .cales which club together several layers of responsibility
will facilitate the adoption of the scheme we have described in Chaptec nr.
Wo would, however, like to emphasise that the proposals in Chapter II I
stand by themselves, and are not to be considered as depending upon the
implementation of the reform of the pay structure proposed above. Each o[
these two sets of proposals, namely, those in Chapter ill and in this Chapter,
stands by itself.

IS. A special word is needed in respect of posts of District CollcclOr
and the District Superintendent of Police. We consider it essential that
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(hcso pos!> should be held by experienced and matured officers. As regard.
the Collector's post, the present policy that the n,;w' recruit should be posted
as Collector as soon as possible after the fiftb year, coupled with the fact
that increasing numbers have to be accommodated in this post, bas reduced
the average length of stay in a district charge to a,n undesirably sbort period.
We consider it essential that persons should hold this post for longer periods
and further they should be senior enougb. TIlis can be facilitated by intmdueing more than one grade of Collector. The junior-most grade sbould
be available for those having not less than eight years' experience, those in
the higber grades should be filled by more senior men. We sball deal
with the actual number of gra,des of Collector in our report
on State Administration. We have indicated two grades of District Superintendent of Police, the lower one of which should be available to I.P.S.
officers with not less than 8 years' service.
16. Before concluding, we reiterate the urgency and a,dvantage of a unified grading structUIe. The main advantages of the unified structure will
be-

(a) an automatic upward movement in a time scale will be checked;
(b) each officer will have to display positive merit to deserve promotion from one grade to the next;
(c) a more conscious assessment of cach officer's work will become
a practical necessity with concomitant benefits;
(d) it will provide sufficient scope for genuine merit to earn accelerated promotion and it will enable Government to stop comparatively mediocre officers at a stage where their unmerited
progress should be arrested;
(e) the existence of identical wades in the different Services will facilitate mobility;
(f) the replacement of distinctive pay scales whicb now apply to
dillerent Services by a unified system will belp in curing the
psychological complexes which such pay scales are, at present,
hringing in their wake; and
(g) it will make it unnecessary to provide, save in rare cases, special
pays to Secretariat posts.
17. We are convinced tbat, with tbe pace at whicb the number as well
as the variety of jobs in the Civil Service are increasing the task of seekand getting tbe best ma,n {or each joh will be greatly facilitated by a
unified grading structUIe. We accordingly attached the highest importance
to the recommendations made in this cbapter, and we would ttrge Government to consider the proposals made in this chapter on a high priority
basis, and set up a suitable ma,chinery, in order to evolve proper guidelines
for action, so that the bttreaucracy may well and truly be transformed into
a meritocracy.

ini

Proposed uniform gradiui: structure
Proposed scales
(No special paxs permissible
ordinanly)

Examples of corresponding posts illustrative and notional , subject
t o objective evaluat ion

Rs. 3500 (I)

Secretary to Governmen t of India, Chief Secretary to the bigger
Stales, Chairman and some Members of 'functio nal' Boa rds. etc.
at Centre, highest level posts of a technical nature.

Rs. 3000 (II )

Senior management posts corresponding to Additio nal Secretary.
Members, Add!. Members of some Boards at Centre.

SENIOR LEVEL

Rs. 2500-2150 (III )

Rs. 2000- 2250 (I V)

-Rs.-1600---2000-. ._--(V).

MIDDLE LEVEL

Senior management posts correspo nding to Joint Secretary, Heads
of main research institutions, Members of Board of Reven ue,
Di visiona l Commissioners elc., some Boa rd Members at Centre.
Heads of Central Dcpartmcnls. A.G ., I.T. Comm issioner, Chief
Engineer, etc. (bigger chnrges).
I leads of important State departments, some Central heads of depart·
ments, t!.!!. , Accountant General. Jncome Tax Commissioner, Chief
Engineer (of smaller charges) etc.

.'-'

co

Deputy Inspector G eneral of Po lict, Superintending Engineers (bigger
charges). heads of smaller departments and Secretaries of the bigger
departments in States.

Rs. 1300-1600 (VI)'

Secretaries of smaller departments in States, OSPs in very difficult dis·
tricts, Junior Administrati ve Grade in Central departments, Deput y
Secretaries in Government of India. Superintending Engineers
(small charges).

Rs. 900-1250 (V II)

Collectors (minor charges). Many posts other than this and
those given above which are presently in the senior scale of the
rllI·India Service, and Central Services Class I, or in the Com ~
bined scale of Central Services Class I can be assigned to this
grade an c r evaluation. Some examples could be DSPs. Executive Engineers in bigger chnraes and some posts at Under Secretary
level in the Central GovernmeDt.

~._~u~~~.~--~~~-c~--~~~~----~~~~~~~~~~

__--___

"The number of grades of Collectors and the scales to be assigned will be dealt with in the State Admhlistration Report.
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___

~~~
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JUNIOR LEVEL

Rs. 700-:-1100 (VIII)

Many senior scale or combined scale posts in all-India Ilnd Central Services C lass I: many in the jUllior scale of the lAS and

IFS call be assigned to th is grade, e.g. some Deputy Secretaries
to Stale G overnment, some Under Secretaries to Union G o' I! rnment, Deputy heads of departments in States, A IG of
Police, Executive Engineers in

Rs. 400- 950 (IX)

~ Ill a ller

charges etc.

All posts in Class I other than those given above. for the esta·
blished Class I Services- All India and Central- there can be :1
training grade of 400-500.

(X) and (XI)

Its. 350- 900

C1a-.s II may have two grades.

(XII 10 XX IV)

CJa'\s III may have nine to thirteen grades with s uitable pay

(XXV) .

Class IV

scales.

w

'"

CHAPTER V
RECRUITMENT POLICY
Problems connected with recruitment

have, ~n recent

timC':'i, become

quite complicated as a result of enormous growth of personnel. In March,
1966, the number of persons employed under Government, local bodies
and public sector undertakings was estimated at 9.36 million, out .of whom
6.6 million were directly employed under the State and Central Governments. By any standards this is a huge figure and the rate of !:"owth,
specially in recent years, has become quite rapid. The growtb rate has not
been the same at the four main levels in the Civil Service. For example,
under tbe Central Government tbe rate of expansion per annum between
1960 and 1965 was 19 per cent in the case of Class I, 5.7 per cent in the
case of Class IT, 6.2 per cent in the case of Class III and 4.9 per cent in
Class IV. The Study Team (P) is of the view that some of this growth
is unwarranted and could have been avoided. The main reasons to which
it ascribes tbe proliferation of personnel are:
(a) undertaking of unnecessary or unimportant functioll6;
(b) duplication of work as between the Centre and the StatC'S and

as between headquarters and field organisations;
(c) lack of adequate advance personnel planning; and
(d) lack of a close and centralised check of the creation of new
posts and the review of justification for thei r continuance themafter.
2. Unchecked and unnecessary growth of personnel bas an adverse effect
on recruitment besides acting as a drag On efficiency. Obviously, drastic
measures are necessary to check sucb proliferation not only from the point
of view of avoiding waste, but also of maintaining a satisfactory state of
recruitment in terms of qUality. The following are some important measures
we would recommend in this connection:

(1) Introduction of a rat.ional system of personnel
management.

planning

:lnd

(2) The elimination of duplication of work. wherever it happens to
exist as between the States and the Centre.
of 0 & M techniques to streamline
methods and to effect organisational changes leading to ~

(3) Rigorous application

mies, and C<Hlrdination of tbe effons of the
M units in order to prun.., excess staff.

o&

10

SlU and \he

I

(4) Delegation of powers away from the headquarters on the principle of the 'maximum possible' rather than the 'minimum
necessary' .

f

3. The second of the above items has already been dealt with by us in
our report on the Machinery of the Government of India and its Procedure
01. Work. The last item relating to delegation of powers will be the subject
01. a subsequent report. The third item is considered in Chapter X of this
,report. Here, we shall deal with the need for better personnel planning.

PerSooDeI Planning
4. Adequate personnel planning has a vital significance for a sound
recruitment policy. In its absence, ,there will be violent fluctuations from
time to time in the rate of recruitment, with obvious adverse effects on the
quality of recruits and cadre management itself. The Study Team (P)
points out that the authorised strength of the lAS rose from 803 in 1948,
to 1168 in 1952 and thereafter to 1542 in 1956 to 2036 in 1960, and to
2575 in 1966. The Team points out that in this case the order of the
emerging need was not foreseen sufficiently in advance and, consequently,
the recruitment rate varied between 30 and 40 till 1953, to more than 100
in the 60's. This has happened despite the fact that for the lAS (and for
the IPS) reviews are being conducted to ddtermine the cadre needs once ill
three years. In other established Services no long-term reviews have at all
been conducted, and recruitment seems therefore to have proceeded in an
unplanned manner.
5. One other faclor wItich affects recruitment is the absence of a suitable machinery for the management of the different cadres. Each service
should make adequate provision for manning its encadred posts, as well as
deputation posts, if any. We have noticed that in most Central Services,
Class I, sufficient deputation reserves are not being provided, even though
demands are made on their personnel for outside deputations. A close
examination is also not made before the posts are encadred. Both these
deficiencies lead to unplanned recruitment. It is, therefore, essential that
forecasts of requirements are conducted sufficiently in advance for periods
of five years and that cadre management committees are formed in respect
of each Service. The cadre management committee may include in addition
to the controlling authority, representatives of the Central Personnel
Agency and of the user interests, if any. ''User interests", in this context,
mean the organisations other than the controlling authority wItich are likely
to make a substantial use of the services of the concerned personnel on
deputation. It should be the function of this committee to review the cadre
requirements for five years in advance and also to indicate any mid-term
correctives that may be necessary in the light of developments.
L1Deptt. of AR/69-4
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Recommendation:

10
We, therefore, recommend that:
(1) For all Services advance projections should be made of the requirements of personnel' for five years at a time. Mid.term!
appraisal also should be made if circumstances warrant it :ind'
necessary correctives made on the basis of the appraisal.
(2) Such projections should be made by cadre management committee which should be constituted in the manner described in
para S.

Recruitment Methods
6. We shall now deal with issues relating to the methods of recruitment.
The Union Public Service Commission conducts. several examinations each
yea~ for recruitment to the higher technical and
non-technical services.
Thus, a combined competitive examination is held to select officers for the
Class I Engineering Services for Railways, Defence, Civil Works, etc. For
the non-technical Class I Services, there is a different type of combined
competitive examination. Separate examinations are also held for the
Indian Economic/Statistical Services and for the Indian Forest Service.
Technical Class I Services
7. Our study shows that the quality of entrants to tbe higher technical
services is satisfactory and that these Services are a,ttracting a fair
proportion of the best university products. However, one point, which
oeeds some attention is that, while there is an elaborate examination for the established Class I Engineering Services, a large ntJmber of
engineering poSts, also in the Class I, but outside the established Services,
are filled on the basis of a short interview of 15-20 minutes. We would
suggest that if the requirements and basic qualifications are the same, engineering posts in Class I ou~ide the established category should be filled on
the results of the combined examination to the extent possible. However,
where some special previous experience or more specialised qualifications
than a basic degree are required, the system of a short interview may be
adopted. Ad hoc recruitment of this type may also have to be adopted
where, at short notioe, a new project is to be undertaken.
Non-technical Class I Senices
8. The examination for the non-technical Class I Services has undergone several changes during the last twenty years. From 1947 to 1950
there was a single examination from which selections were made to all the

j
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non-technical Services--all-India and Central. Candidates had to take
three common compulsory papers and three optional papers from a list of
different subjects, except that in the case of tbe Indian Police Service the
candidates had to offer two instead of three optional papers. The written
examination was followed by an interview for whicb the maximum marks
were identical for all the Services. From 1951, the single examination was
replaeed by a set of three. The three compulsory papers continued to be
cornmon to all the three. Those competing for the Central Class I Services
were, as before, required to take three optional papers.
The candidates
for· the Indian Administrative Service and the Indian Foreign Service were
required to take two additional optional papers and the candidates for the
Indian Police Service were, as before, required to take two optional papers.
The additional papers of the IAS and the Indian Foreign Service of ouly
those candidates were to be valued who came up to a certain standard in
the three compulsory and the three optional papers. Thus, though the
examination continued to be combined, it was visualised, as three distinct
examinations. The objective apparently was to make for the IAS and
the Indian Foreign Service a separate selection out of the candidates eligt"le
Id sit for the combined competitive examination.
9. We are not in favour of this metbod of segregating the candidates
specifically for the lAS and the Indian Foreign Service. Our reasons are :
(a) Most of those who compete for tbe Central Class I Service, also
offer themselves for the IAS/ lFS by taking two extra papers, tbough there
may be some instances where a candidate offers himself for only one
category of these Services. More than two-thirds of them hold postgraduate degrees and have the same educational background. On the
average, over 500 do well enougb in other papers, so as to have their additional papers evaluated. Barring the first 20 or so in the list, the relative
position of the others who take all five optional papers, is decided by small
differences in the aggregate marks, a difference of 5 per cent being spread
over a hundred candidates. The basic qualifications and the intellectual
ability of the candidates be:ng the same, it is rnther artificial to create. right
at the start of tlle careers of these officers. a permanent hiatus between the
IAS/ lFS on the one side and all the Central Services on the other-a hiatus
which produces unhealthy psychological reactions in all concerned.
(b) The effort to combine the examination and simultaneously visualise
in it three different wsts has led to a good deal of unnecessary and avoid
able administrative detail. In 1958, Government accepted the recommendations of the Public Services (Qualmcations for Recruitment) Committec-,
1956. by which the number of chances wbich were to be givcn to any candi>!ate at these examinations was to be limitcd to only two. However, the
objective of tbis restriction was, in practice, not achieved because candidates could count their chances against three different sets of examinations.
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10. For reasons given above, we think it desirable to unify the recruitment process for all the higher non-technical Services. No attempt need
be made ito carve out different cadres on the basis of one or two additional
papers 10 be answered by the candidates. In other words, there will be a
single examination for selecting people for the lAS/IFS and the other Central Services, Class I (non-technical), option being given to the candidates
to give their order of preference for the various Services. As regards the
indian Police Service, we propose 10 examine the matter in greater detail
in our report on Police and/or State Administration. Pending our recommendations therein the existing age limits and mode of examination may
CODlinue.
11

We _ l i d that:
(1) TIle recruitmeDt to Class I Engi_ring posts should, as far as
possible, be III8de only through competltift examinaMa, IIIId
tile seJectloD after a simple inteniew shouJcJ be restride4 to
~ ..here some prior experieDCe or speriaI qoaJlficatioas
otber than the basic degree are required or ..here ne~ projects
are to be undertaken at short notice.

(2) For the Indiao Administrative Service/ Indian Foreign Service
aod other non-technical Class I Services, recruitment should be
made only through a single competitive examination, it being
left to the candidates to express their order of preler...ce for
the different Services.
The Syllabus

II. The content of the examination for the higher non-technical Services
has been practically unchanged for the last twenty years. The examination
seeks to test intellectual ability and mental discipline by an academic test in
the subjects of the candidate's choice. It also seeks to test at an interview
lasting for about hall-an-hour, the candidate's personality (defined as mental
alertness, critic": powers of assimilation, clear and logical exposition,
balance of judgment, variety and depth of interests, ability for social cohesion, and leadership, intellectual and more integrity). Apart from the three
compulsory papers of English Essay, General English and General Knowledge, there is a varied, though not a large, syllabus which has also remained, more or Icss, unchanged. The syllabus does oot include any subject normally pursued by graduates of the Engineering Sciences, though Engineering
graduates are eligible 10 compete for the examination. We believe that the
purpose of the examination is 10 test the intellectual ability and breadth of
outlook as well as personality. If this is so, we see no reason why eagineering subjects should not be included in the syllabus. Perhaps, ' -
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would maintain today that the pursuit of the liberal Arts or pure Science
subjects alone develops the mind adequately for the Civil Service and the
pursuit of professional studies like Engineering does not. The fact that
Accountancy figures in tbe syllabus indicates that the UPSC does not subscribe to tbis view. But engineering subjects seem to be treated differently
and do not figure in the syllabus. Even though Engineering graduates are
eligible, none but the bardiest can take the examination with a reasonable
hope of success, since they would have to make an entirely fresh study of
subjects outside their earlier pursuit. We think that this situation should be
remedied by widening the syllabus for the non-technical Scrvices examination to include Engineering as well as other technical subjects. We do not
expect any significant number of medical graduates to take up these examinations. However. if any of them wishes to do so, the door sbould not be
closed. Therefore, it would be necessary to introduce in the syllabus some
subjects which would enable medical graduates also to take up these

examinations.
Recommendation:
12
We recommend that the subjects to be offered at tbe combined com.
petitive examination for non-technical Services may include Engineering subjects as wen as subjects relevant to a medical degree.

Delays in Recruitment, etc.
12. We refer here to certain general aspects of recruitment procedure:
(a) An unhappy feature of recruitment to Government service in India
is the great disproportion between the number of posts available and the
number of aspirants. Sometimes, the ratio is as much as I : 100 or even
more. Not only is the expenditure and inconvenience involved in examining a large number of candidates for a few positions great, but the spectacle
of so many persons making applications and getting disappointed is a dismal
one. Furthermore, the large number of applications that need to be processed and the equally large number of candidates who need to be examined
and evaluated, is a fruitful source of delays. Some means should, therefore, be devised not only to limit the number of applicants to a reasonable
level, but also to speed up the actual recruitment procedures. While it ill
true that no discrimination should be made between one candidate and
another, as long as he satisfies the minimum requirements, it is equalJy true
that for the large majority of applicants the prospect of success is but i1lusory. Some measures need to be adopted to bring down the number of
applications considered for each post. These may involve either an adjustment of the age-limits, a rational system of shortJisting candidates, enhancing
the minimum qualifications in suitable cases or limiting the number of candidates to be called for interview 00 some rational criterion. How best the
purpose in view can be achieved is a matter for detailed oonsideration.
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(b) There is considerable scope for economies in the expenditure on
the publicity undertaken by the various Public Service Commissions to
advertise in the newspapers for recruitment to posts. We think that this
question requires a closer scrutiny with a view to bringing down the expenditure without losing the needed coverage.
(c) We would also like to draw attention to the fact that, generally
speaking, the examination procedures place beavy reliance on an assessment
of academic knowledge in most cases and does not pay enough attention to
the human and personal qualities which are even more important for
Government service. These qualities would be honesty, a spirit of service,
dlaracter and leadership traits. It is essential to devise not only speedy
procedures of recruitment but also recruitment methods which would assess
the candidate's human qualities that would make him suitable for the public
service.
(d) An opinion has been expressed in certain quarters that tbe syllabus
of the all-India and the non-technical Central Services (aass I), places candidates who had taken Science subjects at the university at a disadvantage in
comparison with those who took Arts courses. While we do not like to
comment on the merits of the issue, it seems to be necessary that the examination should present a challenge of comparable intensity and magnitude so
as to obviate unequal conditions, if any, of advantage or handicap for all
candidates.
(e) We also consider it important that those recruited to the higher
services should be well-grounded in the Indian cultural and spiritual heritage.
No better foundation can be provided in this regard than by a study in original or in translation, of the great Indian epics and other well-known works
in Indian languages by savants and scholars. It is desirable, therefore, to
include papers on these subjects in the examina,tions for the higher Services
All these are important questions which deserve to be examined carefully
and in detail. We would suggest that a committee should be appointed to
go into them.
Recommendation:
13

We recommend that a Committee should be set up to go into the
qUe6tions of devising speedier methods of r.ecrnitment, in general, of
bringing down the proportion of candidales 10 posts, of reducin~ the
expenditure on publicity, and of revisiag the syllabus of the examiDations for tbe hi~ber Services.
!bising of Age limi fOl'
bolesl hi
r
13. The present age limits applicable to candidates for
Indian Police
'Service are 20 to 24. For candidates to <>\"er non-technical higher Services,
the age limits ·are 21 to 24. The upper age tleUt operates harshly when
.applied to persons who might have ondertaken a course of research after
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£ompleting their degree or who might have pursued special st~dies in the
fields of engineering, medicine, etc. Opportunities have increased, of Jate,
.for the pursuit of studies in such subjects abroad an.d many university
graduates have been taking advantage of these opportunities. It would be
to the advantage of Goverwnent as well as the Civil Service if such persons
are also allowed to enter the Service through competitive examinations. In
order to enable such persons also to compete at these examinations the
upper age Jirnlt for all candidates may be raised to 26 years. This suggestion has beelll made by the Study Team (N) as well as the Study Team (T).
The total number of chances which a candidate can take for the technical as
well as the non·technical Services (both inclusive) should, however, be
restricted to two.
Recommendation:

14
We recommend that:
(1) TI.e upper age limit for entrance to the competitive examinations may tie raised to 26.
(2) The total number 01 chances a candidate can take for the tech-

-

nical as well as the non-technical
should be restricted to two.

Services

(both inclusive)

A special type of ,e.Tamillation lor the first class graduates lor a limited
number of vacancies
14. Wbile:the quality of tbe entrants to higher technical Services appears
pn the whole 'to be satisfactory, the position is not so in the case of candidates for non-technical Services. During 1950-55 one-fourth of the first
class graduates passing out of the universities sat for the competitive examinations and the number of vacancies available was one-third of the number
of first class graduates who appeared. A decade later, we find that though
the number of first class graduates had practically trebled, those among them
who appeared at the competitive examinations remained pra<:tically the same.
Meanwhile, the number of vacancies available had also gone up three times
. the earlier number. This throws up a ratio of 1 : 1.2 for the vacancies to
>the number of first class graduates, whereas it would have been 1 :3 if first
.class graduates had appeared in as large a lIumber as they did ten years
earlier. The fact that the number of first class graduaies appearing lor
competitive examinations is too small in comparison with tbe number of
such graduates turned out each year and the number of vacancies available
is indeed a matter of concern. We would, therefore, suggest, as an experi~
mental measure, that an examination different from the traditional type may
be beld for attracting persons with bigh academic record. This examination would not call ior 1111 elaborate post collegiate preparation but woo1d
iI.iro at tapping _tbe most lnte~ent. of Ibe first class graduates. The

the
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exantination may be on the lines of what is known as 'Method II examination' conducted for recruitment to the Administrative Class in the United
Kingdom. In that country there are two methods of recruitment to the
Administrative Class. Method I is similar to the detailed written competitIve examination conducted by the UPSC. Method n consr.;ts, briefly, of a
short written exantination for graduates with at least second class Honours
degree with two papers in English, two general papers and an intelligence
test. About half the candidates are eliminated at this stage. The successful candidates are tested and interviewed by a preliminary Selection Board.
About a quarter of the candidates taking this test are eliminated and the
remaining go for an interview before the final Selection Board of the Civil
Service Commission. About half the requirement of the Administrative
Class is met through this method.
15. · Method n has existed in tbe United Kingdom since 1949 and has
often been reviewed. In the latest available review made hy the CIVil
Service Commissioners of the performance in service of recruits selected
over a period of five years, by Methoc\ I and Method n, it was found that
the latter bad done better.

16. We recommend that an examination on similar lines may be held
for first class graduates who have obtained an aggregate of 60 per cent
marks either at the first degree or at the Master's degree. Tbe written
exantination, while not being an intensively academic one, sbould test the
candidate's capacity for expression, intellectual analysis and general knowledge. Those who succeed in the written test should be sent before a screening board to undergo a series of further tests and interviews. The Screenmg Board sbould be presided over by a Member of the UPSC and should
have at least three other members, one of whom should be a psychologist
with experience of personnel testing techniques. The other members may
be Civil servants (retired or in service) or reputed men belonging to the
learned professions. Those who pass this screening should go before the
Selection Board of the UPSC. We would recommend the adoption of tlti5
method only on a small scale and on an experimental basis. A few vacancies, say, 10 per cent may be reserved for being filled by this method.
After three years, a review may be made of the working of this method and
if it is found satisfactory, its scope ma.y be further extended; otherwise, it
may be modified or even discontinued. In any case, for quite a few yeatS
In come, the main method of direct recruitment to Class I Services should
be the traditional type of exammation modified as recommended earlier.

Recommendation :
15
We recommend that:
(1)

A special competitive examiilatioD for IIOn·teclmicaJ Class I'
Services may be held-for first class graduates ..ho bave aDo
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aggregate of not \ess tban 60 per cent marks eilllu at the first'
degree or die Master's degree.
(2) Tbe examination should consist of a written test of

a non-academic type followed by an oral test conducted by a screening board. .Final selectiou should be made by the UPSC. The
screening board should be presided over by a Member uf the
UPSC aJ]d have at least three other members one of wbom
shoulMe a psychologist with experience of personnel testingteclmiques. The other members may be civil servants (retired
or in service) or reputed men belonging to the learned professions.

(3) This method should be adopted initially only on a small scale

I

and on an experimental ba.is. It should be restricted to the
selection of candidates for 10 pcr cent of available vacancies.
After the method has been tried for three years a review
should be made of its working. If the review shows that the
method has produced satisfactory results, its scope may further
be expanded. Otherwise, it may be modified' or even discontinued.

Special oppOrtunities for advancement to those who aTe ill Class 11 alld
Class III

17. In most of the Class I Services, 75 per cent of the vacancies are
reserved for direct recruitment from fresh university graduates iu their early
twenties. There are of course a few cases where direct recruitment is made
to the extent of 80 or even lOOper cent of the vacancies. In some cases.
it is restricted to 50 per cent. These are, however, exceptions and the
quota of vacancies in Class I available for promotion is generally 25 per·
cent. The number of vacancies filled up each year in all the higher Services
would be roughly around 800. So, tbe number of vacancies in Class I to
which promotions are made from Class IT would be roughly about ~OO
which is far too inadequate having in view the number of Class n ~ 'ers
awaiting promotion. We would therefore suggest that the promotion
be incr!,ased to 40 per cent where it is now less than that percentage.
18. Further, to provide opportunities for exceptionally talented persons
to quickly move into hlgher levels, we suggest that officers who arc less than,
say, 35 years of age and who have put in a minimum number of six years
of service in any capacity sbould be allowed to have one, and ouly one,
chance at the open competitive examination irrespective of the number of
chances they might have taken earlier. Such persons should, of course,
fulfi1 the conditions relatiog to educational qualifications.

I

Recommendation:

;. r

We recommend that :

~ In

ord£r to provide greater ClPportunities for the advancement of

- Italented persons who are not already in Class 1-

(a) the quota of vacancies in Class I to be fiRed by promotion may
be increased upto a maximum 40 per cent where the existing
quota falls short of that percentage; ..,;(/ ,
'(b) Every one who has completed 6 years of service in Government
<lnd is less thao 3S years 01 age may be given one and oDly
one chance to sit lor the open competitive examination for
Class I n'ln-technical services, irrespective of tbe chances already
taken, provi<jl!d that he lulfils conditions relating to educational
qualifications.

I

LATERAL ENTRY

19. There is a oise, at the present juncture, for importing from outside
the Government, persons baving certain skills and expertise wbicb may
not normally be available witbin Government departments. Lateral entry
of this type of personnel will be justified at the senior levels of the Civil
Service in tbe technical and specialist fields. We recommend that provision
be made for appointment to technical posts at the senior levels of persons
of proved competence from universities, industrial and commercial concerns,
etc. Retired officers of the armed forces of the rank of Brigaclier and above
may also be considered. The pre-condition is, of course, tbat the capabilities wbicb tbe lateral entrants are expected to bring in are not available
within the Civil Service. This must be ensured because the selections wUl
be ad boc and even an inadvertent error Or a tinge of arbitrariness in selecting the right quality of personnel may well demoralise serviog personnel
to an extent whicb would far outweigh the benefits likely to accrue from
lateral entry. In other words, new blood injected sbould be good and
necessary lest the old blood boil. Care should be taken to regulate the
seniority of the lateral entrant, according to the assessment of the individual's
qualifications, his age, competence, and the salary be may be getting outside
Government. This assessment, as well as the selection, should be made by
a committee presided over by the Chairman of the UPSC.
Recommendation:
17

U

We recommend that provision should be made lor appointment to
technical posts at the senior levels of

pc~ons

0, proved COmpeteDCC

from universities and industrial and commercial concerns, etc. jf the
capabilities and expertise possessed by th_ are needed and are IIOt
available willain the ranks 01 the Civil -.Service. Care should be

..
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taken to regulate the seniority of the Iatenll entraot on the criteria
desnilled in para 19. This Bssftlsment, as well as the seledion
sbonld be made by a committee presided over by the Chairman of
the UPSC.
RECRUITMENT TO CLASS

II

20. There does not appear to be a uniformity of practice Or the application of any important principle in making direct recruitment to Class II.
(a) In the Central Secretariat Service, there is direct recruitment to
two consecutive levels in the Class II category, namely, Assistant and Section
Officer. The educational background of the candidates and the nature of
work required to be done by them do not justify direct recruitment at more
than one level. We reco=end that the direct reCruitment which takes
place for the Section Officer's cadre in a small measure may be abolished
and the concerned vacancies filled by a selection from among the Assistants
from the Central Secretariat Service who may be required to pass a departmental examination. Direct recruitment to Assistant's grade will, of course,
continue.
(b) There are other instances where direct recruitment takes place to
the Class II and to Class I by the same kind of open competition, though
the difference in the nature of work performed at the two levels is hardly
distinguishable; for instance, Customs Appraisers and Income-tax Officers
in Class II under the Ministry of Finance are engaged, more Or less, On the
same type of work as officers in the junior levels of the corresponding
Class I Services. We recommend that, in such cases, direct recruitment to
Oass II should be abolished and the vacancies which may arise in Class II
be filled up by promotion of Class III categories in the same manner as
given in the previous sub-paragraph.
Recommeudation :

18
We recommend that :
(1) Direct recruitment to Class n posts of Section Officers may be
stopped and these posts may be filled by promotion of Assistants whose direct reauitnlent, however, will continue.
(2) Direct recruitment to Class U posts whose incumbents pedonn
duties similar to those allotted to Junior Class I Officers may.
be ab>olished. Such posts may be filled entirely by promotion.
RECRUITMENT TO CLASS

III

21. At the Class III level we have a vast number of personnel. The
• types of jobs are also greatly varied, requiring different kinds of qualificatieos ·and skills. Recruitment to this category is generally undertaken by
the concerned departments themselves, because centralised recruitment
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would be difficult, in view of the numbers involved. Though there is a great
diversity in the jobs, there is also a large body of personnel in this category,
who are engaged on routine clerical work or work of a repetitive nature
which does not require any high degree of skill.
22. In this connection, we have noticed that even in the case of rontine
and repetitive jobs, different methods of recruitment are employed. On
the one hand. we have, as pointed out by Study Team (P), the case of
Lower Division Clerks in the Secretariat who are recruited by the ·UPSC
after a written examination of tbe essay type; On the other, tbere is the
instance of the Posts & Telegraphs Department wbere clerical staff are
recruited without any examination, but ouly on the basis of the marks
obtained at Matriculation. We think that there is no justification for sucb
diverse standards being adopted for recruitment to more or less similar jobs.
The essay-type examination may be replaced by devising objective tests sncb
as those which are prevalent in the Ministry of Defence. Such tests may
also be made applicable to all those cases of clerical recruitment wbere, at
present, no test is in force. The merit in such tests is that they are simple
to conduct and to evaluate and eliminate delays in the recruitment process
which are at present quite common.
Recommendation:

19
We recommend that for recruitment to clerical and repetitive jobs
not calling for any special skill, simple objective tests may be deviwd
and adopted in place of the essay type of examinatioD or where no
examinations are held at present.
RECRUITMENT FROM STATE SERVICES TO CENTRAL POSTS

23. The all-India Services provide for an exchange of personnel between
the Central and the State Governments and help in creating a sense of participation of the States personnel at the Union administrative levels and in
national affairs. Our recommendation that there should be a greater
measure of promotion to the all·India Services from the eligible State Services will increase this sense of participation. Further, we have also proposed
that Class II officers from the States should be considered for posts of
Under Secretary in the Central Secretariat in the functional areas. This
will further increase the scope of snch participation. In addition to these
provisions, it is desirable to enlarge the area of movement of State persollDel
t9 Central appointments even at lower levels. It should be possible to
recruit from State Government personnel to such organisations, as the Sec~
lariat, and the Departments of Agriculture and Education at the Centre.
Provision should be made for recruiting to the Central staff in these areas
from eligible State personnel. This help to knit together personnel at the
Central and State levels. This knitting together will make for a common
feeling of unity sustainin!; natiollal integration.
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Jtea ...

datioa :

20
We recommend that there .........d be a provisioD for recruiting from
lie ~l 0( the State Governments for CcDtral posts in orgui_ _ like the Secretariat, _
the DqHU1meDts 0( AgricoltDre aad

Edwc8tioa, etc.

CHAPTER VI
RECRmTING AGENCIES
Sound recruitment policies and fair recruitment methods are of basic.
importance to personnel administration. In India, service under Government, though not quite as glamorous as it was till some years ago, does still
have considerable attraction for the growing number of educated youth.
Usually, applicants far outnumber the jobs available. It is, therefore,
necessary to adopt well-understood, and objective criteria for recruitment,
and avoid even a suggestion of bias or favouritism on the part of those
entrusted with recruitment. In any society influences for gaining personal
ends are always at work. Ope has to be particularly wary of such influence.
in a democratic set-up where the seats of power are occupied by poople's
representatives, who are perforce required to be in constant touch with the
public. In order to eliminate the possibility of recruiting authorities being
subjected to pressure by those in possession of executive power, the Constitution provides for the setting up of Public Service Commissions independent
of the Executive, at the Union and State levels.
2. The independence of the Public Service Commissions has been safeguarded by protecting tbe salaries and other conditions of service of the
Chairmen and other Members tbereof. A special procedure has also been
prescribed for the removal of Members of Public Service Commissions if
necessity sbould arise. Further, Members of Public Service Commissions are
prohibited from taking up employment under Government after tbeir
tenure tberein.
APPOINTMENT OP MEMBERS

3. It is a matter for concern tbat the procedure for the appointment of
Members bas led to complaints that some State Governments have appointed
as Members, persons who are not competent. Such allegations were made
by some witnesses wbo appeared before the Commission. The Law Commission, in its 1958 report, bas also gone on record, saying that in tbe States,
appointments to the membership of Public Service Commissions bave sometimes been made on grounds of party and political affiliations and not considerations of merit. We cannot too strongly empbasise the need to avoid
any considerations other than those of competence and experience in malcinl(
these appointments of crucial importance. When appointments are made
on considerations other than those mentioned above, tbey create an 3pprehension tbat the objectivity and tbe independence of tbe Commissions which
the Constitution seeks to safeguard, might be eroded. We consider below
the suggestions made by two of Our Study Teams for reforming the proce_
duree for the selection of the Chairman and Members of the Public Service
Commissions.
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4. The Study Team on Centre-State Relationships has made the following suggestions:
(a) The Chairman and Members of a State Public Service Commission should be appointed by the President in consultation witll :beChairman of the Union Public Service Commission and the Constitution
should be amended for the purpose.
(b) The procedure for appointment should be the same as the procedure for appointment of Judges of the High Court, the Chairman of
the State Public Service Commission playing a role corresponding tc
·' that of the Stale Chief Justice, and the Chairman of the Union Public
Service Commission playing one corresponding to that of lhe Chi~f
Justice of India.
(c) The President should, by a regulation , prescribe the qualifications for official and non-official members of the Commissions
(d) An official Member should be a person who has served in the
, Government of India Or under a State Government for at least ten years,
and held the office of Secretary to Government or head of department
under a State Government, Or an office of equivalent rank under a State
Government, or the Government of India, or the principal office in an
institute of higher learning.
(e) A Member drawn from non-official category(i) should be a graduate in Arts Or Science, or who bolds an
equivalent degree, and
(ii) sllould be or liave been a bOM ffde practitioncr in aGY of the
following professions for a period of ten years: Education,
Medicine, Science, Technology and Engineering, Law, Accountancy and Administration Public, or Business.
(£) As far as possible, one-third of the Members of a State l'ublic
Service Commission should consist of persons belonging to another State.

5. The Study Team (T) has suggested that the State Governors, in
appointing the Chairman and Members to the Puhlic Service Commissions
should be advised hy a panel consisting of the Chairman, Union Public
Service Commission, the Chairman of the State Public Service Commission,
and a nominee of the State Government.
6. Thus, while the two Study Teams have covered different aspects of
the question, they agree on one essential point, viz., that the Chairman of
the Unlon Public Service Commission should be consulted while making
appointments to the State Public Service Commissions.

We arc in favour

of the suggestion of associating the Chairman of the Union Public Service
Commission in this matter. Howcver, we do not think that it is desirable
(0 vest the powers of appointments to State Public Scrvice Commi.;sions ill
the President in place of the Governor by amending the Constitution, as.
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suggested by the Study Team on Cenlre-State Relationship. As pointed out
by the Study Team (T) the above suggestion will mean an cncroachment
On the powers of the State Government conferred by the Constitution, and
may even generate friction between the Government and the Commission in
its day-to-day working. We are, thflfefore, of the view that the Governor
should continue to be tbe appointing authority for the Chairman and Members of the State Public Service Commission. In the following paragraph
we recommend a new procedure for the appointment of the Chairmen and
Members of the State Public Service Commissions, which, without affecting
the autonomy of the States, will facilitate the a'ppointments to the Public
Service Commissions of men of integrity and competenc~ regardless of
.political and party considerations.
APPOINTMENTS TO STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS AND THE
UNION PUBLIC SERVICE CoMMISSION

7. We are of the opinion that a procedure similar to that of appointment of High Court Judges, with suitable modifications, may be adopted in
respect of the State and Union Public Service Commissions. The Governor
should continue to be the appointing authority of the Chairman and Members
of the concerned State Public Service Commission. However, in making
these appointments, the Chairman of the Union Public Service Commission
and the Chairman of the concerned State Public Service Commission should
be consulted. The Chairman of the State Public Service Commission should
be consulted even with regard to the appointment of his own successor, in
addition to the Chairman of the Union Public Service Commission being
consulted. As far as the Union Public Service Commission is concerned,
before the President makes appointments of the Chairman and Members,
the serving Chairman of the Union Public Service Commission should be
consulted (even with regard to his own successor). The Governor and the
President will, of course, be advised by their Councils of Ministers in the
matter of making appointments to the State and the Union Public Service
Commissions.
MEMBERS FROM OUTSIDE THE STATE

8. We welcome the idea behind the suggestion of the Study Team on
Centre-State Relationships that, as far as possible, one-third of the Members
of the State Public Service Commissions should consist of members belonging to another State. However, as the number of Members in the State
Public Service Commissions varies from State to State, the question of
balancing the Members provided to a State from outside with the Members
to be provided by the State is likely to create complications and delays in
appointments. We are, therefore, of the opinion that it would be sufficies.t
if provision is made for the appointment of at least one Member of a State
Public Service Commission from outside the State. He may belong to the
<lvil Service or may be a ~n of high standing in public life.

J
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QUALIFICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

9. We said earlier that some of the appointments made to some of the
'State Public Service Commissions have been cons.idered to be unsatisfactory.
It has been pointed out hy the Study Team on Centre-State Relationships
Ibat while for the official category of Members a qualification of having
held office under the State or Central Government for a period of ten years
has been prescribed, no stipulations regarding qualifications and experience
have been made for the non-official category. In order to ensure the
necessary competence and background On the part of a Member of a ComIIIission, we think it would be desirable, as suggested by the Study Team on
Centre-State Relationships to lay down certain minimum qualifications .
.Recommendation :

21
We recoD1lDCnd tbat:
(1) In making appointments to a State Public Service Commission,
the Governor should consult tbe CbaimIan of the Union Public

Service Commission and the Chairman of the State Public Service Commission. (The latter may be consulted also with regard to the appointment of his own successor).
(2) In making appointments to the Union Puil'lic Service Cl>mmis-

sion, the Cbainnan of the Union Public Service Commission
should be consulted (even with regard to the appointment I>f
his own SUCCCSSOf:).
(3) Not less than tw ...thirds of the membership of the Union Public
Service Commission should be drawn from among the Cbairmen and Members of the State Public Service Commissions.
(4) At least one of the Members of a State Public Senice Commis·

sion should belong tl> a different State.
(5) The minimum academic qualification for membership of a Com-

mission sbould be a university degree.
(6) A members seleded from among Government officers should

have held office under a State Government or the Central
Government for at least ten years, and should have occupied
tbe positi<>n <>f a head of department or Secretary to Government in a State, or a post of eqnivalent rank under the Central
Government, or a comparable position in an institution of
higber education.

J

(7) Members selected from non-officials should bave practised at
Jeast for ten years in any I>f the recognised pr<>iessions like

. Teaching, Law, Medicine, Engineerin!:, Science, Technology.
Acc<Klllhlacy <>r Administration.

L1Deplt.
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ExCLUSION OF CERTAIN MATTERS FROM THE PURVIEW OF
CONSULTATION WITH PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS

10. 'Though, in theory, recruitment to all kinds of civil posts is to be
done by Public Service Commissions, the Constitution has provided that
the executive may exclude certain posts or categories of posts fro\Il the
purvie)" of the Public Service Commissions. Under this dispensation, most
of the Class III and Class N appointments under the Government are made
without the intervention of the Public Service Commissions. This is understandable in view of the large volume of work which these matters would
devolve on the Central authority. However, there are some higher appointments which have also been excluded. In the Union Government, the
decisions on such exclusion are invariably arrived at by Government after
consulting the Union Public Service Commission. We understand that such
a procedure is not adopted in all the States. We suggest that all the States
should adopt that procedure. Such exclusions should, moreover, be few and
far between.
Recommendation:
22
We recommend that Government's decisions on the exclnsion of
certain matters from the purview ()f c()nsultation with Public Service
Commissions should be taken after consulting the Commissions.
CENTRALISED RECRUITMENT FOR EXCLUDED CATEGORIES AND POSTS

11. 'The bulk of the staff of the Government at tbe Centre and in the
States is in the Class III and Class IV categories. At the Centre, most
Departments recruit for these posts independently of one another. In several cases, individual officers undertake the recruitment of their staff. Often
the qualifications which are stipulated for entry, specially into the nontechnical posts of different Departments, are identical. Wherever possible,
different departmental authorities should pool their requirements and make
a joint recrnitment for non-technical posts. The Recruitment Board may
consist of officers representing the Departments concerned.
12 . In technical posts, however, the requirements of qualifications and
experience may be quite diverse and it would not he feasible to undertake
such recruitment. Therefore, in these cases, each Department will have to
make its own arrangements as at present. Eved here, there should be
regularly constituted Boards for such recruitment and this should not be
left to individual officers. Members of the Board may include senior officers
from Departments other than the one in which the appointments is to be
made. We would like to record here our considered view that there should
be no interference by the political executive in matters relating to recruitment
of papers, except of their prsonal staff.

~I

J
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Recommendation :
23
We recommend that :
(1) Wherever possible, different departmental anthorities should
pool their requirements of noo-technical Class m and Class IV
personnel who are directly to be recruited, and make a joist
recruitment.
(2) Recruitment Boards should be constituted for technical appoint·ments in Class ill and Class IV and should consist of senior
officers representing the Department concerned, as well as sOBle
olber technical Department.
RECRUITMEl'IT ETC., TO QUASI-GoVERl'IMENT INSTITUTIONS

B. Apart [rom the public sector undertakings, there are several institutions which, though not government departments, are either entirely or substaptially financed from Government funds. We refer to institutions like
the Council of Scientific and Industrial Researcb, the Indian Council of
Agricultural Research, the Indian Council of Medical Research, the Indian
Institute of Public Administration, tbe Indian Institute of Foreign Trade,
the Central Social Welfare Board, etc., which are all under the Central
Government. Though they are entirely Or substantially financed by Government, the purview of the UPSC in matters relating to recruitment, promotions, etc., docs not extend to these bodies by virtue of their having been
constituted into registered societies.

14. The Study Team (T) and Study Team (P) have remarked that it
would be desirable to extend the scope of the UPSC to such bodies as well,
in view of the fact that they have large establishments, they undertake sizeable recruitment, and persons recruited to these institutions do tend to make
a life-time career in them. The Study Team (T) has suggested that the
recruitment to these bodies should be undertaken by the UPSC, and if that
is not feasiblc on practical considerations, these institutions should recruit
through an inter-organisational set-up serving all IIhe institutioIt5. The Study
Team (P) has felt tbat the UPSC's purview sbould be extended to selections as well as promotions, the nature of such association being varied
according to the size of the organisation.
15. We generally agree with the spirit underlying the suggestions made
by the Study Teams and recommend as follows:
Recommendation:
24
(1) Tile UPSC should be associated with the selection of persoDBel
to, and th~ir ' promotion within the quasi-governmellt bodies
etdireIy or substantially financed hy Government.
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(2) Ia the <:tie of small.,., oq:anisations, the functioD of the UPSC
should be to approve the regulatjons governing recruitment aad
promotiOla, iacludiDg the CODstitution of Seleclion Boards aad
Promotioa Committees.
(3) In the case of higger orgaWsaOOnS like the csm, ho..ever,
oaIy broad penowad poIides need be framed in CCl "r ••
..ith the CoDUDi<;sion, the details of selectiOD and promotion
being left to the organisation itseH.

(4) Ia all eases, the UPSC should develop an adequate system 0(
reporting and inspection to ensure that at least minimum
standards are observed iD selection aad promotion. "The CommissioD may recommend, at their discretion, the annulment 0(
selections aad promotions faDing short of such minimum
slaDdards.
(5) Comments, if any, by the UPSC on the working 0( these
arra~ts should be incorporated in its _a1 report to
be placed before ParliamenL
(6) Powers similar to those proposed for the UPSe, should vest ..
the Slate PSCs vis-a-vis quasi-govemmeDf institutions wbida
are either entirely or substantialJy financed by the State Govenomenls.
STAFFING OF THE SECRETARIATS OF PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS

16. The Study Team (T) and Study Team (P) have botb commented
upon the increasingly diverse character of the recruitment undertaken by
the Union Public Service Commission and the State Public Service Commissions, specially to the technical and scientific categories. This underlines the need for adequate staff support being afforded to the Commissions.
By adequate staff support we mean tbat persons with wide experience in
education, scientific research and practical administration should be inducted
into the Secretariats of the Commissions.

RESEARCH

17. Research needs to be UIldertaken to test-check the effectiveness of
recruitment by follow-up studies of subsequent careers in Government and,
to analyse trends in the sk:i\l market and in the educational sphere. . The
data provided by suell. re.ea rcb will be valuable in deciding upon the correct
recruitment policy.

,
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Recommendation:
25
We, therefore, recommend that :
(1) The staffing of the Secretariat of the Commissions should become diversified and should aim to include pcrSODS with wide
experience in education, scientific fields and practical ad.nJinD..
tration.
(2) Research alUs should be set np in the Public Service CoDlJllis.
.rons to assess the effectiveness of recruitmeut by follow-.
studies and, to analyse trends in the skill market and in tile
/ ed.ucational sphere and to provide data for determining the
recruitment policies.

CHAPTER VII
TRAINING
Training is an investment in human resources; it is an important means,
of improving the human potential and increasing the efficiency of personnel. Some progress has been made in recent years in providing training
facilities to civil servants. Direct entrants to Class I Services undergo weIllaid out institutional and in-service training programmes. SlIch programmes
for Class III and Class IV personnel are, however, less common. Whec~
tltey exist, they are generally intended to promote specific technical or
functional skills, e.g., in the indian Railway, Posts and Telegraphs, the
Central Secrelariat and the Central Excise and Customs Departments.
Training Schools and centres have also been established for technical training in specialised areas of engineering, e.g., Telegraphic Engineering and
Tele-communications. Efforts have also been made in recent years for providing training in the subjects connected with rural development, like
Community Development, Cooperation, Agricultural Extension and Marketing, Soil Conservation and Warehousing.
2. Despote all Ihis effort in the field of training during the last two
decades, much more needs to be done, particularly in training personnel
for managerial and higher administrative responsibilities. With the rapidly
rising tempo of political consciousness among the people, and the nnderlaking by Government of new tasks and responsibilities in the fields of
de velopment and welfare, the cultivation of proper values and attitudes by
civil servants bas assumed a vital importance. Again, training should prepare the individual civil servant not only for performing his present job
" ,1'. but also for shouldering higher responsibilities and meeting new and
co:nplex challenges in future. The aim should be to train civil servants not
just for the needs of tomorrow but even for those of the day after. If training is to bo effective, it should, as far as possible, also help the individual
civil servant to so develop his capacities--mental, moral and spiritual_ to
~ in him a sense of dedication. The realisation of these "ide and comprehensive objectives for training would call for formulation of a clear-cut
and bold national policy on the subject, setting priorities, preparation of
training plans, both sbort-term and long-term, mobilisation of the needed
funds and other resources, and building up " body of trainers.
Recommendation :

26
We recommend that Government should, with the assistance of C~
perieneed adminislrators and experts in training teclmiqoes, formulate a clear-cut and far sighted national policy OIl civil """';ce
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1raining, setting out objectives and priorities and guidelines for pn>paration of training plans.
3. From the data which we have been able to gather, expenditure on
training is seen to be roughly of the order of 0.4 per cem of the wage bill
of the Civil Service at the Centre and in the State. The conference of the
lIeads of the Central training institutions and representatives of different
Ministries and departments, recently convened by the Ministry of Home
Affairs, held that 1 per cent of the total salary bill would be a suitable
target of expenditure on training for some years to come. While not being
dogmatic about this percentage, we agree that, having in view the need for
imparting greater professionalism to the public services and improving their
efficiency, a mucb bigber outlay on training than wbat is now incurred is
called for.
CE.

TRAL DIRECTION OF TRAINING

4 . The comprebensive role whicb we envisage for training as an instrument of improving civil service performance and potentialities calls for the
streogthening of institutional arrangements. Training will not be effective,
and will not receive due attention, unless there is a separate organisation
specially cbarged witb this function . In this context, we have noted the
recent setting up of a Training Division in tbe Ministry of Home Affairs.
As presently constituted, this Division bas the responsibility of promoting
and coordinating training programmes of the different Central Ministries
and Departments, providing guidance and belp, sponsoring or arranging
training courses on aspects commOn to different services and maintaining
liaison with the States.

•

5. In tbe scbeme of reorganisation recommended by us in our report
on the Machinery of the Government of India and its Procedures of Work,
the Management of different service cadres will rest with tbe appropriate
Ministries/Departments. It follows that training of the various functional
cadres would· be the responsibility of the individual Departments and
Ministries. However, tile Training Division should have tbe overall responsibility for training in headquarters work as well as for preparing personnel
fOr entry to seuior management. It should also he its task to evolve a
national policy on civil services training, ensure its translation into operational plans and oversee their implementation. We refer to some of the
oontents of the training policy later. We would like to emphasise here tbat
lIUcb a policy should clearly lay down that those with the best potential for
development would be selected for training and not those who are easily
available. Again, it must he clearly prescribed and also ensured that the
persons who are trained will be "placed" in jobs where the training recei,.ed
will he properly utilised.
6. The Training Division should further be responsible for the training
of Training Officers/Coordinators of different Departments and Ministries.

It should be able to provide guidance and advice in the assessment of training needs and evaluation of t he usefulness of training programmes. TIle
Training Division should also take a lead in promoting the preparation of

the needed training materials and undertake research on the use of different
training methods.

7. The Central Training Division is at present headed by a Director
with the rank of Joint Secretary. The expanded role which we have in mind
for the Division would require its strengthening. The staff should include
competent trainers who can apply to the solution of management prOblems
a professional understanding of training methods, learning theory, motivation
theory, evaluation techniques and the like. We have already recDtpmended
in our report on the Machinery of the Government of India and its Procedures of Work, that the subject of " training" should be with the Depanment of Personnel. The Training Directorate should, in consonance with
this decision, be under that Department.
J{ecommendation :
27

We recommend that the Central Training Division should be located
in the new Department of Personnel. '!be Division should "ye tile
following main functions :
LeadeMUp:
promote, coordinate and facilitate training;
(IInIInlate policies, regulations and procedures on training ...
oversee their implementation;
advise Ministries and Departments on:
determination of training needs instructional techniques e .......ti... of training programmes.
Senices :

ammgc for courses in subjects such as manage_nt diM are
need;
arrange for training overseas;
arrange for preparation of training materials and re5arch .,.
dltferent training methods;
train training coordinators.'
8 CIIIIIJIlOIl

8. As training will, for the most part, be decentralised, each Ministry
or Department, having a sizeable programme of training shonld have II
separate training cell, located in its Chief Personnel Office, otbe creation of
which b as b een recommended b y

Us

in our report on the Machinery of the

Government of India and its Procedures of Work. This cell may be manned
by a Training Coordinator on a full or a part-time basis, as appropriate. aDf
a few staff aides. In Ministries and Departments which do not have a~

L
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substantial training activity under them, the functions 01 the TrainingCoordinator may be performed by the head Or the deputy head of the
Chief Personnel Office.
Rec(}mmendation :

28
We recOIIUlUllend that each Ministry .... Dcp:u1:ment, haviDg a sil.e8IIIe
programme of training, should have a separate training cell, located
in its Chief PerSllnne\ Office. It should be manned by a Training
Coordinator on a full or a part-time basis, as appropriate, and a
few staff aides .

•

Training at different stages
9. The nature and content of the training imparted (0 an officer would
depend on the staff of his career at which it is imparted. Thus at the beginning of his career, he will have to receive a post-entry training which will
introduce him to the tasks he will have to embark upon. Later, after some
years of experience in the particular field in which he started his career
he will have to receive a different type of training if he is selected for undertaking managerial responsibilities at the headquarters. While working on his
job, his knowledge and skills will have to be kept up-t<>-date through
refresher courses.
FOUNDATIONAL COURSE AT THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ADMINISTRATION

10. The post-entry training imparted to all-India and non-technical
Central Services falls into two parts.-institutional-training and training on
the-job. The former type of training is given in two instalments. There is
first, the foundational course at t he National Academy of Administration at
Mussoorie, which is gone through by all the direct recruits to the aU-India
and non-technical Central Class I Services. After this course is completed,
members of the various Services, other than the lAS, are trained in separate
institutions, where they exist. Thus, there are Training Schools for the
lA&AS at Simla and for the Income-tax Officers of the Indian Revenue
Services at Nagpur and a National Police Academy for the IPS at Mount
Abu. Members of the lAS get their specific institutional training at
Mussooric Academy itself. Members of Services for whom no special instiMtional arrangements for training exist, go from the foundational ~,
straight to their on-the-job training. The foundational course a Mus300rie
includes instruction in certain "core" subjects which provide an on entation
in the political, economic and social infra-structure. An important obiective
aimed at in providing a COmmOn foundational course is the promotion of
a feeling of onCfless among the different Class I Services. Opinion, however
differs about the success achieved in realiSing this objective. According to
some, the foundational course tends to -accentuate rnther than mitigate a
feeling of separateness among Services. It has also been pointed out that
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the number of tramtes is too large to be combined. Notwithstanding these
-criticisms, the idea of a foundational course is basically sound. We haTe
recommended the introduction of uniform grades of pay applicable to al
Class I Services including the all-Iowa Services. If this recommendation is
implemented, the common foundational course will really be an effoctin
factor in producing an esprit de corps among the Services. The participants
of the course will not be bedevilled by a gnawing feeling of inequality and
w, the course will promote real unity in thought and aspiration. As regards
the problem created by the number of trainees being large, it should not
'be difficult to solve. The trainees can be taken up in batches and in fact,
even now, such a device is adopted.
II, The members of the tecllDicai Class I Services do not attend the
foundational course. In this connection, we would refer to the 93rd repact
(1965-66) of the Estimates Committee of the Third La!.. Sabha in which
it has been recommended that the foundational course should be made
compulsory for all new recruits to Central Class J Services. We are in agreement with this recommendation which, incidentally, is consistent with our
recommendation in Chapter lil according to which suitably qualified
members of technical services would be inducted into the middle and higher
levels of the Secretariat.
12. The foundational course needs to be better adapted to the chall~
ing task of making the probationers service-oriented. It is of the highest
importance that proper attention is devoted to inculcating the right value.
and attitudes during the foundational course. In our view, the most important of the objectives of the foundational training should be to instil in the
probationers a wide national outlook, a high patriotic fervour and a spirit of
dedication to public service. The sort of mentality wbicb avidly seeks to
contrast tbe financial prospects of the Civil Service with the more lucratiTe
opportunities of commercial employment is not the one on whicb we can
depend fo" the realisation of the social and economic goals of the nation,
The urge to work for a cause higher than oneself, and the consciousness of
serving noble ends, can generate energies which can transcend and vanquish
material banwcaps. The young men and women wbo are selected for the
Services should be made to feel that the opportunity to participate in tile
nation building enterprise is in itself a valued privilege and a means of selffulfilmerrt Sucb a view of one's vocation, at once bumble and lofty, can
be mamtained only when one's efforts are grounded on a firm spiritual fOUIdation, The strengthening of the ethical and spiritual base for bigh human
endeavour should be the most important of the responsibilities of the
trainers. 10 this connection, all the great world religions have much to teaclo .
Due to a misunderstanding of the concept of secularism in certain quarUn,
.even the spiritual values enshrined in the great religions are not being giT..,
their due place in- the educational system. This is unfortunate. Dogma and
zitual aTe not what we mean when we refer to religion. We have in mind tile
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pcofound wisdom and inspiration which all religions offer for the elevation
and transformation of the human character, and which will enable people
to' live in peace and amity and to unite in a mighty corporate endeavour for
the common weal.
13. The foundational course must, therefore, be basically oriented to
make the officer good and honest, for on that foundation must be erected
the superstructure of skill, knowledge and efficiency. All training now being
gjven is directed towards making the official efficient, taking goodness fo r
granted. But goodness can seldom be taken for granted. It is a virtue which
has to be assiduously cultivated . Incidentally, it will be appropriate if, in
accordance with the Directive Principles of the Constitution, the trainees
ace taught to abstain from intoxicating drinks except for medicinal purposes.
In certain sections of the so called 'high' society of to-day, such drinking
hIlS come to be regarded as a status symbol. This must be debunked and
the virtue of abstinence extolled. The trainees should also be made sensitive
to the standard of living of the overwhelming section of the people in the
"Country so that they may not fall victim to "luxury-mindedness" which
would distort their SeJr"e of values and alienate them from the common run
of Indian humanity,
14, The training must include discussions and discourses on moral
standards and spiritual values. Persons who are respected for their moral
and spiritual attainments may be periodically invited to give talks. Such
discourses should be an integral part of the cnrrU:ulum. In addition, they
J11ust find a place in the daily time-table of trainees. Persons invited to speak
must not be chosen by the man..agement alone. The trainees must have an
adive voice in such selection, as primar ily they will be the beneficiaries.
Committees may be constituted for the purpose, comprising of members of
the staff as well as the representatives of the trainees. The trainees may
ah:o on occasion choose one among themselves for a discourse on a particular day. He may, after preparation, either speak orally or read a paper.
It is further desirable to commence each day's work with a suitable prayer,
about the efficacy of which, Gandhiji said, "Prayer is an unfailing means of
d eansing the heart ..... . "
15. The trainee even after getting trained in skills, procedures and
practices, is often out of tune with the requirements, the needs and the
psychology of the people. In a democracy, the Govemmernt is of the people,
by the people and for the people. The people, therefore, must be correctly
understood by every Government servant. It so happens that every Government servant tends to migrate towards an urban area, lives in the urban
area and becomes part of the urban population. Urbao environment breeds
a /dnd of impersonal temperament, isolating him, even from his neighbours.
I;V'en a person who is born in a village loses contact with the village to
some extent. for he moves out of the village for his ):tigher education and
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subsequent training. One of the main maladies in administration is the unintentional, almost unconscious, loss of touch with the masses. Many of OUr
social and developmental programmes have come to grief because the officers
have not been able to know the needs and mores of the people correctly. It
is, therefore, of basic importance in a democracy like ours, that the office~
must have a rapport with the people and know their psychology and understand their ways. Three-fourths of the nation live in the villages, and it is
they who are in greater need of amelioration and uplift. We, therefore,
recommend that every trainee should live in a village at least for a fortnight
during the course of his training. During this period, the trainees should
familiarise tbems,-Ives with the conditions of village life, organisation of iIs
society and economy and their needs in a welfare State. The fortnight
thus lived with the people, together with the close study and observatlon
of rural milieu and conditions, would equip the officer for the better performance of his duties in the coming years.
16. The syllabus of the course also needs improvement. We understand
that many of the trainees are not satisfied with the content and methods of
teaching, and, further, that lectures in several cases are just a replica ot the
teaching at the college or university level. Moreover, not every one among
the training personnel is of the requisite standards. Lately, an attempt 00.
been made to improve the syllabi and organisation of courses. For instance,
in the teaching of Economics, those who have studied it in their gradU ale
courses or hold a post-graduate degree in the subject, are now exempted
from the set of lectures dealing with elementary concepts. But their participation in the remaining lectures is considered essential to promote some
meaningful discussion in the class rOOm. Notwithstanding the recent changllS,
the need for alterat ion and improvement of the coritents of the course still
remains. The extension of the foundational course to cover all Class I
Services, both technical and non-technical, may also necessitate some
changes. We would recll=end that the Government should appoint a small
committee of leading non-Officials, experts and experienced civil servants
10 revise the scheme of the foundational training in order to improve 'iIs
usefulness and lay added emphasis on building proper vailles and attitudes.
Recommendation :
29
We recommend that:
(1) The scope of the foundational course at present given by ihe
National Academy of Administration should be extended t ..
cover also technical ClaSs r Central Senices aDd aII-1tIoItt

Senices.
(2) The content of the foundational course should be suitably revi~
ed to improve its usefulness and lay added emphasis on lnJIM.
ing proper values and attitudes among the trainees D'M
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inculcating in them a sense of dedication to duty and serviceorientation. The need to abstain from intoxicating drinks
should be emphasized.
(3) Every trainee should live in a village at least for a fot1night to
acquaint bimself with l'UJ"al life and conditions.
(4) The Government should set up a small commitlee of leadin!:
non-officials, experts and experienced civil servants to revise
the scheme of the foundational training on the above lines.
.Pollt-/oundalional institutional training
17. As already stated thl' post-foundational instituponal training for the
lAS is given at the National Academy of Administration itself. We are of
the view that this training should be the responsibility of a separate lAS
Staff College. The Academy should, in addition to providing foundational
lnining to members of all the Services including technical services, be
r~ble for middle management training. This should keep its hands
faI.I. As indicated earlier, the Departments and Ministries should be responsibte for the training of officers whose cadres they manage. The Home
r.linistry should, therefore, be in charge of the training of lAS and IPS
officers and ¢here should be a separate Staff College for the lAS. There
is already a separate institution, viz., the National Police Academy, for the
IPS Officers. The Academy wbich will be under the Department of
PecsonneI should not be associa1ed with the training of any particular
service. In fact, the directing staff of the Academy should be drawn from
different Services.

Recommendation :

30
We recommend that:
(1) The post-foundational institutional training should be entrusted
to a separate Staff ColIC2e (or the J AS.
(2) The National Academy of Administration should be re'iJOnsibte
for the fo undational course for Class I Central Services and
all·India Services and for middle management training.
(3) The Academy should be under tbe new Department of Personnel
and its directing staff should be drawn from different Services.
18. It is generally recognised that the post-foundational training for
!be lAS trainees at the Academy is in several respects too general and
academic. It is not clearly focussed on the work wbich tbe officers have to
do during the next few years. The main difficulty is that the trainees are not
familiar with praotical administration and the training therefor~ has neces·
sarily to be mostly theoretical. The Study Team (T) recommended in June,
1967, the "sandwiching" of a period of practical administration between
;two speils of training at the Academy. We are glad that this proposal has
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been received favourably by the Government. The Ministry of HOme
Affairs has suggested to the States that the institutional training of the IAS
probationers may be divided into two periods of about 8 months and
4 months, with 12 months' field training in States intervening between them .
It has been proposed iliat the second part of the institutional training should
largely be problem-oriented and based on experience and observations of
the trainees in the States. We fully sup port these proposals and would urge
that such a " sandwich" pattern of training should normally be followed in
all programmes of probationary training of Class I Services.
Recommendation:

31
We recommend that the proposals [or sandwich pattern of postfoundational institutional trnining for the lAS under the considel'lltiou of the Government, should be finalised and implemented early.
Such a sandwich pattern of training should normally be followed ill
aU programmes of probationary training of other Class I services.
19. The compulsory training in horse-riding is out-of-date. It is a waste
of time, effort and money and may be scrapped. E xcept as a mode of exercise
and recreation, horse-riding is now somewhat of an anachronism. No
officer except perhaps a few police personnel, uses a horse on official work.
As recommended by the Advisory Council of the National Academy of
Administration in 1966, training in jeep driving and motor mechanics
should be organL~ ed as soon as tbe Academy shifts to Delhi.
Recommendation:

32
We recommend that tllC compulsory training of horse riding for the
lAS may be scrapped. Training in jeep driving and motor mechanics
should be imparted wben !be Academy shifts to Delhi.
20. At present, the on-the-job training received in the States by the lAS
probationers, which follows the institutional trairting at the Academy, varies
from 10 to 18 months, the average being 12 months. This training, however, lacks effective supervision. We have been told that, not unoften, the
Collectors to whom the probationers are attached for the larger part of their
training in the States are either indifferent or too busy to give them the
needed time and attention. They also are not always senior enough to train
the officers. We would, therefore, suggest that the lAS probationers should
be assigned to carefully chosen senior Collectors who are known for their
interest in training and whose methods of work are considered worthy of
emulation. Further, it will be worthwhile to spell out in detail for the benefit of the probationers, what they are supposed to do and are expected to
learn during their training in the States. It is also necessary that the Central
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Government should evolve a common pattern of field training which may
be adopied by States, with modifications suited to their local condifioos.
During the sandwich period of field training the probationers should be in
constant touch with a tutor at the lAS Staff College, who should set specific
tasks, exercises, and writing of reports on particular problems. The training
diaries of the probationer should be scrutinised by the Collector and also
sent to the tutor of the probationer, who may give him such guidance as
may be necessary.
21. As regards the institutions for the training of Class I Services other
We recommend
that similar institutions may be set up for other services, if the number of
!rainees is large enough.

than the lAS, several of them exist as pointed out above.

22. Only those staff members of the concerned service who have a flair
for training should be selected as trainers. The tenure of Government servants deputed to training institutions should be long enough to enable them
to be effective as trainers. Further, they should not be placed in a disadvantageous position in the matter of promotion. The Central Training Division should formulate an overall policy for training of trainers and help the
training cells in dillerent Departments and Ministries to prepare and organise
the needed training schemes.
Recommendation:
JJ
We recommend thai:
(1) The Central Government .should evolve a common pattern of leW

training for the lAS probationers, which may be adopted by the
States with modifications suited to their local conditions. During
their training in the States the lAS probationers sbonld be assigned to carefully chosen senior Collectors who are known for their
interest in training and whose methods of work are considered
worthy of emulation.
(2) For Class I Services other than lAS, training institutions may be
set up where they do not now exist, if the number of trainees is
large enougb.

TRAINING FOR MANAGEMENT
JUNIOR MANAGEMENT

23. Under our proposals for staffing of the Secretariat outlined in and
earlier chapter, thc Under Secretaries will be drawn from the functional
cadres and the Central Secretariat Service. The Under Secretaries promoted
from the Central Secretariat Service will require some grounding in the
technique of programme planning and review. Normally, this group would
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have already received training in beadquarters work :n the course given for
the Section Officers by the Central Secretariat Training Scbool. All that they
would therefore need is a refresher course in this area. Some of the Under
Secretaries drawn from the functional cadres may also require training t0
prepare them for headquarters work. We would, therefore, suggest that a
12-week course should be organised by the National Academy of Administration when it moves to Delhi. This course should cover (a) introduction
to concepts and tools of management, with special emphasis on mathematical
aids, staff organisation and control and coordination needs and devices, (b)
the machinery of the Government of India and its procedures of work; (c)
relations between Parliament, Ministers and civil servants; (d) Five-year
Plans, planning methods and the Planning Commission; (e) systems, procedures and rules of financial management and personnel administration at the
Centre; (f) techniques of programme planning and review; and (g) some
practical exercises in correspondence handling, writing reports and policy
memoranda. Participation in the course by Under Secretaries, coming
whether from the CSS or the functional cadres, sbould depend upon the
actual needs of the individuals.

Recommendation:
34
We recommend that a refresher training course for Under Secretaries
from the C.S.S. cadre and a 12-week training course for other Under
Secretaries may be formulated.
MID-CAREER MANAGEMENT TRAINING

24. Under our overall staffing scheme, tbe middle-level administrators
in the Secretariat (Deputy Secretaries and tbeir equivalents) will come from
two main sources: (1) "policy and management pool" and (2) "functional
cadres". The entry to the "policy and management" pool in the Secretariat
will be by a test. This pool will comprise eight specialisations of administration viz., (1) Economic (2) lndustrial (3) Defence (4) Agricultural and
Rural (5) Social and Educational (6) Fillaneial (7) Personnel, administrations and (8) Planning.
25. The Deputy Secretaries in substantive-work divisions dealing with
developmental work will bave to sboulder the responsibility for programme planning, coordination and review in an area or subsector of administrative activity. The main focus of middle management
training sbould, therefore, be to develop knowledge, abilities and skills wbicb
will enable the administrators to mobilise resources (organisation, men and
materials) to achieve effectively, certain policy or programme goals/subgoals. Training required for middle level management should, we feel, have
the following three broad elements: (a) training in headquarters work (8
weeks); (b) special courses (8 weeks) in eacb specialisations; (c) sub-area
specialisation training (6 weeks). The first two parts of the training sbould
be completed before an ollicer assumes charge as a Deputy Secretary, while
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the third part should be undergone in the light of actual needs while working
in an headquarters assignment.
26. Training in headquarters work may. be common to all specialisations. Broadly, it may include the following foundational subjects: (i) basic
management concepts like organisation, delegation, control, directioo, communication, coordination, supervision and motivation; (ii) basic economic
concepts and their use in Government; (Ui) policy-making, programme planing, implementation and review, and modern tools of administration; (iv)
machinery and procedures of the Government of India, including financial
and personnel rules, regulations and review procedures, budgeting, financial
control, accounts and audit; (v) relations with Parliament, Ministers and
Citlzens. This course may also be attended, depending upon the need, by
Deputy Secretaries in the functional areas.
27. In devising courses for training ill eacb specialism the object in view
W6'\JJd be to achieve a deep and intimate knowledge of the theoretical concepts, techniq ues, systems and procedures connected with the specialism. In
particular, under thc term "Planning" techniques connected with the ·fortOulalion of Plans and evaluation of performance will receive attention. This
will, of course. involve a study in greater depth of the subject of planning
than what is required under item (iii ) mentioned in the previous para which
only envisages an elementary knowledge of programme planning.
28 . As regards the organisation for arranging middle management training prOgrarDDles, lhe responsibility should be entrusted to the National
Academy of Administration. The Academy may also give the general course
in beadquarters work for Under Secretaries. As suggested earlier, the
Academy will also be responsible for organising foundational courses for
direct recruits to all Class I Services, Central as weil as ail-India.
29. We would like ro add that the Academy need not attempt to operate
directly all the courses required for middle management. The special courses
in the eight specialisations and their sub-specialisations should, as far as
possible, be farmed out, particularly where professional organisations with
the needed competence already exist, e.g., the Institute of Economic Growth,
the Institutes of Management (at Ahmedabad and Calcutta) and the Administrative Staff College, Hyderabad, the Indian Institute of Public Admini<tration and the Defence Services Staff College.
30. Similarly, the facilities provided by professio nal iAstitutions may be
used for sub-area specialisations, e.g., National Institute of Health Administration a.nd Education, National Council for Educational Research and
Training, Central Labour Tnstitute, the proposed Bankers' Illstitute, and the
Tndian Statistical lnstitote. The attachment of the middle management
trainees to various professional institutions either for a general course in
L !Dept , ofAR/69-6

theory, practice and techniques or a specialised course in techniques and
procedures will have he special adva ntage of broadcning the horizons of
their knowledge.
Recomlllendation :
3S

We recommeud that:
(1) Training for middle-level management ill the Secretari~t (lor
Deputy Secretaries and other officers "ith equivaleut status)
shonld have the following three broad clements: (3) training in
headquarters work; (II) special courses in each ollhe eight broad
special isms; alld (c) sub-area spccialism t!'ruuing.
(2) Trruning in policy and planlling ,1lOuld lie provided as a pal·t of
training lor all specialisms.
(3) The responsibility for arranging middle management training programmes should rest witb the National Academy of Administration. The special courses in the eight special isms and their suhspecialism should, as far as possible, be fanned out to professional organisations nhich have the needed expertise.
31. We have already slressed the importance of developing per>onnel
for senior management positions On a planned basis. At the entry level to
seRior management, what is needed is not formal trainiog but opportunities
for self-study with a roeasure of guidance, exposure to discussions at a high
prOfessional level, and a deep study of a few chosen policy problems in the
broad area of work. We consider that all probable entrants to senior
management should take a programme of advanced study for 16 weeks which
will help prepare them for higher responsibilities. We would not like to set
out any rigid pattern and would like the programme of study to be tailored
to meet the needs of the individual and the functional group concerned .
32. Senior management training should be divided into two parts as
lollo..,s :
(A) A general study and orientation supplemented by group discusSiODS, seminars and syndicates, with the object of :<a) enlarging the ability to examine a problem realistically in the
broader context of the national goals, Five-Year Plans, and
inter-relationships between the community and the Government.
and
(b) increasing the capacity for coordinating diverse programme,
into an integrated whole, developing controls and information
systems for alerting Ministers and senior officers to impending
problems and initiating new programmes.
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(8) Spe<:itic sludies of a SCI of policy problems or a detailed sludy of
the entire policy-making process in a segment or area of adrniniJ;tra tive activity. with a view to widening and deepening the understanding of the policy-making proce.s. The purpose of this stndy
should be to develop the capacity to distil and integrate their past
experi ence into mean ingful lea rni ng by anal ysing wh at J1,) l ici~.
programmes and techniques wo rked well or badly and why, and
how new concepts, tools and insights could help to remove the

existing drawbacks and deficiencies.
33. The development of di fferent abilities and skills needed at the senior
level requires an atmosphere which does not inhibit critical thinking and is
conducive to problem-solving. The need is for an environment where sectional views and attitudes and the accustomed patterns of thought are cbal1enged, and free association of ideas and cxerClse cf imagination is encouraged . Preparation for senior management also calls for close inter-actica
with senior administrators, political executives, peop1c's representatives and
distinguished scbolars in different subjects. We feel that such an open
climate for self-development and opportunities for inter-action can be better
found in a professional organisation . Therefore, education and preparation
for senior management should not, in Our view, be entrusted to a government institution. Further, the hands o f the ational Academy of Administration would be pretty full with organising fo undational courses and training
for middle management which we have earlier proposed for it.
34. We would , therefore, recommend that the persons who are marked
o ut for senior management sho uld be attached to professional in... titutions

for pursuing the programmes mentioned above. For Part A of the programme, the services and the expertise of the Indian Institute of Public
Administration may be utilised . Part B may be arranged in other professional institutions like Institutes of Management at Ahmedabad and Calcutta,
Administrative Staff College, Hyderabad, Institute of Economic Growth,
etc., which specialise in the area which wonld be of interest to the official
concerned .
R ecommendation:

36

We recommend that :
(1) Senior management education and proparation should be lar::ely
oriented townrds policy.muking, programme pJanning und rC\iClV,
and problem solving. It should be divided into two parts: (.\)

A general study and orientation supplemented by gronp discussions, seminars and syndicates; (8) Specific studies of a set of
policy problems or a detailed study of the entire policy-making
proccl\S in a segment or area of administrative activity.
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(2) Persons wbo are marked out lor senior management sbould be
attached to prolessional institutions for pursuing the programmes of advanced study. Part A of this programme may be
arranged wilb the assistance 01 Ibe Indian Institute of Public
Administration: and Part B at otber institutions Uke the Instituks
01 Management at Ahmedabad and Calcutta, Adm.in.istrative Staff
College, Hyder.bad, Ibe III,titutc of Economic Growth, etc.,
which specialise in the arca which would be of interest to the
official concerned.
REFRESHER COURSES

35. A number of programmes of refresher training have come up in the
last decade. During 1961-65, the National Academy of Administration
organised five refresher courses of 5-6 weeks for officers of differect services
with 8-12 years' service. The programme was d iscontinued on account of
shortage of accommodation, among other reasons. It is bei ng revived this
year by organising refresher courses on economic decision-making and
modern aids to administration. The Railway Staff College operates a wellorganised programme of refresher courses for senior personnel, both technical and non-technical. The National Police Academy organises an advanced
course for IPS officers with 6-8 years' services. Several professional institutions in the fields of health, agricultural extension, community development
aDd cooperation (e.g. National Institute of Health Adm.in.istration and Education, National Institute of Community Development and Vaikunth Mehta
Institute of Cooperative Management, Poona) also bold refresher courses.
36. The Administrative Staff College. Hyderabad, conducts a ten weeks'
programme for senior executives of both public and private sectors, as also
special courses on selected management problems. A few officers of the
Central Government are deputed to the senior executives' course every yoar.
The Indian Institute of Public Administration has, during the last few years,
organised several executive development programmes for govemmCllt officials, both of the Centre and States. A few civilian officers of various services are also detailed every year by the Government to the National
Defence College, New Delhi, and the Defence Services Staff College,
Willington. Advantage is also taken by the Government of the different
foreign assistance scbemes to send out officials for advanced study and observation ahroad.
37. The Estimates Committee underlined, in 1966, the need for placing,
on a more systematic basis, the present scheme for refresher courses for the
officers of the all-India and Central Services. Class 1. The refresher courses
may he divided into two categories: (i) those meant to increase the technical or functional knowledge, and (ti) courses for improving managerial ,
problem-solving and policy-making abilities and skills. We would urge that
the statement of training policy of the Government (vide para 2 above)

•
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should lay down clear guidelines fo r organisation of refresher courses. Participation in seminars and conferences also serves as a training medium. Here
too. there is the need for laying down some standards, so that such participation is not o?er-done or this facility is denied to those who really need it.
A programme of refresher cou rse should then be drawn up fo r each functional service group by the cadre ad ministering authorities. The duration
and nature of each refresher course \\iII have to be related to actual needs
and the career development plans wh ich are evolved.
Recommendation:
37
We recommend that a programme of refresher cOurses should be
drawn up for each fwtclional service group by the cadre administering
authority with due regard to actual needs and the career development
plans which are evolved.
TRA INING OF CLA SS

III

AN D C LASS

IV

PERSONNEL

3&. Class ut and Cl ass IV employees constitute about 98 % of the
Central Government personnel. It has been roughly estimated that about
70 per cent of the Class III and 90 per cent of Class IV personnel are at
present untrained .
39. Class IJ 1 employees, whose work is mainly of a rouline charaetc<",
however, render great assistanc-e in implementing policies and programmes
in the field. Many of them may, at times, have to take decisions on matters
which, though not a major importance, none-tbe-Iess may alTeet the citizen
in his .daily life. Many Class IV personnel also come in contact with tJle
citizens. Except fo~ "ertain categories of personnel, tbere is, at prcseot,
neither any clear overall policy nor any extensive programme of training.
We would, therefore, recommend tha~ a review should be made of the trainiog needs and existing facilities available for Class III a nd Class IV staff,
a nd a phased programme for inl proved training for these categories of personnel be drawn up. Such training should aim at not only improving job
skills but also developing proper attitudes towards the public. The recommendations we have made earlier in connection with the foundational course
for placing special emphasis o n building right values and attitudes and developing service-orientation apply equally in tbis case.

Recommendation:

38
We recommend that .. review sbould be made of existing facilitie"
foe training available for Class ill and Class IV stall altd of tbel
actual training needs, and a phased programme for improved traiDing lor these categories of personnel should be drawn up. Such
tnlining should oa.irn at not only improving job skills hut also developing proper attitudes towards the public.
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TRAINING MET HODS AN D TECIL'IIQ ES

-10. The effectiveness of any training programme depends considerably
on the choice Gf right methods and techniques. The lecture method is
appropriate mostly for increasing knowledge; group discussions, syndicate,
and case studies are more suitable for improving problem-solving and
decision-making abilities. It has been the experience in institutions, like
the National Academy oC Administration that greater benefit would be deri\'cd if guest speakers stay on the premises and are enabled to meet tho
trainees in small convienient discussion groups.

4\. The use of group discussions and syndicates has been on the increase
in recent years. Seminars and conferences are increasingly becoming the
vogue in administrative training. Their usefulness is, however, limited, in
man~ cases due 10 the low quality of the working papers. failnre to circulate
them weU in time and the poor steering of discussion. The syndicate method
ha, been found effective only where the trainees already possess some worthwhile practical administrative experience. The case method has great potentiality for promoting a meaningful understanding of the administrative pro-

c",-, and enhancing problem-solving skills and policy inSights. It is. h DWevcr. hardly used in the training programmes for the public serviccs. Some
case' arc occasionally cited, but little effort has been made to develop
them into written case material. The Indian Institute of Public Administration has developed recently several case studies, but they have not as yet
been put to operational use for training purposes. The Administrative Staff
College, Hyderabad, has brought out a few case volumes' but these cases
are mostly concerned with problems of industrial administration.
-12. While programmes of field VISIts and practical tralDmg on the job
largely exist for Class I and Class II officers, field projects assignments and
writing of research or survey reports are less common. Their proper use
can help improve the effectiveness of training of good deal. The use of
right methods and techniques of training is a,n area in which the Central
Training Division must take a lead and provide useful assistance. The Division should arrange for appropriate research on various training methods
and experimentation in techniques.
43. The Central Training Division should also promote an extensive
programme of development of training materials by various training institu·
tions and professional organisations. In this programme, high priority should
be given to preparation of clusters of cases on various aspects of administration. The paucity of cases is at present a great handicap in deriving
full advantage of discussions in syndica,tes, round tables, seminars and
conferences.

.;

,
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Recommendation :
39
We rcc4ll11mend that the Central Training Division should arraage foe
. appropriate research on various training methods and experimentation
in techniques. It should also promote the development of training
materials.

CHAPTER Vill
PROMOTION POLICY

•

Recruitment, selection, training and placement form but one part of
personnel management. The assessment of tbe actual performance of
individuals witbin the service and their ordered and just advancement are
important aspects of the other part of it.
2. This leads us to the consideration of the requirements of a sound
promotion policy. Efforts have been made in recent times to promote
the most deserving from among the deserving and to minimize, if not
eliminate, the element of subjectivity in the assessment of merit. Till
recently, the policy in this regard was based on the Second Pay Commission's recommendation that the performance of civil servants should be
graded in five categories- 'outstanding', 'very good', 'good', '£air' aDd
'poor'. The relative importance given to these gradings diffe rs at different
levels ig the services. For example, in tile Class ill and C\ass IV
Services promotions are made on the basis of either semority subject to
the rejection of the unfit or seniority subject to the satisfaction of a minimum merit criterion. In making promotions from Class ill to Closs H
greatee importance is intended to be given to merit. For promotions from
Class II to Class r, consideration is expected to be given to differences
in degrees of merit-'outstanding', 'very good' and 'good'.
3. The practice which prevails for promotions from Class IV to a ass
III or from one grade to a higher grade within the Class III service
itself differs from Department to Department. It would be advisable to
have a uniform practice in one important aspect. Departmental Premotion Committees should be constituted, wherever they do not exist now,
for appraising merit for the purposes of promotion. We feel that promot ions made by regularly constituted Departmental Promotion Committees
will create greater confidence. One of the membeN of the Committee
should be an officer from a Department not connected with the one in
which the promotions are considered. The Chairman of the Departmental
Promotion Committee should be of a sufficiently high level, e.g., Joint
SeC<etary in the ease of promotions from Assistants to Section Officers in
the Secretariat or a Deputy to a Head of Department, such as the D .LO.
in the case of promotion from A.S.ls. to S.ls.
Rcco-DM"'Mhtion :

40

We recommended that ])eparhnenlal Promotion Committee sIootIJd he
constituted, wherever they do not exist now, for appnN.g the merits
80

8l

the persons concerned for promotion, The Chairman of the DqllWlmental Promotion Committee sbould be aD Officer at a suJIici<ootJy
higb level. One of tbe members of the Committee should be an
officer from a Department not connected witb tbe one in wbich promotions are considered.

0(

PERFORM ANCE R ECORDS

4. Confidential reports, in the manner and spirit in wbich they are
being written, tend to emphasise more the man and his qualities tban
the job and its performance. In assessing the merit of candidates for
promotion, the confidential reports play a decisive role. The Second Pay
Commission had noted that one of the criticisms against the method of
writing confidential reports was that they were laconic and vague and
there was no positive assessment of intelligence and other qualities. Despite periodic instructions issued on the manner of wnung confidential
reporta, there is dissatisfaction among the Government employees on this
account. We would suggest the following steps to improve the e:ti<;ting
systCllll of preparing and using confidential reports.
(a) At the end of each year the official reported upon should
submit a brief resume, not exceeding three hundred wocds,
of the work done by him, bringing out any special achievement of his. The resume should be submitted to the reporting officer and should form a part of the confidential record.
In giving his own assessment, the reporting officer should
take due note of the resume and after making his own
comments and assessment submit the entire record to the next
higher officer, namely, the reviewing officer. The reviewing
officer should add his own commenls, if any, and also do the
grading.
(b) The Second Pay Commission limited the field ot choice fo r
promotion to those who were 'outstanding', 'very good' and
'good', thus excluding those who were assessed as 'fair' and
'poor'. Government have recently revised tJle instructions
regarding these gradations to a few categories. According
to the latest Government instructions only three gradations,
namely, 'fit for promotion', 'not yet fit for promotion', and
'wUit for prom"tion' are to be made when writing the confidential reports of Secretaria,t officers of the level of Under
Secretary and above. F urther, it has to be indicated whether
the officer reported upon has any outstanding qualities which
entitle him for promotion out of tnrn. In effect, therefore,
the number of gradings bave been reduced to four from the
earlier five. We are glad to find that Government have
taken action on these lines which appears to be, more o r
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less, in consonance with the recommendations made by our
Study Team (N) which had recommended that tbe sY6tem
of five gradings should be replaced by only th ree gradings,
namely, (i) fit for promotion out of tum ; (ii) fit for promotion; and (iii) not yet fit for promotion. The grading '~nfit
for promotion' is likely to carry the impression that the officer
concerned is unsuitable for promotion for all time. We feel
that no one should be left with the feeling that he has poclJ1anently been branded as unfit for promotion. The grading
'not yet fit for promotion' will take care of cases who are unsuitable for promotion on the basis of their performance during
the year under review. We, therefore, recommend the adoption
of the three gradings proposed by the Study Team (N), vi:.,
(i) fit for promotion out of turn: (ii) fit for promotion; and
(iii) not yet fit for promotion .
(c) In the new system of grading. it is only those who are graded
in
the
first
two categories, vi:., 'fit lor promotiun
out of turn' and 'fit for promotion' that wll have
to be considered for promotion . The percentage of personnel
in any group of civil servants working at the same level who
are really outstanding and deserve out of turn promotion
cannot but be small . We have a feeling that at prescnt
'outstanding' gradings are being given too liberally and not
unoften undeservedly. We \YoulJ suggest that as . a rough
guideline only five to ten per cent of officials engaged in work
of a similar nature and at the same level in any office or
organisation should be gmded 'fit for promotion out of turn'.
(There would, of course, have to be exceptions to this in
special circumstances). The grading 'fit lor promotion out of
turn' should be supported by specific mention of oustanding
work that has been donc.
(d) Good work done during the yea r should rccei\c prompt
appreciation either on a file or in a tour or inspection note.

The concerned official should be allowed to quote these in
his resume.
(e) The suggestions made above will ensure that an indi\iduars
own estimate of his performance will get a place in this canfidemial reports. lt is equally important that his superior officer's assessment made frankly and faithfully is also avcilable
in it.

There has been, however, a noticeable disinclinatIOn

on the par! of the reporting officers to record adve rse remad.s
against those work ing under them, because such remarks are
required to be communicated to the individual concerned and

on his representation they are called

upon

ro justify tbem .
often

Moreover, the communication of adverse remarks quite
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becomes a source of grievance against the reporting officer.
To avoid this unpleasant contingency, the reporting officer
quite o[ten fails to record adverse remarks even when they
arc justified. This appears to be particularly true or headquarters ollices than of field ollices. This d·ofcet needs to be
remedied in the Iargcr intere3t of tIlC clliciency o[ thc Civil
Service.

We feel tbat when an opportunity is alTorded as suggested
by us to the official himself to write out an account of his
pcrrormance and provision is made for a prompt review of the
adverse remarks by a reviewing omcer. it should not be necessary to communicate the adverse remarks. The reviewing
ollieer will have to go through the adverse remarks and aftcr
discussing them with the reporting officer as well as, if
necessary, the officer reportcd upon. eitber confirm the remarks or su itably modify them, as the case may be. To our
mind, this procedure will ensure that both favourable and
unFavourable ramarks about a Government servant are available at the t1me of assessment of his performance and subsequently whe n his performance over the years is assessed for
purposes of promotion. It should als" eliminate chances of
any unfair or prejudiced treatment of the Govcrnment servant
by the reporting officer-a ciICllmstance against which the
GOvernment servant has a right to be safeguarded .
(f) In view of our ncw approach to the annual report as a document spotlighting the ""rformance of an official during the
cour'e of the year. we recommend that this report should be
call d 'Performance Report' instead of 'Confidential Report'.
(g) While considering tlle suitability of an officer for promotion.

a realistic view needs to be taken of the adverse remarks
recorded in his confidential reports. An adverse remark
waring on deficiencies in character or moral turpitude would
certainly rend',r an officer unfit for promotion. So would a
series of remarks indicating inefficiency. indolence, etc.

But

if the records o[ an ollieial arc otherwise so good as to merit
promotion. a stray adverse remark other than one bearing on

character and moral turpitude should not be made a ground
for supersession . ccdles5 to say, where merit is eq ual. seniority
will be decisive for promotion.
Recommendatiun :

41
We recommend tha t :
( 1 ) At the end of each year the official repocted upon should suboujt
a brief resume. not exceeding three hundred words. of the work

j

I

;
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done by him, bringing oUI any special achievement of hi .. The
resume should be submitted to Ihe reportiug officer and should
form a part of the confidential record. In giving his own assessmenl, the reporting officer should duly lake nole of the resume
and after making his own comments and assessment, snbOlit the
entire record to the nexl higher officer, namely, tbe reviewmg
officer. The reviewing officer sbould add his own conoDents, if
any, and also do the grading.
( 2) Tbe gradings in the Confidential Report should be reduced 10
three----(i) fit for promotion out of turn; (ii) fil for promotion;
and (iii) not yet fit for pronwtion. Tbere need be no such cate·
gory as 'unfit for promotion'.
(3) Only five to ten per cent of officials engaged in work of a sdoiIar
nature and at the same level in any office or organisation sIoeaId
normally be graded 'fit for proJllotion ont 01 tom'. This grad.
iog shonld be supported by a specific mention of tbe outst......tiog
work.
(4) There i< DO need to communicate adverse remarks to

311 olli·
ciaI. In the event of any adverse remarks having been record·
ed, the reviewing officer sbould after discnssing them witII the
reporting officer and, if necessary, the officer reported .,....,
either conlinn the remarks or suitaMy modify them, as tbe C8IiC
may be.

(5) The aDnual report may be called "Performance Report" i.stead

of "Confidential Report".
E XAMtNAT10!'l FOR PROMOTION FROM CLASS

U TO CLASS I

5. While dealing with recruitment policies, we recommended that in
those cases where promotions take place from the Class 11 to the corresponding aass I cadre, the percentage of a ass J vacancies to be filled up
by promotion should be raised to 40 per cent; wherever it is less than
that figure. Simultaneously with the increase in promotion quota, there
should be a modification in the existing procedure [or filling up the
vacancies available for promotion. At prescnt, these are filled up on the
recommendation of a Departmental Promotion Committee ( presided over
by a Member of the UPSC ) which makes an appraisa l o[ the candidates'
merits in the light of their conJjdential records. For this purpose, the
field of choice is limited to a prescribed multiple o[ the vacancies available.
While this method provides (and rightly so) for the selection of the best
among the most experienced, it does not provide sufficient incentive to
those who are comparatively junior and yet very competent. To provide
an incentive for such people and make the best use of them as quickly as
possible, we suggest that half of the vacancies available may be fiUed by
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the existing method and tbe otber half on the basis of an examination. Class
II officers may sit for this examination, provided that they ha,ve put in a
prescribed minimum number of years of service, say, five and are not
graded as 'not yet fit for promotion'. The examination should test the
candidates' knowledge in the subjects dealt with in his department as well
as his general intellectual capacity. On the basis of the performance in
the written examination, the candidates should be categorised as 'A', 'B'
or 'C'. The candidates in category 'C' will be those who do not come
up to the standard required; those in 'B' will be of the required standard
and thOlie in 'N will be outstanding. The valuation should be strict and
the persons placed in category 'A' should not generally exceed 10 per cent
of the candidates who have come up to the required standard.
6. T he performance of the candidates in their jobs should also be categorised as 'A' or 'B'. There will be none in ca,tegory 'C' because those who
arc 'not yet lit [or promotion' will not sit for the examination. A final list
of officers divided into three classes may then be prepared as follows :
Class

I- those who have secured 'N in the examination as well as
in the performance gradings.

Class II-those who ha,ve secured 'N either in the examination " r
in tbe performance' grading or/ and 'B' in tbe other.
Class III- those who have secured 'B' in the examination as well as·
in the performance gradings.
In each class the officers will be listed in accordance with their seniority.
Promotions should then be made in accorda,nce with this list. E xamination
of tbe type described above will be necessary only in those cases where there
is a iz.able field of choice. There should b" a careful plann ing of recruitlllOO( and promotion programme so that the number of vacancies filled up
eado. year will be steady over a period of years. Each candidate to the examination should have only two chances. H owever, if for want of vacancies
a candidate who has been placed in Class I is not promoted, he should be
allowed to carry forward that grading for the next, and only the next, promotio n year.
Rero_endation :
42
We recommend that :

(1) Half of the vacancies available for promotion of Class n olliars
10 Class I incInding a1J-IDIlliI Services may be fined by the eUrtiog method and the odter half on the basis of an examination.
Class n officers may be allowed to sit for Ibis ~tion,
provided that they have put in a prescribed minimum lIIUnber
of years of service, say, Ii..., and han not been graded as 'not
yet fit lor pr.. mo60n'.
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(2) On the basis of the performance in dIe written examination, the
candidates should be categorised as 'A', 'B' or 'C'. The candi·
dates in category 'C' wiU be those who do not come up to the
standard required; those in '8' will be of the required standard
and those in 'A' will be outstanding. The valuation should be
strict alld the persons placed in category 'A' should not, in
general, exceed 10 per cent of the candidates to have come up
to the required standard.
(3) The performance 01 all the candidates in their jobs should also
be categorised as 'A' or 'B'. A final list 01 officers divided into
tbree classes may then be prepared as follows:
Class

l-UlOse who have secured 'A' in the examination as
weU as in the periormance gradings.

Class II-tbose wbo have secured 'N in one of the two grad·
ings-examination or performance-and 'B' in the
other.
Class Ill-tbose wbo have secured 'B' in the examination
well as in the periormance gradings.
I n each category the officers shouJd be listed in accordance

their seniority.
with this list.

a'

~"i th

Promotions should then be made in accordance

(4) Each candidate will bave only two chances for the examination .
However, if due to an insullicient number of vacancies, a can~
didate who has secured a grading 'A' in the examination is Dot
promoted to Class I, he sbould be allowed to carry forward that
grading for the ned, and
. only tbe next, promotion year.

.

7. The merit in the 'Ibove scheme of promotions to Class I from Class n
lies in its providing opportunities of advancement to comparatively younS
officers in Class II who are outstanding, while, at the same time, not ignoring
competent senior officers who deserve to be rewarded with promotion .
8. As regards promotions from Class III to Class II, the procedure is
not uniform in all the departments. J n some cases, seleclion is made by
Departmenta,i Promotion Committees, from among those who have passed a
departmental examination. In some other cases, a departmental examination is not prescribed for tbis purpose, it being apparently assumed that in
tbe cireulDstances of the cases, tbe holding of a specia,l examination is
neilher feasible nor necessary. We suggest that where no exami nations are
now held and the area of selection is ]arge enough, an examination of the
type recommended by us for promotion to Class I from Class II may be

introduced for the purpose of filling 50 per cent of the vacancies, the other
50 per cent being filled by the existing method.

'"
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Re<:ommendatioR :
43
We recommend that in respect of promotion from Class 111 to Class II
ill cases where no examinations arc now held and Ole area of selection is large enough, an ex.mination of the type recommended hy
us for promotion to Class I from Class n may be introduced for the
purpose of filling SO per cent of the vacancies, the olher SO per cent
being fined by the existing mel hod.
PROMOTIONS W ITH IN CLASS

L

(INCLU OI NG ALL-IND IA) SERVICES

9. If the unified grading pay slructure, that we have envisaged in chapter
IV, is adopted, the method of promotion Ihrough Departmental Promotion
Committees will have to be adopted in the Class 1 to a much greater extent
tha n now obtains. In the Class I category, the common pay structu re
envisages three levels, namely, junior, middle and senior, each containing
three grades. The procedure for promotion should be as follows:
(i) In the functiona,! areas, promotions from one grade to another
in the Junior and Middle levels, in the all-India Services and
the Central Class I Services, should be made hy a formally
constituted Departmental Promotion Committee, presided over
by the Chairman or a Member of the Union Public Service Commission.

(ii) For selections to posts of Deputy Secretaries, which fall outside
the funct ional area. in the Central Secretariat, we have already
indicated, in Chapter III, a method which includes an examination to be conducted in association with the Union Public
Service Commission.

(i ii) Promotion from middle levels to the senior levels, that is, the
senior management in functional area as well as outside the
fu nctional area, should be based on the recommendations of a
committee consisting of the Cabinet Secretary, the Secretary of
the Department of Personnel and one of the senior Secretaries.
Recom Qlendation :

44
We recommend that:

(1) In the functional areas, pr<>motions from one grade to another
in tbe Junior and Middle levels in the all-India and the Central
Class I Services sbould be made by a formally constituted Departmental Promotion Committee presided over by the Chairman

or a Member o[ the Union Public Service Cemrnission.
(2) Selections to Ihe posls o[ Deputy Secrdaries in areas outside
any particular functional area sbould be on the basis of the midcareer Selection process given in Chapter m.
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(3) Promotion from middle levels to the senior levels, that is, the
senior management in the functional area as well as outside the
fUDcOOnal area, should be by a committee oonsisting of Cabinet
Secretary, the Secretary of the Department of Personnel and
one of the senior Secretaries.

CHAPTER IX
CONDuer AND DISCIPLINE

The healthy functioning of the administration depends not only on the
competence of its personnel, but also on the maintenance of a high standard
of personal conduct and tbe observance of discipline. It is, therefore, essential. that there should be a clearly adumbrated code of correct official behaviOlJI and a provision for the punishment of those who devia,te therefrom.
There should, of ·course, also be provision for punishing slackness and inefficiency. The Central Civil Services (Conduct) Rules lay down the code
of ronduct to be observed by Government servants. Another set of rules,
the Central Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, lay
down the procedure for inquiry into the allegations levelled against Governmoor servants, and for awarding punisljments to those whose gillit has
been proved. The various types of penalties which can be imposed by the
administrative authorities are also set out in the latter set of rules. They
also deal with the procedure for appeals against punishment.
2. The above sets of rules derive their autbority from the proviso to
Article 309 of the Constitution which gives the President the power to make
rules rela,ting to the recruitment and the conditions of service of persons
secving the Union. The same Article also enables President to pass laws for
regulating such recruitment and conditions of service. The question has,
tberefore, been raised wbether these rules, as well as others relating to
other conditions of service, should not be issued under laws specifically dealing with them. While our Study Team (N) is in favour of passing such a
law, Study Team (P), when dealing \vith the subject of recruitment, has
declared itself against their regulation through a separate enactment. We
are inclined to agree with the approa,ch of the latter Team . If conditions
of smice are to be regulated through specific laws, an element of rigidit y
will be introduced. In U,e continually changing administrativc context,
there will often arise occasions for making changes in tbe conditions of
service. Considerable delay and inconvenience will result to a,il concerned
if the proposal for each change, however, minor, is to be put np for the
approval of Parliament. There will also be an extra demand on the time
o! the Parliament On which there is already a. very heavy pressure. We,
therefore, agree with tbe Study Team (P)'s approach and recommend that
the rules may continue to be made by the President in the exercise of his

r>OWers derived from the Constitutio n. The rules should, bowever, be placed
before Parliament. A similar procedure should be followed in the States
also.
89
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lReco_endaOon :

45
We recommend that rules relating to the recruitment and olber coodiOons of service of Government employees, sen\ng the Uaioa ...,.
continue to be made by the President in the exercise of his pew«lI
derived from the ConstitutIon. 'The rnles sbouId, howeyer, be placed
before Parliament. Similar procedure should be adopted In tile Stales
also.

3. The Study Team (N) has given a draft of a Civil Service Bill. This
Bill seeks to provide, among other things, for the restriction of certain fundamental rights. It also contains provisions analogous to the provisions ot
tbe Iudian Penal Code. It incorporates provisions of the existing Government Servants Conduct Rules. While we are in favour of an enactment
.)I) the lines to be described presently, we are not in agreement with the Bill
proposed by the Study Team, In the first place, several provisions of the
Bill cannot be put through unless Article 33 of the Constitution is amended
so as to abridge certain fundamental rights. We also do not see any important purpose served by simply incorporating tbe provisions of the Indian
Penal Code into the Bill as proposed. Actiou against persons guilty of
receiving illegal gra,tiJication or use of uodue iofiuence or pressure can be
taken under Sections 161 and 163 of the Indian Penal Code respectively
instead of being taken under similar provisions to be incorporated in the
new Bill. Suitable provisions should, of course, be made for dealing with
indiscipline leading to demonstrations inside public offices which obstruct
orderly and peaceful work therein. For this purpose, it will be necessary to
declare such demonstr'ltions leading to disruption of orderly and peaceful
work as a penal offence. Similarly, a strike may also be declared as an
offence punishable under the law. It is, therefore, enough, in our opinion,
to frame legislation whicb would describe these offences and prescribe penalties tbereCor. As regards ma,tters like official misdemeanour or inefficiency,
the existing Conduct Rules, suitably ampl ified, where necessary, should serve
the purpose. Actions infringing the Conduct Rules, which would lead to
punishments like dismissal, removal from service, withhOlding of increments,
etc. should rail within the ambit of departmental proceedings. It would
not be necessa ry to pass special legislation Cor enabling the de!,3rtmentaJ
authorities to carry o ut departmental inquiries and awarding ounisbments.

Strikes
4. One of the G overnmeot Servants' Conduct Rules deals with demonstrations and strikes. That part of it which relates to demonstrations was
amended wben, in its original form, it was declared by the Supreme Court
as being ultra vires of Article 19 of the Constitution. We shall consider the
subject of 'demonstrations' in a later paragrapb. Here it wo uld be sufficient

j
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to note that in the judgment on the above rule, deliveced in the case of
Kameshwar Prasad versus State of Bihar (A.I.R. 1962 S.C.R. 1166), the
SUpreme Court upheld the validity of the other par! of the rule which prohibits the resort to strikes by Government servants who a,re not governed by
the Industrial Disputes Act. We wish to record as our considered view that
strikes are out of place in Government departments. A Goveroment servant
holds a special position in society in that he is a part of the machinerythe Administration--<>n whose uninterrupted and efficient functioning depends the well-being of society, nay, its very survival. In wha,tever situation be may be functioning, his work and conduct have a direct effect on the
people. This places him in a privileged position from which he exerciBes
power and commands respect. Society can, therefore, rightly expect of
him in return to behave as a model citizen who will not place its welfare in
jeopardy by any ",ction of his. In these days, when the effect of Government's activities is all-pervasive, a stoppage thereof, be it even for a short
period, will cause widespread distress to the community. So, whatever
grievances a Govcriunent servant may have, either as an individul\! or as a
member of a group of Goverment servants, redress must be sought invariably
through a s'litable machinery for negotiation and in no case through recourse
to coercive mcasllfes that disrupt the smooth functiOning of the administration. A person who enters Goveroment service should, therefore, be
clear in his mind that resort to strike is not a method open to him for
achieving any objective. In order that this idea may be well-impla.iJ.ted in
his mind he should, at the time of his entering upon service under Government, make a solemn declaration that be will not resort to strike. Thongh
the conduct rules expect hion to kccp to such a course, the psychological
effect of making a formal declaration on the occasion of one's entry into
Government service will be of inamense value.

5. The prohibition of strikes by the conduct rules renders a person who
infringes those rules liable to departmental action. A strike in a Government department being a serious matter, it is also necessa,ry to ma.l::e it
punisha ble under law. We, therefore, welcome the Essential Services Maintenance Act, 1968, authorising the Government to prohibit strikes in essential services and providing for penalties for persons participating in prohibited strikes or instigating and financing such strikes.
R..,ommendation :
46
We recommend that:
(1) Every Government servant sbould before entering upon service
sign a pledge that he will under no circumstances resort 10
strikes.
(2) The Essential Services Mainlenance Act, 1968, authorising the
Central Government 10 probibit strikes in essenli31 services and
providiBg for penalties for p ...sons participating in prohibited
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strikes or investigating and financing SIIch strikes shall be adopted also by the State Governments.
6. While strikes should be prohibited in Government departments, it is
necessary that there should be a machinery for redressing the legitimate grievances of Government employees. Such a machinery has already been provided by the constitution of the Joint Consultative Ma,chinery. It has also
been mentioned on the floor of Parliament that the Government intends to
bring forward a Bill to provide a statutory basis for this. It is proposed
that disputes relating to conditions of service of the employees in regard to
pay and allowances, hours of work and leave which could not be settled by
this ma,chinery would be referred to a Board of Arbitration. This should be
subject to the authority of the Parliament as supreme arbiter. We welcome
such legislation which, we hope, will render unnecessary the invoking of
the penal provisions of the Essential Services Maintenance Act. We recommend that a Joint Consultative Machinery should be set up for setting the
grievances of Government employees in the States also a,nd be given a statutory basis.
7. Here, we would like to emphasise the need for proper representation
of fue employees on the Joint Consultative Bodies. We find that recognised
unions nominate the employees' representatives on the various bodies constituting the Joint Consultative Machinery. The practice suffers from a drawback. Only a sma,U proportion of the employees is enrolled in any union
and the recognised unions may account for only a section of the enrolled
membership. Thus, the staff side of the membership of the Joint Consultative Machinery is not sufficiently representative, and to that extent agreements arrived at may not find general accepta,nce, and may lead to a tendency to settle issues outside the Joint Consultative Bodies through pressure
groups and resort to unhealthy practices.
8. We are, therefore, in agreement, in prfuciple, with the recommendation of Study Team (N) that employees' representation on the consultative
bodies should be through election. In fact, in our report on the Public
Sector Undertakings, we hap mentioned how rivalries between unions were
at the root of most of the labour troubles. We recommended therein that
"Labour Councils with a prescribed number of members should be formed
for conducting negotiations with the management on labour matters. The
members of the Council should be elected once in two years by all the
workers, each of them having one vote". This principle should apply to the
Joint Consultative Bodies at the lowest level. The employees' representa,lives on the Joint Consultative Bodies at the lowest level-regional or departmental as the case may be-should directly be elected by the employees.
For the bodies at the higher level the representatives should be chosen
through intlirect election. In this connection we considered the question
whether outsidus, who are genecaJJy associated with particular politica,l
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parties, should be allowed to function as representatives of Government
employees in the Joint Consultative Bodies and concluded that they should
not be allowed to so function. In arriving at this conclusion, we have been
guided by the following considerations. The pa,ttern of parliamentary government that we have accepted is one that enables any political party to
form a Ministry by winning a majority of seats. Political parties have different ideologies and programmes. With the cha,nge of Ministries, the
policies and programmes are, therefore, likely to change. This party
system of Government can work well only if the Government servants who
have to execute the policies keep away from political parties. The nonattachment to any political pa,rty is necessary not only for the top Government officers, but also for all categories of Government servants beca\lllf)
all of them take part in the execution of Government policies. It, therefore, follows that Government servants should have no alliance with political
pa,rties. If a Government servant aligns himself with a political ideology
and policies differing from those of the Ministry, conflict will be inherent
in the situation. Such conflicts should be avoided in order to ensure the
smooth working of the party system of Government. We, therefore, feel
that it is necessary iliat no person who is not serving under the Governmefl!
should be eligible for election !o the Joint Consultative Bodies.
Reeommeodatioo :
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We recommend that:
(1) The employees' representatives in the Joint Consnltative Bodies
at the lowest levels-regional or departmental as the c:ase may
be-should be directly elected by the employees. For the bodies
at the higher level or levels, the representatives should be ch0sen through indirect election.
(2) No person who is not serving under Government should be eligible for election to the Joint Coosultative Bodies.
DEMONSTRA nONS

The Calcutta High Cour! has recently held that a Gherao, which is a
physical blockade of a place or a person or persons, "becomes ao offeoce
when it is accompanied by a wrongful restraint or confinement or accompanied by an assault, criminal trespass, mischief to person or property, UDlawful assembly and various other criminal offences used as a coercive measure". Noisy demonstrations have taken place in offices, court rooms, Or
public places, and these assume the character of 'public nuisance' some of
which may conceivably be punishable as offences under the Indian Penal
Code or under the various Police Acts. Public property has been damaged by
acts which come within the definition of 'mischier under the Indian Penal
Code and therefore puoisbable under the Code. However, it may not be
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possible or casy to deal with demonstrations, wbich disrupt the even tenor of
work in Government offices, as instances of 'public nuisance' as defined in
tire Indian Penal Code. Even some of the so-ealled non-violent demonstrations in Government office, which arc prima facie non-violent do result in the
distraction of attention of those working therein to the detriment of public
work. In fact, the aim of such demonstrations is to distract attention. And
they also undermine displine. It would, therefore, be necessary to deal with
such demonstrations as examples of improper conduct, liable to punishment,
by a court of law. We recommend for this purpose suitable legislation may
be passed declariog such demonstrations to be offences for which punisbment can be imposed as on acts of public nuisance.
Recommendation :
48
We recommend that a legislation may be passed declaring d.....-.
tration inSide public offices, leading to disrnption of orderly ...
peaceful work, as an offence for which punishment can be impoeed
as on acts of public nuisance.
DISCIPLINARY P ROCEDURES

10. The Study Team (N) has drawn attention to the fact that very often
officers dealing with disciplinary cases are not well versed in tbe rules aDd
procedural requirements, with the result that the cases are not properly handled and end in failure. The remedy for this lies in entrusting enquiries to
officials, who are given adequate training in the methods of recording evidence
and generally conducting proceedings. All supervisory staff sbould, thereforo,
be given a general training in disciplinary procedure. Further, the task 0(
conducting departmental enquiries in important cases sbould be entrusted
only to those who have been selected for, and have received a more intensive
training. We, therefore, recommend that, wbere the volume of work in
connection with the departmental enquiries justifies the appointment of a
separate officer for a department or a group of offices or for a region, a
separate, whole-time officer fully trained for conducting disciplinary pro<:ec<dings may be appointed.

Rcc:ommendation :
49
We recommend that, where tbe volnrne of work in connection willt
the departmental enquiries justifies the appointment of a separato
officer (or a department, or a gronp of offices, or for a region, •
separate, whole-time officer fully trained for conducting disciplinary
proceedings may be appointed.
11. The officers, holding disciplinary enquiries have at present no powers
to compel attendance of witnesses O( production of documents, or to examine

\,
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witnesses on oath etc. These are very essential fer expeditiou. disposal of
departmental enquiries. We, therefore. recommend that these powers
should be vested in these officers.
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We recommend, that powers to compel attendaDcc of witneoses or
production of documents or to examine the witnesses on oath etc.,
should be vested in the officers holding disciplinary enquiries.
12. The Study Team (N) has recommended the deletion of the item
"withholding of promotions" from the list of penalties, as it is not really useful, because promotion is to be made on the basis of the evaluation of the
reoords of the official. The fact, that his cooduct has come to adverse notice
in a disciplinary proceeding, is itself sufficient to warrant the postponement
of his promotion. Further, promotion is an event which is dependent on
many contingencies such as the availablity of vacancy, etc. A person may
not be in the field for promotion at all, at the time, when a disciplinary case
is inotituted, and it may not be desirable to impose, as a penalty, withholding
of promotion which is tantamount to condemning an employee in advance
by a few years, or which may not be effective as a punishment at all, as the
official may not be eligible for promotion on other grounds. We are in agreement with this view.
Recommendation
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We recommend that the item "withholding of promotions" may be
deleted from the list of penalties which can he imposed in depart
mental disciplinary proceedings.
Suspension
13. Official. remain, at present, under suspension for considerably long
periods, because of the delays in the decision of their cases. Instructions
exist that, as far as possible, investigation in disciplinary cases should be
completed and a charge-sheet filed in the court of law in cases of prosecution or the memorandum of charges served in the case of departmetJta)
proceedings, within a period of six months; if cases are likely to be delayed,
tho question of revocation of the suspension order should be examined.
1bese instructioos have not been followed in very many cases, and this
indicates a lack of a sense of urgency among those handling the cases.
14. We recommend that no person should ordinarily be kept under suspeoaion for a period of more than three months excePt in cases pending in

j
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the courts. If reinstatement of the officials is considered ,t o he fraught with
risk of the evidence of the departmental case being tampered with or the departmental proceedings being hampered, the official should be transferred
to any other place where no such risk exists. Approval of a higher authority should be obtained for keeping officials under suspension beyond a
period of three months.
Recommendation

52
We recommend that no per~on should ordinarily be kept under 5116pension for a period of more than three months except in tbe cases
pending in the courts.
15. Disciplinary matters such as those arising from insubordination.
eootempt and unbecoming conduct, including intimidation, or threat of
violence, should be dealt with at the initial stage itself by summary action
on the part of the immediate superior. Provision for summary disposal
of discipl inary cases of such nature does not exist now; it should be WOo
dueed. Without resorting to an elaborate procedure such as is prescribed
in the rules for disciplinary proceedings, the competent authority should
be empowered to impose summary punishments, e.g., the imposition of a
small fine not exceeding a couple of days' salary, forieiture of a couple of
days' leave, with or without suspension, and curtailment of some minor
privilege. A suitable procedure should be devised by Government for such
summary disposal. A note of such punishment need not be made in the
annual report unless there is a repetition of the offence. Appeals against
such summary punishment may also be disposed of by the next higher
authority.
16. Further, as suggested by the Study Team (N), a supervisory officer
should be empowered to suspend a subordinate officer working under him
where it is necessary to do so in circumstances disclosing gross dereliction
of duty. Not all supervisory officers possess power. The Older of
suspension should, however, he subject to review, within a short time, by
the next higher authority.

Recommendation

53
We recommend that :
(I) Provision should be made in the rules for summary dispesol
of disciplinary cases in respect of misde~ur or oIher

irregular acts arising from insnbordinatiOll, contempt alJd
unbecoming conduct inclnding intimidation or threat of <.. I .. <e.

"'I
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(2) All supervisory officers should be empowered to suspend a
SDbordinate officer in circumstances disclosing gross derell<lion 01 duty, subject, however, to a review of the order of snspension, within a short time, by the ne.n higher authority.
Provision for appealS and Civil Service Tribunals
17. A Government servant can appeal against the orders of a disciplinary authority to the next higher authority. Both these authorities are,
except in the case of Class I officers, a part of the same administrative
hierarchy. In the case of Class I officers, disciplinary action can be taken
only after consultation with the Union Public Service Commission or the
State Public Service Commission, as the case may be.
18. Government employees have been asking for the setting up of
Tribunals to enquire into their grievances relating to disciplinary actions,
promotion, confirmation, etc. Government, on the other hand, has generally
considered the prescnt procedure for dealiug with disciplinary cases as
adequate.
19. The Study Team on Administrative Tribunals has, after a careful
consideration of the matter, come to the conclusion that matters relating
to confirmation, promotion and disciplinary action in minor cases do not
C<I1I for extra-administrative review, because such intervention is likely
to seriously affect discipline and morale. The Team has, however, suggested
the setting up of Civil Services Tribunals to act as final appellate, authorities
in respect of orders inflicting the major punishments of dismissal, removal
from service and reduction in rank. The aggrieVed person will have a right
of first appeal to a departmental authority, except in a case where the order
,,{ punishment is passed by the President or the Governor. The Civil Service Tribunal will hear appeals against the first appellate order as well 3.
against the punishment order passed by the President or the Governor, as
the case may be. When the Tribunals are established, it would be unnecessary, in the latter type of cases, to consult the Public Service Commission before an order inflicting a major punishment is passed.
20. The Team has suggested that the Tribunal should be headed by a
judicial officer and include an eminent member of the public having experience of administration, and a senior officer of the Government. There
sbould be one Tribunal at the Centre having jurisdiction over all all-India
Service officers and the Central Government employees in Delhi as well as
all Central Class I employees serving outside Delhi. There should be a
Tribunal for each State, or a part thereof, to hear appeals from all State
Government employees as well as the Central Government employees, olber
than those
in Class I
stationed in the geographical
area
within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. The Chairman of a Tribunal should
be a person who ill or has been a Judge of a High Court or is qualified to
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be such a Judge. TIle Chairman and Members of the TribUllal should be
appointed for a term of not less than five years. They should be aPIJOil*d
by the Central Government or the State Government concerned, in coosvIration with the Chief J usticc of India or the Chief J ustice of the High Coan
ooucemed, respectively. We are in general agreement with these sUIll!"'tions, but consider that the number of Tribunals should be kept as small
as possible by extending, where necessary, the jurisdiction of a Tribunal to
more than one State by agreement between the States concerned.
Ra:ouaue.udatioo :
54

We recommend that :
(1) C"JViI Service Tribunals should be set up to fundion as fiDaI. lippellate authorities in respect 01 orders inl\icting major ptIIIiIII.
ments of dismissal, removal from service and reduction In rank.
(2) There .!lould be one Tribunal at the Centre with jurlsdidin
over all all-India Service officers, all the Central-Go,e:t-'
employees at Delhi as well as all Central Class I employees .n.
ing outside Delhi.. There should be one Tribonal flW eadl
State or for a group of States to bear appeals from s.te
Government employees as well as Central Government employees other !ban those in Ctass I stationed in the geographical
area within the jurisdiction of tbe Tribunal.
(3) Each Tribnnal sbould be presided 0'1'« by a person who ill ..
bas been a Judge of a High Court, or is qualified to be Ada •
Judge. The Tribunal shoold include an eminent member .t
the public baving experienCe of administration, and a --.,
offia>r of Government.
(4) The Chairman and Members of the Tribunal at the Centre .....
in tbe States will be appointed In consultation wIth the CIdrf
Justice of India, or the Chief Justice of tbe High Court CCJIto
cemed.
(5) The person aggrieved by an order Iollicting a major punisbmcat
will bave the rigbt of first appeal to a departmental authority
except in a case wbere the order of punistlment is passed .,
the President or the Governor. The Tribunals will bear appellllt
against the first appellate orders as well as Ibe punlsbmcat
order passed by the President or the Governor, as the . may be. When the Tribulll1ls are established, the Public Seniee
Gommission need not be consulted before an order jnf! icting •
IIIl1jor punishment is pasSed by tbe President or the Govemlll'.
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21. We would in this connection refer to the resort by Government serV3Ilts to the provisions of Article 226 of the ConstitutiOn for filing writ applications in the High Courts in service matters. We wonder if the Use of Article
226 in this manner could have been contemplated by the framers of the Con&titution. In tbe wake of Independence, wben the Constitution was being
drafted, the curtailment of civil rights in the past and the arbitrary actions at
the alien rulers were fresh in the minds of the Constitution makers. This led
to their placing an empbasis on the protection of rights of the common man
against arbitrary action of the Government. Provisions were accordingly
made in the Constitution. However, the above prOVisions, which were meant
to protect the citizen against the arbitrary use of power, are now increasingly
being sought to be used as a means of settling through the Courts, questions
relating to service matters. These questions do not involve any infringement
by an arbitrary authority of the rights of a citizen as such. They involve the
regulation of service matters whicb should properly be the concern of tbe administration itself. There should be a finality to decisions of the administrative
authorities at the highest level. When this position is disturbed, as has been
done through resort to courts, an unhealthy spirit of litigiousness spreads
itself among Government employees wbose energies are diverted from their
r~lar work to the pursuit of prolonged litigation in service matters. Further,
the constant fight against Government leads to an atmospbere to indiseipliK
which is fatal to efficiency. The lack of fmality of administrative decisi.on matters like seniority, promotion, etc. caused by frequent cballenges ill
c.urts by Government employees creates a seIl6e of suspense and insecnrity
in the affected cadres or in the service as a wbole and produces factiono,
cleavages, heart-burning and bickering among them and makes smood>
aDd cordial functioning of the administration difficult.
22. We attacll a statement, at the end of this chapter, showing dae
analysis of subjects on which writ petitions were filed by the Central
Government employees against the Central Government in the High
Courts for the three
years-1964. 1965
and 1966. It
would
be seen from the statement that writ petitions bave been filed on such
matters as disciplinary cases, promotion and seniority, confirmation di&missal, suspension and termination of service, reversion to lower posts,
fixation of pay and allowances, transfer and postings, pension and retirements, etc. It will be seen that out of the cases filed during these tb.n:e
ycoars, 31 % of the cases were decided, 28% being disallowed and only
3" allowed. It is well known that litigation especially in respect of cases
in the High Courts is very costly and prolonged for considerable periods.
TIle amount of expenditure incurred by Government servants for fightinc
their cases in courts by way of advocate fees, printing of documents aDd
papers, travelling expenses etc. is so high that they and their families arc
put to considerable difficulties.
23. We have recommended the establishment of Civil Service Tribunals
for bearing appeals from Government employees against major punishmcnt3.
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With the establishment of such Tribunals, there should hardly be any
occasion for reference to the courts in matters involving major
punishments. These Tribunals, competently manned, will take into account
all such matters as could possibly arise in references to the courts under
Article 226 of the Constitution and pass orders accordingly. One can,
therefore, reasonably expect that courts would be disinclined to interfere
with the decisions of such Tribunals. As regards service matters IiJce
seruority and promotion, agencies independent of Government, viz., Public
Service Commissions, are even now, to a large extent, available for ensuring
that no injustice is done in regard to such matters. Promotions to higher
categories are made, as a general rule, on the recommendations of the
Departmental Promotion Committees presided over by Chairman or a
Member of the Public Service Commission. Otber matters like questions
of seniority in important cases are decided after consultation with the Public
Service Commissions. It may be so arranged that all cases of representation against supersession in promotions, fixation of seniority, etc., are
decided ouly after consultation with the Public Service Commissions. 'This
should remove any feeling that the decisions of Government have been
arbitrary. Our recommendations regarding the methods and manner at
appointment of Members and Chairman of the State and -Union Public
Service Commissions have been made with the object of inspiring confidence
in their impartiality, ability and sense of independence in the discharge of
their functions. The procedure suggested is similar to the procednre for
appointment of Judges of High Courts and Supreme Court. We have alsD
made recommendation that Government's decision on the exclusion of
certain matters from the purview of consultation with the Public Service
Commissions may be taken only after consulting them. We have also
recommended that service rules framed by Government should be placed
before the Legislature. All this would provide sufficient safeguards against
arbitrary action of Government in service matters. Over and above these
remedies, the interference of Courts may be unnecessary. But the CourlS,
under the provisions of Article 226 of the Constitution, have heen invested
with extraordinary jurisdiction, and we do not propose to recommend the
modification of writ jurisdiction, however, desirable it may be from the
administrative point of view. But we venture to hope that the Courts
would hardly have occasion to interfere with the decisions of the Tribunals
and the decisions taken by Government in consultation with the Public
Service Commissions.
24. The Study Team (D) has refered to ". " the lack of sense of
duty displaced by a substantial number of Government servants, evidenced
by late coming and early going, loitering during office hours, and idling at
office desksn .

The Team has made some suggestions regarding the enfoJ"Cf.>

ment of punctuality by superior officers who should be pulled up if they
permit laxity on the part of subordinates, regulation of the hours, during
which the canteens in the office premises should be kept open, is also

-
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suggested. The practice of allowing games, whether indoor or outdoor,
during lunch intervals, should be discontinued. The Team also refers to
"the shabby physical condition of most Government offices". Fixing of
responsibility for the proper maintenance of official premises and carrying
out inspections to enforce this responsibility are suggested by the Team.
Some detailed observations regarding maintenance are made.
25. We commend the Team's suggestions, which are contained in
paragraphs 9.4 to 9.9 of Part II of the report of the Study Team (D), for
consideration and implementation by Government.

Recommendation:

55
We recommend that the suggestions made in die report of the Study
Team on the Machinery of Government of India and its Procedures
of Work, Part n in paragraphs 9.4 to 9.9 relating to the enfOiceweoot
of punctuality, the maintenance of the official premises, etc. may be
considered and implemented by Government.

•

Statement 3ho lfi"g unulysis o/ ,:, /lbjects 011 which ",til Petitions were' filed by Governmcl/f Sefl'Qnf3' against the
durillg Ihe past 3 years.
51.

No.

Brief subject dealing with the
Writ Pet itions filed

Dis-

Allowoo Pending Dis5

6

Total
No. of Wri t
Pe titio ns
d uring 1964·66

N o, of Writ
Petitio ns

Allowed Pendi ng

missed

4

3

1966

N o . o f Wri t
Pe titio ns

Pet iti o ns

missed
2

1965

1964
No. of Wri t

Dis-

All owed Pending

8

9

Ois-

All owoo Pending

missed

mislCd

7

Gol'emmell l

10

12

\I

14

13

..
~

I.

D iscipli nary cases

14

2.

Promotio n and Senioril y

14

3.

Confinnation

3

4.
5.

D ismissal. SUSpensiO ll and termination of Serviccs
Reversio n to lower post

8
2

O.

Fi'xatioll o rpay and allowa llces

7.

Pensiun & ret irement.

8.

Transfer and posli ng

9.

Miscellaneous
TOTAL

2

3

5

5

28

2

4

2

2

3

16

19

21

3

3

6
52

3

7

2
3

13

1\
11

4

17

\I

I

I

25
14

3

3

S

2

3

5

1·\

2

0

9

3

2

4

8

9

14

5

134

58

111

14

269

6
6

4

9

7

49

\I

25

47

3

116
2

186

15

30
15

3
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CHAPTER X
CONDITIONS OF SERVICE AND RELATED MATIERS

.'

In this
considered
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)

(vi)
(vii)
(viii)
(ix)

(x)
(xi)

chapter, we deal with the following matters which could not be
in any of the earlier chapters :
Working hours.
Holidays.
Overtime allowance.
Retirement and Pensions.
Transfers.
Medical care.
Incentives and rewards.
ResidentiaI accommodation for Government servants.
Equal opportunity fpr employment under Government.
Methods of work and procedures.
Proliferation of Personnel.
(i) WORKING HOURS

2. At present the normal working day in administrative offices of the
Central Government is of seven hours' duralion, with a break of haIf-anbour. The actual timings of Central Government ollices in New Delhi
are staggered for convenience in transportation. Thus, the Secretariat
offices work from 10.15 A.M. to 5.15 P.M. and the Attached Offices from
9.45 A.M. to 4.45 P.M. Every Sunday of the week and every second
Saturday of the month are closed holidays. In operative offices like those
ci the Railways and Posts & Telegraphs, the working hours are adjusted to
suit local conditions. Prior to the introduction of tbe practice of declaring
the Second Saturday in the month as a holiday, the administrative offices
worked only for half-a-<lay every Saturday. It has been represented that
tun working days on all Saturdays except one in the ruonfu are inconvenient,
and prevent officials from attending to casual but urgent private affairs. It
bas further been suggested that the haIf-an-hour lunch interval is insufficient
a,nd encourages or forces officials to stay away from their desks longer than
~ their due for the purpose.
We are inclined to agree with these views.
We, therefore, recommend that administrative offices should observe working
hours from 10 A.M. to 5.30 P.M. with a luneh break of 45 minutes on all
working days, with every Saturday being half working day from 9. A.M to
1 P.M. Sundays should be holidays as at present. Olher offices should
follow this general pattern with such aIterations as may be required by local
Deeds. These proposals will mean that over a period of one year the total
working hours will be 1963 instead of 1950, which means an increase of
101
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>lightly more than one hour per month. This is only a marginal increase
and is well worth the facility of a continuous holiday every week from
Saturday afternoon to Monday morning.
Recommendation :
56

•

We recommend that administrative offices sltonld o"-ve wllrkmg
hours from 10 A.M. to 5.30 P.M. with n lunch break of 45 miDutes
on aU working days and witlt every Satnrday heing half working day
from 9 A.M. t9 1 P.M. Sundays sltould be holidaY'! as at present.
Other offices should foUow this general pattern with suelt alterations
as may be required by local needs.
(ii)

HOLIDAYS

3. At present, 16 holidays are declared in a year [or Government offices.
Of there, three, namely, Republic Day, Independence Day, and Gandhi
Jayanthi are holidays o[ national importance. The remaining bolidays have
a religious significance. In addition to the 16 holidays, a Governmect
servant can avail himself of two more holidays in a year OUl of the list of
'"restricted holidays" of a religious type. We think that the system of
holidays that exists at present may appropriately be modified as follows :
(a) It appears to be unnecessary to declare holidays on both
Republic Day and Independence Day, since both of them have
more or less similar significance. It may be noted in tbis
connection that an extra holiday means an exira outlay of the
order of Rs. 11 crores for the purpose of maintaining the level
of output. We should, therefore, wherever possible, do witboot
extra holidays when there is insufficient justification [or them.
We favour the removal of Independence Day from the list of
holidays. .
(b) Though the system of restricted holidays was introduced to
suit the convenience of small religious groups who would have
to devote time to religious functions. it has in actual practice
become a means [or adding two extra holidays according to
one's convenience. The facility is being used by even those
sections of the staff who may not attach any religious significance to the day on which the holiday is availed of. On the
other hand, additional work 11as devolved on the offices in
maintaining a separate accollnt of restricted holidays availed
of by each official. The work involved in keeping track of the
utilisation of the restricted holidays can well be dispensed with.
by adding two days to the present twelve days casual leave and
giving up the system of restricted religious holidays.

I
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lRecommelldation :
57
We recommend that:
(1) There Deed not be a holiday on Independence Day.
(2) The system of restricted religious bolidays _7 be dispensed
with by adding two more days te the present 12 days casual
leave quantom.
(jij) OVERTIME ALLOWANCE

4. The system o[ payment of overtime allowance to various categories
of personnel not till then entitled was introduced in 1961-{i2 in pursuance
of a recommendation of the Second Pay Commission. At present the sIaJf
which is in receipt of pay below Rs. 500/- per month is entitled to the
payment or overtime allowance at hourly rates for work done beyond the
prescribed hours and on holidays. The Study Team (N) points out that
the system has worked well in cases where the output can be precisely
assessed in quantitative terms and where the minimum standard of performance has been laid down after work measurement. However, where no
definite yardstick has been laid down for precise measurement of output, o r
wherein such precise measurement is not practicable, the extension of this
facility has led to abuse. Work which should, and could have been done
during the regular hours is postponed to the latter hours of the day or to
holidays. The overtime expenditure in U,c Government oC India has sbown
a Sleep and steady increase from about R s. 8 crores in 1961-62 to about
Rs. 23 crores in 1967-68. At the same time, the staff has also inc~ased.
·Since extra staff is employed at least partly to cope with the increase in the
work-load, we are unable to appreciate the justification for this large increase
in overtime expenditure. Secondly, habitual overtime work is incompatible
with staff welfare. On the one hand, it is urged that the working hours
should be limited in the interests of the health of the employees while on
the other, the longer hours resulting from overtime work are not discoun·tcnanced, as evidenced by the rising overtime bills in recent years. It appears
to us that, while overtime working may, in some cases be unavoidable, staff
welfare would require the compensation of the extra time spent on work
by an equal period of rest and not through the payment of cash. In other
words, overtime must be compensated in kind rather than in cash. We
would, therefore, suggest the following concrete steps to check the abuse
presently noticed in the system of overtime working:
(a) The present provision for compensating an official with an
o IT-day for the work do ne on a holiday is rarely resorted to a nd

instead cash compensation is paid. The grant of an off-day to
compensate for work on holidays or outsid" office bours should
be adopted as a general rule. The time spent beyond the
prescribed hours may be totalled lip and each six hours
L I Dept!. of AR i69-8
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period of o"Onime working may earn an off-day. If the wroking on overtime is a regular feature in any ollice, a suitable
llIcrease in staff may be given if it is rcany required.
(b) Where neither of the courses mentioned above is feasible, casb
compensation may be paid at hourly rates, as at present, but
such compensation should, in a week, be limited to an amount
not exceeding one-twelfth of the monthly salary. Snch payments should be resorted to only in exceptional cases. This
will bring down the expenditure on overtime payment because.
in any week, where no overtime working is resorted to, there
will be no question of payment of overtime.

..

Rl'C'Ommeooation :
' !.
S8
We recommend that:
(1) For overtime workint:, the time spent beyond the prescribed
hours may be tolaUed up and for eacb six bours of overtime
working, an olI-day may he given. Suitable increase in staff,
wherever jll.9tified for this purpose, may be provided.
(2) Where the course suggested above is not Imble, cash compensation may be paid at hourly rates, as at present, bot soch co.....
pemation shoold, in a week, be limited to all amount not exceeding one-twelfth of the monthly salary. Such payments
should be resorted to ooly in eX<e!>tionaI cases.
(iv)

RETIREMENT AND PENSION

5. There should be a provision enabling civil servants to move out of
Government serviCe at a fairly early age, witbout losing the pensionary and
other benefits for the period already served. In a large organisation there
will be many who realise that their talents can be better utilised elsewhere.
We recommend therefore that a civil servant may be allowed this facility
after he has completed fifteen years of service. and given a proportionate
pension and gratuity. While this provision should be applicable to the
generality of civil servants, those among them who are superseded for
promotion and who would like to quit the service for that reason. should
be allowed to retire earlier than fifteen years. We suggest that in such
cases retirement should be permitted with proportionate pension and gratuity
after at least ten years' service.
Recommendation:
59
We recommend:
(1) A civil servant may be allowed to retire voluntarily after he has
completed fifteen years of service and give. proportionate pension and gratuity.

,

•
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(l) Sach government sen'1IDIS who may have been superseded _y,
howev..., be allowed to retire eveu
on similar c.nas if
they have put in at I..... ten yean' -"i«.

earn...

6. TIle Central Government have proposed that Government servants
belaoging to the aass I and aass n categories could be retired in the public
interest after the completion of 25 years of service or on the attainment of
the 881" of 50 whichever is earlier, and Government servants could also
bave the option of retiring by giving 3 months notice. In the case of late
entry into service at the age of 35 or above, this right of the Government
and also of the Government servant would be exercisable after the Government servant has attained the age of 55 or completed 25 years of service
whichever is earlier. The presumption of Government 'in the case of such
retirements is that it is not in the interest of Government to retain the
officers any longer in service.
7. We consider such a provision appropriate in the present context. But
to allay any apprehension of misuse ' of this power it i. necessary that
peciodically. say. every quarter or half year, the Head of the department
concerned or of the Personnel Agency takes up for consideration the cases
of Civil Servants to whom this rule would be made applicable and finalises
in=u1tation with a Special Committee to be constituted for this purpose.
the list of those to be served with a notice for compulsory retirement or
given the option to retire on their own. In the case of those who will be
included in this list on account of suspicion of corruption or doubt about
their integrity, the views of the head of vigilanoe department should also be
obtained. The special committee in respect of the aass I category may
consist of the Cabinet Secretary, Secretary to the Central Personnel Agency
and the concerned Secretary at the Centre. In the State the special comntittee may consist of the Chief Secretary, Home Secretary and concerned
Secretary. Similarly, high power committees may be set up for the a ass
U category of officials.
RecomJOODdatioo :
60
We recommend that in cases, where civil senauts are retired for
rusollS of tbeir nnsoitability or inefficiency, etc., at the age of 50 or
after the completion of 2S years, the list of such persons should be
drawn up by a high-powered committee. For Class I civil servants,
the committee may consist of the Cabinet Secretary, Ihe concerned
Secretary and tbe Secretary of Department of Personnel at the
CeDIre, and the Chief Secretary, the Head of the Department and
CIte concerned Secretary in the States. Similar committees should
at... be formed for Class II civil ' servants.

1G8

8. The present rules governing the quantum aod other conditions of
pension are the result of the recommendations of the Second Pay O>mmission. The change in the circumstances in the intervening decade justifies a
liberalisation of these rules. At present temporary or officiating service
under Government qualifies for pension in full only if the service is followed
without interruption by confirmation in the same or another post. In view
of the expansion of the actiyities of Government, many new organisatiOllS
for new types of work are created on a temporary basis and employees may
move from one temporary organisation to another. Thus there are cases
wbere employees have continued in Goyernment service on temporary basis
for several years and may well retire from service as such. Such employees
will not be entitled to pension.

Reco

En dation

:

n

1

We recommend that if a temporary employee hils continued in GiI.ernment senice, without a bftak, fOl" ten years or more,.n sadI
service, whether followed by confinnatioo or not, sboold connt fer
pension and gratnity on the same scale as admissiMe to
Government employees.

.....-t

9. A sready erosion in the purChasing power of money coupled with
the incidence of taxation has made the present scale of pension far too
inadequate. Pension is now calculated on the basis of 3/ 8th of the average
emoluments of the last three years of service, with a ceiling of Rs. 675/ per month. This quantum as well as the ceiling fixed are out of tune with
the present cost of living and the savings which a Government servant can
effect during his career. The cost of living has shot up and correspondingly
the possibilities of savings haye gone down. The drop in wages on retirement is, in reality, much steeper than what the quantum of pension would
indicate. This is because a pensioner is not entitled to the various welfare
benefits which accrue to a serving civil servant. The most important among
lOOse are the subsidies that Government grants towards residentiO! accommodation and medical treatment while in service. Government servants,
specially those in the higher groups, are thus faced with a steep drop in
-emoluments after retirement and this at a time when their fa mily liabilities
are at their greatest.

~

10. In many foreign countries the terms of retirement are much more
attractive and there is no steep fall in emlouments on retirement. As an
item of welfare and in order to sustain the morale of the service, we recommend that the pensionary benefits be liberalised as follows :
(a) The quantum of pension admissible may be raised to 3/6th of
the average emoluments of the last three years of service, as
against the existing 3/8th. The present ceiling should also be

,

-

cbanged. It is no longer necessary for Government to be suspicious of its
. own employees. Secondly, frequent shifts in the present context interfere
with ' development work, whicb needs continuous association and close
identification on the part of the officer with the programmes that he is
charged with and the community tbat be serves. This also gives him job
satisilction and sense of acbievement. Detailed figures are not readily
available of the money spent by Government in the States and at the Centre
on the· transfer of officials. An estimate made in respect of the Central
Departments other than Defence and Railways shows that nearly Rs. 50
lakhs were spent in 1967-68 on Illis account. The number of employ_ to
which this figure refers was about 1/ 10th of the whole Civil Service at the
Ceoll'e and in the States. Therefore, the total expenditure may be of the
order of Rs. 5 crores. We think that this expenditure is largely infructuous
apart from the personal inconvenience which is caused to the concerned
officials by transfers.
12. We feel that the policy regarding transfers has not so far been given
tbe close attention it deserves and at present transfers are being made in a
routine manner. We would, therefore, suggest that transfers should be
guided by the following principles:
'J

;j,

(a) Where a post carries regulatory responsibilities, as happens in
the case of the Police, Income-tax, Customs etc., periodic
transfers sbould be the rule.
(b) In posts involving activities connected with development and
tbe management of programmes, continuance of officials in the
same place should be the rule and transfer an exception.
Exceptional cases would be where a promotion is involved, or
where qnalified personnel are needed for new programmes.
(c) In the case of teacbers and those engaged in research, there
may be no need, generally, to effect transfers.
(d) As far as the Class I categories involved in administration or
management are concerned, the scbeme of transfers should be
determined by tbe need for the career development of individual
officers.
(vi) MEDICAL CARB

13. The Government servants and tbeir families are eligible for certain
concessions on account of medical attendance and treatment. Under the
Central Government Health Scheme the Government employees and their
families located in Delhi get free treatment and attendance from the Central
GOvernment Health Scheme dispensaries and also at the Government
hospitals. Tbey are, of course, required to pay a small monthly contribution
depending on their pay, but tbe bencfits accruing to them are monetarily
niud. in excess of their contribution. At other places wbere the C.O.H.S. j,
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raised to Rs. 1,000/- per menscm. The receipt of a dealhcum-retirement gratuity should be made optional and a.l)y
reduction in the quantum of pellSion on this account should g.,
made only after the expiry of the first two years of retirement.
(b) The restrictions which now operate On the acceptanoe of
commercial and other employment by retired personnel duriog
the period of two years after retirement may be removed, or
approval of such appointments given as a matter of course.
This should, however, be subject to the following conditio!). :

If the salary received in the new employment together with the
pension exceeds the last pay drawn under Government, the amount
of pension will be withheld either in part or in full, as may be
necessary, for the period for which the salary plus pension exceeds
the last pay drawn under Goveroment. Before each payment of
pension the pensioner should give a certificate about the salary
actually drawn by him, so that the quantum of pension to be withheld, if any, may be determined .
RC!COIIIIIIeodation :

62
We recommend that:

•.

-

(1) The quantum 0( peaoion 9 d mjssible may be raised to 3/,* 0(
the average emolomenls 0( the last three years 0( service, ..
agaiDSt the existing 3/ 8th. The present ceiIiDg should also lie
raised to Rs. 1,000/- per mensem. The receipt 01 a deadH:um
retirement gratuity should be made optional, and any redadioB
in the quantum 01 pension on this account should be made oaly
after the expiry 0( the first two years of reCiremeaL
(2) The restrictions which DOW operate On the atteptance of c_mereinl and otber employment by retired personnel during a
period of two years after retirement may be remo...d or IIpproval of soch appointments given as a matter of course. This
should, bowever, be subject to the following condition:
U the salary received in the new employment, toceCber
witb the permon, exceeds the last pay dnnm, the -peIIIion
will be withheld in parlor in toto, as may be necessary.
(v) TRANSFERS

11. The system of periodic trallSfers has had a long history. We think
th.a t this has now become antiquated. The practice was devised long ago
obviously with a view to preventing officials from acquiring personal influence
with the people, of a kind that could be prejudicial to the ruling power. N
oqe of any consequence was, therefore, allowed to stay in a particular station
for 1000ger than three or four years. We think that the situation has now

III

not in force, the Government cmployees and their families ate getting treatment from the authorised medical attendants attached to the Government
hospitals. The cost of any medicine prescribed by the authorised medical
attendant and not supplied free from the hospital and the cost of any special
.consultation and attendance fees or any special treatment given on the ad,;ce
vf the authorised medical atrendant is reimbursed by Government. We have
been informed of the misuse of thesc facilities. Investigations by the S.P.E.
have revealed that bogus claims bave been made on the basis of false medical
reimbursement bills with or without the collusion of the authroised medical
attendant. Under the Central Government Health Scheme available to the
Government employees in Delhi there is no scope for such abuse. We
recommend the existing reimbursement scheme should bc abolished. In
order to more effectively serve the government servants, we recommend the
.extension of the Contributory Health Scheme to a)l government servants.
Meanwhile suitable monetary ceiling should be fixed for rcimbursement of
medical expensei.
Recommendation:
63
We recommend that the existing reimbursement scheme should Ite
abolished. In order to more effectively serve the government
servants, the Conbibutory Health Scheme sbould be extended to all
government servants. Meanwhile a suitable monetary ceiling sbould
be find for reimbursement of medical eA"J>CRSCs.
(vii) INCENTIVES AND REWARDS

14. An inlportant task in Government offices is to motivate the average
employee to take more interest in his work. It has often been stated that
tbere is a lack of feeling of involvement among the Government employees.
We bave saggested several measures elsewhere for amending the procedures
for recruitment and promotion to higher posts. The amendments when
implemented would provide opportunities to tbe most competent and would
in themselves be powerful incentives. Here we consider a few suggestions
for promoting a positive sense of participation of the employees in the goals
of the organisation.
(i) The need to stimulate and sustain the enthusiasm of a group of
employees by means of incentives does not seem to have been sufficiently
recognised. If a group of employees engaged in specific tasks sucb as tbe
construction of a building or road or installation of a telephone exchange,
implementation of agricultural extension programmes, etc. according to . or

ahead of schedule, the achievement should be recognised by suitable awards
sucb as a rolling cup or a shield. In individual cases commendatory certificates may be issued. Suitable entries appreciating the contribution of eacb
employee of the group sbould also be made in his annual performance
:report.

. ,. \ ~I
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(ii) Provision may be made for grant of advance increments, besidesaward scheme now in force, for those who give valuable suggestions
for rationalisation of work leading to economics or greater efficiency.
th~. cash

(iii) The system of grant of medals, that exists in the Police Service,
should be extended to other Services in recognition of any exemplary or
special achievement. Merit and commendatory certificates may also be
granted in recognition of sustained, meritorious work or dedication to duty
under trying conditions. These awards must be prcsented at a formal
departmental ceremony.
Reoommendation :

'"

We recommend that:
(1) lncentives (or timely completion 01 a specific project may be·
provided, through suitable awards sucb as a rolling cup or a
shield. In individWll cases commendatory certificate,; may be

issued.
(2) Cash awards or one or two advimce increments may be givell to
tIaose who give valuable suggestions for simplification o( work.
which lead to economies in e.'<Pcuditnre or oIherwise increase'
efficiency.
(3) Any exemplary or special achievement by an employee may be·
recognised by grant of medals as is practised at present in the
Police Department.
(viii) R ESIDENTIAL ACCOMMODATION FOR GOVERNMENT SERVANTS

15. The Study Team (N) ha,s drawn attention to the lack of adequate
and proper housing for Government employees. At present Government
provides housing for a portion of its employees, and that, only in the metropolitan and other big cities. Though Government provides rent subsidies
in many towns, the general shortage of accommodation mostly leaves the
Government servant at the mercy of the private land-lords.
16. We consider that Government should accept, in principle, the need'
of providing reasonably good housing to all its employees. This is necessary not only as a minimum measure of welfare, but also to free the Govern-·
ment servant from any possible obligation to private land-lords. We are
aware of the financial limitations on any large-scale house-building programme being undertaken immediately by Government. We would,
therefore, suggest the use of the services of the existing Housing Boards and
Improvement Trusts. The necessary financial assistance may be provided
by Government or arranged through the Life Insurance Corporation, to
enable the Housing Boards to undertake construction of houses specifically
for renting them out to Government servants. Suitable schemes should be
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drawn up for the big as well as small towns, wherever consider.able number
of Government servants are stationed.
Rec<>mmendation :

65

,

We recommend that Govemment should accept, in principle, the
need to provide reasonably good accommodation to all its employees.
As an immedinte measure, Housing Boards should be encouraged to
build houses and rent them (lut to Government serv:lnts. Necessary
financial assistance may be provided by Government or ammged
through the Life Insurance Corporation, for the Housing BOl'-ds, for
this purpose.
(ix) EQUAL OPPORTUNiTY F OR EMPLOYMENT UNOER G OVERNMENT

17. One oC the results of the di rect involvement of Government in
social a nd economic development has bee n the enormous growth in the
employment potential of the Civil Service sector. Employment opportunities
under Government haw widened at a much faster rate than in other sectors,
so much so, that the G overnment happens to be, and will, in all likelihood,
c~nue to be, the major employer of at least the educated sections of
society. It is, therefore, necessary to ensure that opportunities for employment under it are made available on the basis of equality for all those who
C3n answer to the requirements.

•

18. In this context, the recent rise in the empolyment of women under
Gove rnment ass umes importance. It is not unusual to find that both
busba nd and wife being employed under Government. We think tbat suchemployment militates against social justice in the present state of la rge scale
unemploymcnt in tbe country. When both the husband and tbe wifeconstituting as they do a single family-get into G overnment service, each
~ch family occupies one extra job, which would otherwise have supported
another family. The latter would probably be left without any means or
subsistence in view of the general shortage of jobs all over the country. The
family is, in our situation. an economic uuit and full employment, wbieh
haJ'ECns to be the aim of Government, would, in the present context, imply
that · at least each family should find suitable employment. This aim will
be partly frustrated if both husband and wife find employment under Government, thus possibly depriving some other family of a similar opportunity.
19. We, therefore, feel that as fa r as the Governme nt is concerned,
e mployment opportunities should be restricted either to the husband or the
wife. We venture to think that in tbe distressing milieu of mounting
unemployment, the interests of the general public, no less than the overriding
interests of social justice, demand that equality of opportunity in matters
of public employment sbould be ensured as between one family and another
before efforts are made to achieve such equality as between one citizen and'
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anolber. Restrictions are, lbererore, justified and may be imposed
ell1ployment of bolb husband and wife under Government.

00

the

20. Such restrictions are also justi6.ed from lbe purely administrative·
point of view. It has been brought to our notice lbat the presence of both
husband and wife in the service creates difficulties in regard to lbeir posting.
More often than not, pressure is brought to bear on the administration in
order to secure postings in lbe same station at borne or, in a rew instances.
even abroad.
Recommendation:

66
We recommend that in view of the mounting unemplo)'llW'nt in the
country and of the pressing need to ensure in this distressing milieu,
that at least each family should have some means of subsisteace, it
would be reasonable to impose restrictions on the employment of
more than one member of a family, at least onder Government. For
this purpose, the family should be taken to mean only the bosJ.ad
and wife. Both the husband and wife should not be employed ..-leI'
Gov!. at the same time. These provisions should apply to future entrants to Governmeot service and will not apply to those who are
already in service on the date on which they come into effect.
(x) M ETHODS OF WORK AND PROCEDURES

21. In view of the vast increase in the staff employed by Government,
and also in view of the variety of tasks undertaken by it, the proper organisation of work and rational methods of carrying out the different types of
work, bave become extremely important. This underlines the need for a
strong and competent organisation and methods wing in the administratiOll .
Though O&M work in the Govermnent of India started about 15 years ago,
we are of the view that it has not yet been put on a proper footing and has
not been given the importance that it deserved.
22. We would emphasise here, the urgent need for eVOlving work norms
for various posts in Govermnent, especially at the Class III and Class IV
levels which account for 98% of the Government personnel. Wort: at
these levels is largely routine and repetitive and it should he easy to evolve
suitable work standards and strictly ad here to them. Yet, this work has not
been taken up on an appreciable scale, except for a small sector in the
Railways and in the Posts & Telegraphs Departments. Evolving of such
norms will result in a good deal of economy besides higher overall efficiency
in the Departments. We, therefore, recommend that a target date for
completing this work should be fixed for cacl> Department and the resources
of all units conrerned with this work, namely, the O&M Units, the Staff
Inspection Unit and the Department o( Administrative Reforms should be
pressed into service.
.

I
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23. We understand that there have been, in the past, instances where'
some Ministries have been reluctant to subject their staff strength to ·· a
review by the Staff Inspection Unit. We would emphasise that there should
be no exemption whalever, given to any Ministry or organisation in 1fUs
matter. The strength of staff working in the Secretariats or the Union
Public Service Commission and the Comptroller and Auditor General of
India, as well as those in the Secretariats of the President, tbe Vice President
and the Prime Minister, sbould also be reviewed by the Staff Inspection
Unit.
24. An interesting suggestion was made before us for dealing with
delays in Government offices. Notings on papers which a re not disposed
of within a prescribed time after receipt thereof, sbould be made in red ink.
This will spotlight cases of delay in disposal and supervisory officers can
talce oocessary action against those who bave delayed papers without proper
reason. At the same time, those wbo have to dispose of the papers will
aloo be careful in avoiding delay. We commend this suggestion for the
coo:;ideration of the Government.
25. Hearing public grievances and trying to remove them, as far as
pos&ible, is an important duty of the Administration. We suggest that, as
a rule, complaint books sbould be kept in all offices, wbich bave dealing
with the public. The existence of the complaint book should be well notified
in those offices and; the public should be given every facility to enter their
complaints in it. The head of tbe office sbould himself scrutinise this book
from time to time apd satisfy himself that action is being or has been taken
to redress their grievances. He should also take adequate action against
erring subordinates who have given rise to the grievances. Suggestions for
procedural reforms may also be entered in the complaint book.
26. In our report on the Machinery of the Government of India and its
Procedures of Work, we have suggested that the Department of Administrative Reforms sbould, among other items oe work, engage itself in studies of
administrative reforms, build up O&M expertise in Ministries/Departments,
train the personnel of the O&M Units in modern techniques of measurement
and give advice and guidance to those O&M units in effecting adrnioistrntive
improvements and reforms. We have also suggested that the existing O&M
units in each of tbe Ministries/Departments sbould be reactivised.
27. Lastly, we wish to refer to an important, thougb seemingly a minor
matter, which bas been neglected and whicb has consequently affected the
efficient working of the offices. 11,e position regarding office manuals,
Ovil Service Regulations, Fundamental Rules, etc., and the circulars issued
(rom time to time is most unsatisfactory. Many of them have long since
gone out of print. Many of the offices do not even possess copies of the
nCGeSsary manuals. We suggest that a competent body of persons from
the administrative offices aided by experienced officers from the Audit
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Department should be entrusted with the task of revlSmg the regulations
and getting them reprinted. This body should work under the o&M
Organisation. These manuals and other books should be made available
to all Government employees, who are required to apply them in their dayt().(\ay work.
Recommendation :

67
We recommend that
(1) Work norms for various posts in Government, specially at Class
IU and Class IV levels should he evolved urgently. A target
date for completing this work should he fixed lor each Department and the resources of all units concerned with this aspect,
namely, the O&M units, "'" Stall' litspection Unit and the
Dcparbnent of Administrative Reforms, should he pressed Doto
service.

(2) Staft strength 01 aU organisations should he reviewed by the
Stall' Inspection Unit. There slloold he no exemption whatsoever, given to any Ministry or organisation in this matter.

(3) With a view to spotlighting delays, noting on papers which are
not disposed of within a prescribed time after receipt thereof,
should he made in red ink.
(4) A complaint book should, as a rule, he kept in aU offices which
have d~ with the public. . The head of the office should
himself scrutinise this book from time to time and satisfy 1IImself that action is being taken or has been taken to redress
the grievances.
(5) The work of revising office manuals, Civil Service Regulations,
Fundamental Rules, etc. should he taken up by the O&M
organisation. A competent body of persons from the concemed
adrniJilitralive office aided by experienced officers from the
Audit Department should be entrusted with this task.
(xi) PROLIFERATION OF P ERSONNEL

28. We wish to revert to the prOblem of proliferation of personnel to
wbich we referred in Chapter IV. The Study Team (P) has referred not
only to the excess staff in the various departments but also to the redundancy of some organisations themselves. Though the Team refers to the
Central Government, we think tllat its remarks would be applicable to tbe
State Governments aIso.
29. The measures that we have suggested to activise work eormeeted
with O&M and SlU will, no doubt, check to some extent, the exces~ growth
Of stalI. But we would like a review to be made of the organisations themselves for deciding whether they should continue at all, either in the present
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or in the attenuated form. The first attack should be against organisations
which have come into existence while their functions are being duplicated
elsewhere. Such organisations should be abolished and simultaneously the
stalI should be pruned . At the same time, ineffective organisations which
do not justify the expenditure incurred on them should be wound up. This
is not a routine matter and will not admit of routine solutions. The Study
Team (P) had recommended the setting up of a high-powered commission which should go into the redundancy or organisations and ineffective
of!anisations.

30. While we are not convinced of the need for a high powered commission for this purpose, we wo uld like the Government themselves to
undertake a comprehensive review for locating organisations which are
wllOIIy or partially redundant or which, in fact, arc ineffective. In this
process, no doubt, staff wiIl be rendered surplus. We do not, however.
envisage any large scale retrenchment because opportunities for re-<leployment should be available in the context of a growing administration and
an expanding public sector. Should, however, retrenchment become necessary, Government should either have the determination to face the COI1Sequences or thl2 willingness to carry the extra staff on the rolls, in a special
central unit which should have the responsibility for their fe-deployment.
This job should be oompleted within a year. The creation of such a central unit will highlight the problem of excess staff and help if\ its solutioo.
31. We can appreciate that Government is likely to face resistance in

this matter. At the same time, we are alarmed at the malignant proportions that proliferation has assumed and we have no doubt in our minds
that the malaise calls for drastic surgery, lest the prognosis be grave.
32. Before we conclude, we would urge the adoption of a suitable
motto by the Civil Service. Even now, several Departments of Government
and some groups of civil servants have mottos of their own. 111ere is,
however, none which applies to the civil servants as a whole bringing out
succinctly what should be the moving spirit behind the civil Service. This
spirit should lead each individual civil servant to a right relationship and
attitude towards the community at large. In o ur country, there has been
in use, over tbousands of years, a simple expression pro(ound in significance, which epitomises all tile virtues which an individual is expected to
practice when in relationship with his environment. 11tis ehpression, though
incapable of exact translation iota English, is well-understood by every
Indian, because it is a part oE our cultural tradition built over thousands
of years. The expression is "Dharma". We can give DO better advice to
the civil servant than that he should act according to dharma and so we
would recommend the adoption of the ancient saying !Jlf! ,ra,fcr <fam:
(Dharmo rakshati rakshitah) which effectively brings out the idea that
Dharma will protect those who themselves diligently uphold it.

" .
CHAPTER XI
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

CHAPTER lU-AN OUTLINE OF REFORM-NEED FOR
SPECIALISATION

I'·'

'.

1

(1) The functions of Government have become greatly cliversilied.
Wherever the numbers involved in a particular [Wldioas are viaable, the posts should be grouped into regnlarty coostiteted
services .

. (2) A functional fields must be carved out [or the lAS. Thill could
consist of Land Revenue Admini<tration, exercise of magdterial
functioll9 and regulatory work in the Slates in fields othH than
those looked after by other functional Services.
2

(1) All posts in a functional area whether in the field or at head-

quarters or in the Secretariat should be staffed by members
of the corresponding functional services or by functioaaI officers

.....
(2)
3

( 1)

(2)

(3)

4

5

(1)

not encadred In a Service.
There shoald be clearly defined ~hemes [or staffing the middle
and higher levels in each fuDctional area.
Posts o[ (or equivalent to) Under Secretary or a Depnty Secretary in the Secretariat and the attached offices shoald be examined
and classified as falling (i) within functional; or ( ii) outside
functional area.
Posts of Under Secretary and its equivalent should be filled by
officers of the corresponding functional Class I Services. Senior
Class n officers, under the Centre ll'i well as the States, in Ibe
[unctional area may also fill these posts. They should normally
be employed on a tenure of three years.
Posts of Depnty Secretary and ils eqaivalent should be filled by
officers of the corresponding functional Class I Service (allIndia, Central and State) on" tenure, normally, of four yeat'll.
Posts of Under Secretary not falling in any functional area should
be fined by the promotion of the relevant Secretariat and altached
office personnel and not by officers of Class I Services, allIndia, as wen as Central.
The posts at the level of Deputy Secretary Or equivaleut at the
Central headquarters, which do not [all within a particular functional area, should be demarcated into eight areas of special;"",
as follows:
(i) Economic Administration
11 8

/

1 19

(0) Induslrial AdmioisIration
(iii) Agricultural and Rural Development Administratiooo

(iv) Soeial and Educational Administration
(v) Personnel AdmioisIraIion
(vi) Financial Administration
(vii) Defence Administration and Internal Security
(viii) PJanojng.
(2) Selection should be made from among all Class I officers to man
these posts. , After 8 and within 12 years of service rendered
in a functional area, every Class I officer directly recrnited to
a ClaSs I post-all-India "" Central-sbould be eligible for the
seiection. Promotees ro ClaSs I should be eligible for seIectioot
if they have spent a minimmn period of five years in Class I
and have not completed 8 years therein.

, "

,
,'

(3) Selection will be made by a committee consisting of the Chairman, UPSC, and two seniot- Secretaries on the basis of a writte..
test, an interview and an assessment of the previous records•

)'

.

)

(4) After selection and before being appointed to the post of Deputy
Secretary or equivalent at the Centre, they should undergo a
period of training described In Chapter VII.
( 5) The tenure 01 appointment for these Deputy Secretaries should
be six years excluding the period spent nnder training.

"

6

(1) Senior management posts in fnnctional areas shOuld be filled by
members of the respective functional Services.
(2) Senior management posts ontside the functional areas shoold be
filled by officers who bave had experience as members of the
policy and management pool In one of Ibe eight specialisms.
They should have completed not less than seventeen years of
service.
(3) The selection for senior management posts in the functional areas
as wen as outside the functional areas wiD "be made by a com·
mittee consisting of the Cabinet Secretary, the Secretary of the
Department of Pet'SOnnei, and one of the senior secretaries.
There should be no fixed tenure in senior management posts.

7

TI,e Department of Personnel should be responsible for working
ont the detailed implications 01 our recommendation. for stall·
Ing the higher posts in administration.
CHAPTER IV

UNIFIED GRADING STRUcnIRE-ITS IMPORTANCE TO PERSON·
NEL MANAGEMENT
8 ( 1) The posts in the Civil Service should be grouped Into grades so
that all those which call for similar qualifications and similar
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difficulties and responsibilities are grouped in the sa_ grade.
The number of sucb grades may be betweeu 20 and 25.
( 2 ) All the Class I posts may be evaluated and assigned to, say, 9
common pay scales, an illustrative cbart of whicb is attacbed at
the end of Ibis chapter. . These nine grades Or pay scales may

be divided into three levels, namely, junior, middle and sellior.
The progress of an officer of an establisbed Class I Service amone
the grades witbin each level should be on the basis of provetl
performance. Promotions from the junior to the middle level
and from the middle to the senior level should be by selection.

a cI&tailed study for the purpose of determining tbe grades as wen as
the posts to whicb they sbould be attached.

(3) The Department of Persoanel should UDdertake argeully

9

After au Class I ~1s under the Centre and those to be manned
hy the aII-fndia Services in the States have been evaluated alld
allotted to the various grades, oUIer posts at the Centre as weD as
in the States be taken up for examinatiou and tile ea1ire CiriI
Service hrouglat into a frame work of 20 to 2S grades.
CHAPTER V

RECRUITMENT
10

POLICY

(1) For all Services advance projections should be made of tbe

requirements of personnel for five years at a time. Mid-tHUI
appraisal also should be made if circomstances warrant it and
necessary correctives made on the basis of the appraisal.
( 2) Such projections should be made by cadre management committees which should be constituted in the manner describe<l

in para S.
11

(1) The recruitment to Class I Engineering posts should, as fae
as possible, be made ouly through competitive examination, and
tile selection after a simple interview should be restricted to
cases where some prior c.~rience or special qualifications
otber than the basic degree are required or where new projects are to be undertaken at short notice.
(2) For the Indian Administrative Service/Indian Foreiglt Service
and other non-technical Class I Services, recruitment should
he made ouly throngh a single competitive examination, it being
left to the candidates to express tbeir order of preference for
the olifferent Services.

u

Tbe subjects to be offered at the combined competitive examinalion (or non·technical Services may include Engineering
subjects as well as subjects relevant to a medical degree.
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13

A coDllllittee should be sd up to go into the questions oi
devising speedier methods of recruitment, in general, of bringing down the proportion of candidates to posts, of reducing the
expenditure on publicity, and of revising the syllabn. of the
examinations for the hi;;her Services.

14

(1) The upper age limit for entrance to the competitive examinations may be raised to 26.
(2) The total number of chances a candidate can take for the technical as well as the non-technical Services (both indnsiYc)
should he restricted to two_

ilS

(1) A speciaI competitive examination for non-technical Class I
Services may be held for fIrst class graduate. who have all
aggregate of Dot less than 60 per cent marks either at the first
dC'gree or the Master's degree.
(2) The examination should consist of a written test of a
non-academic type followed by an oral test conducted by a
scr«oing board. Final selection sbould be made by the U.P .s.C.
The screening board should be presided over by a Member of
the UPSC and have at least tltree other members one of wbom
should be a psychologist with experience of personnel 1e;tDog
techniques. Tbe otl.er members may be ch·iJ servants (retired
or in service) or reputed men belonging to tbe leamed
professions.
(3) This metbod sbould be adopted initially only on a small scale
and on an experimental basis_ It sbould be restricted to the
selection of candidates for 10 per cent of available vacancies.
After tbe method has been tried for three years, a revie..
sbould be made of its working. If the review sbows that the
method has prodnced satisfactory results, its scope may further
be expanded. Otherwise, it may he modified or even discontinued.

16

,

In order to provide greater opportunities ior the advancement
of talented persons who are not already in Class 1.(a) the quota of vacancies in Class I to be filled by promotioll
may be increased upto a maximum of 40 per cent wbere tbe
existing quota falls short of that percentage;
(b) Every one who has completed 6 years of service in Government
and is less tban 3S years of age may be given one and only
one chance to sit for the open competitive examination for
Class I non-technical services, irrespective of the chances
already taken, provided that be faIms conditions refating to
educational qualifications.

1.1 Dep" of AR/69
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17

Provision should be made for appointment to technical posts at
the senior levels of persons of proved competence from universities and indnstrial and commercial concerns, etc., if the
capabilities and expertise possessed by tbem are needed and
are not available within tJlC ranks of the Civil Service. Care
should be taken to regulate the seniority of the lateral entrant
on the criteria described in para 19. This assessment, as
well as the selection should be made by a committee presided
over by the Chairman of the UPSc.

18

(1) Direct recruitment to Class IT posts of Section Officers may

be stopped and these posts may be filled by promotion of Assis·
tants wbose direct recruitment, however, will continue.
(2) Direct recmitment to Class II post. whose incumbents perform

duties similar to those allotted to Junior Class r officers may be
abolished. Such posts may be filled entirely by promotion.
19

For recmitment to Clerical and repetitive jobs not calling for
any special skill, simple objective tests may be devised and
adopted in place of the eS5'ay type of examination or where no
examinations are held at present.

20

There should be a provision for recruiting from the personnel
of the State Governments for Central posts in organisations
like the Secretariat, and the Departments of Agriculture and
Education, etc.
CHAPTER VI
RECRUITING AGENCIES

21

(1) In making appointments to a State Public Service Commission,
the Governor should consult the Chairman of tbe Union Public
Service Commission and the Chairman of the State Public
Service Commission. (The laUer may be consulted also with
regard to the appointment of his own successor).
(2) In making appointments to the Union Public Service Commis.
sion, the Chairman of the Union Public Service Commission
shDuld be consulted (even with regard to the appointment of
his own successor).
(3) Not less than two·thirds of tbe membership of the Union Public
Service Commission should be drawn from among the Cbair·
men and Memlrers of the State Public Service Commissions.
( 4) At least one of tbe Members of a State Public Service Commission should belong to a different State.
(5) The minimum academic qualification for membership of a
Commission sbould be a university degree.

\,

-
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(6) A Member selected frOm among Government officers should
have held office under a State Government or the Centrul
Government for at least ten years, and should have occupied
the position of a bead of department or Secretary 10 Government in a State, or a post of equivalent rank under the Central
Government, or a comparable position in an institution of
higher education.
(7 ) Members selected from non-officials should have practised at
least for ten years in any of the recognised professions like
Teaching, Law, Medicine, Engineering, Science, Technology,
Accountancy or Administration .

•
22

Government's decisions on the exclusion of certain matters
from the purview of consultation with Public Service Commissions should be laken uller consultiug the Commissions.

23

(I) Wherever po..ible, dilIerent departmental anthorilies ,bould
pool their requirements of non-technical Class m and Class IV
personnel who are directly to be recruited, and make a joint
recruitment.
(2) Recruitment Boards should be constituted for technical
appointments in ~lass m and ClaSs IV and should consist of
senior officers representiug the Department concerned, as
as some other technical Department.

we"

24

(1) The UPSC should be associated with the selection of personnel

to, and their promotion within the qnasi-Government bodies
entirely or substantiaUy fmanced by Government.
(2) In the case of smaller organisations, tbe function of the UI'SC
should be to approve the regulations governing recruitment and
promotion, including the constitution of Selection Boards and
promotion Committees.

,

(3) III the case of bigger organisations like tbe CSlR, however,
ouly broad personnel policies need be framed in cousultation
with tbe Commission, the details of selection and promotion
being left to the organisation itself.
(4) In aU cases, the UPSC should develop an adequate system of
reporting and inspection to ensure that al least minimum standai'ds are observed in selection and

promotioD~

The Commission'

may recommend, at their discretion, the annulment of selections
and promotious (aUing short of such minimum standards.
(5) Comments, if a"y, by the UPSC on the working of these
arrangements should be incorporated in its amtuaI report to be
placed before Parliamad.

(6) Powers similar to those proposed for the UPSC, should vest
in the Slate PSCs vis-a-vis quasi.government institutio.... wlIkh
are either entirely or substantially financed by the Slate Gil,,·
emments.
25

(1) The staffing of the Secretariat of the Commissions shoald
become diversified and should aim to include perso... with
wide experience in edueation, scientific fields and practical
consideration.
(2) Research cell<; should be set up in the Public Service C0m,missions to assess the effectiveness of recruitment by foDow·up
studies and to analyse trends in the skill market and in lite
edueational sphere and to provide data for cleterm.ining the
recruitment policies.

CHAPTER VII
TRA1NING

26

Government sbould, ..ith the assistance of e."l'erienced ad·
minislralors and experf:" in training techniques, formula Ie a
dear-cut and far sightetl national policy on civil service train.
ing, settiAg out objectives and priorities and guidelines for
preparation of training plans.

27

The Central Training Division should be located in the Dew

Department of Personnel. The Division should have the follow·
ing main functions :
Leadership :
-promote, coordinate and facilitate training
-formulate policies, regulations and procedures on training
and ov..-see their implementation
-advise Ministries and Departments on :
determination of training needs instructional techniques evalua'
tion of training prngrammes.
SerTices :

-arrange for courses in sulYjects such as managemeDt that are
a common Deed
--arrange for training overseas
-arrange for preparation of training materials aDd research
on different training methods

-train training coordinators.
28

Each Ministry or Department, having a sizeable programme
of training, should bave a oeparate training cell, located in its
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Chief Personnel Office. It should be manned by a Training
Coordinator On a foil or a part-time basis, as appropriate, and
a few stall aides.
29

(1) The scope of Ibe foundational course at prescnt given by the
National Academy of Administration should be extended to

cover also tecbnicaJ Class I Central Services and all aII·lndia
Services.
(2) The content of the foundational course should be snitably revised to improve its nsefuInes8 and lay added emphasis on
bwlding proper values and attitudes among Ibe trainees and
inculcating in them a sense of dedication to doly and .ernee
orientation. The need to abstain from intO:D.ading driJIks
should be emphasised.

(3) Every trainee should live in a viUage at least for a fortDight to
acqnaiat himseH wilh rural life and conditi"lIS.
(4) The Government should set up a small committee of leading

non-officials, experts and experienced civil servants to revise
the scheme of Ibe foundational training on the aboTe lines.

30

(1 ) The post-foundational institutional training should be entrusted
to a se!JlUllle staff college for Ibe lAS.
(2) "lbe Natiooal Academy of Adminstration should be m;pousible for Ibe foundational course for Class I Clllltral Services ad
all-India Services and fo< middle management training.
(3) The Academy should be under the new Department of Person.
nel and its directing stall should be drawn froID dilferent
Services.

3J

The proposals for sandwich pattern of post·foundational institutional training for the lAS under tile consideration of Ibe
Government, should IlIl finalised anc,l implemented early. Snch
a sandwich pattern "f training sbould normally be foUowed ill
all programmes of probationary training of other Class I
Services.

32

The compulsory training of borse riding for Ibe lAS may be
scrapped. Training in jeep driving and motor mechanics should
be im!,arted when Ibe Academy shifts to Delhi.

33

(1) The Central Government should evolve a common pattern of
field training for lAS probationers, which may be adopted by
the States with modifications sailed to their local conditions.
During their trainin1: in the Slates, the lAS probatiooers ..,uld
be assigned to carefolly chosen sewo< Collectors who are
known for their interest in training and whos~ methods of work
are con<idered worthy in emulation.

Iz6

(2) For Class I Services other thao lAS, training institutions may
be set up where they do not exist, if the number of trainees is
large enough.
.

34

A refresher training courSe for Under Secretaries from the CSS
Cadre and a 12-week training COUJ"se fOl" other Under Seaetaries
may be formulated.

35

(1) Training for middle-level management in the Secretariat (for
Deputy Secretaries and other officers with equivalent status)
should have tbe following three broad elements:
(a) training in headquarters work;
(b) special courses ill each of the eigbt broad specialisms; and
(c) sub-area specialism training.·
(2) Training in policy and planning should be provided as a pari of
training for all specialisms.
(3) The responsihility fOl" arranging middle management

traiuing
programmes should rest with the National Academy of Administratioll. The special courses in the eight specialisms should,
as far as possible, be framed out to professional OrgamsatiOllS
which have the needed expertise.

36

(1) Seuior management education and preparation should be
largely oriented towards policy-making, programme planning
and review, and problem solving. It should be divided into two
parts: (A) A general study and orientation supplemented by
group discussions, seminars and syndicates; (B) Specific studies
of a sct of policy problems or a detailed study of tbe entire
policy-making process in a segment or area of administrative
activity.
(2) Persons who are marked out for senior management sbould be
attached to professional institutions for pursuing tbe pro·
grammes of advanced study. Part A of this programme may be
arranged with the assistance of the Indian Institute of Public
Administration; and Part B at other institutions like the Institutes of Management at Ahmedabad and Calcutta, Administra.
tive Staff College, Hyderabad, the Institute of Economic Growth,
etc., which specialise in the area which would be of interest to
the official concerned.

37

A programme of refresher courses should be drawn up for each
functional service group by the cadre administering authority
with due regard to actual needs and the career development
plans which are evolved.

~8

A review should be made of existing facilities for 1raining available for Class m and Class IV staff and of the actoaI training

-'
I
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needs, and a plulsed programme for improved training for these
categories of personnel should be drawn op. Sucb training
should aim at not only improving job skills but also developing
proper attitudes towards the public.
The Central Training Division should arrange for appropriate
research on various training methods and experimentation in
tecbniques. It should also promote tbe devcIopment of training
materials.
CHAPTER VIII
PROMOTION POLICY
40

Departmental Promotion Committees should be constituted,
wherever they do Dot exist now, for appraising the merits of
the persons concerned for promotion. The ChaiMUIn of the
Departmental Promotion Committee should be an officer at a
sufficiently high level. One of the members of the Committee
should be an officer from a Department not connected with the
one in which promotions are considered.

V 41

(1) At the end of each year, the official reported upon sbould submit a brief resume, not exceeding three hundred words, of the
work done by him, bringing out any special achievement of his.
Tbe r~11Ine should be submitted to the reporting officer 8IId
should form a part of tbe confidential record. In giving his
own assessment, the reporting officer should duly take note of
the resume and after making his own coounents and assessment,
submit the entire record to the next higher officer, oamely, !be
revieWing officer. The reviewing officer should add his own
coounents, if any, and also do the grading.
(2) The gradings in the confidential report should be reduced to
three--(i) fit for promotion out of turn; (ii) fit (or promotion;
and (iii) not yet fit (or promotion. There need be no snch
category as 'unfit for promotion'.
(3) Ouly five to ten per cent of officials engaged in work of a similar nature and at the same level in any office or organisation
should normally be graded 'fit for promotion out of tom'. This
grading should be supported by a specific mention of the outstanding work.
./
(4) There is no need to communicate adverse remarks to ao official
In tbe event of any adverse remarks baving been "ecorded, !be
reviewing officer should nfter discussing them with the reporting

officer, and, if neceSsary, .he officer reported upon, either confirm the remarks or suitably modify them, as the case may be.

(5) The annual report may be called "Penor-mance Report" instead
of "Confidential Report".
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42

(1) Half of the vacancies available for promotion of Class II officers
to Class I, including aU-India Services, may be fiUed by tbe
existing method and the other half on the basis of an examination. Class II officers may be allowed to sit for this examination,.
provided that they have put in a prescribed minimum number of
years of service say, five, and have not been graded as 'not yet
fit for promotion'.
(2) On the basis of !be performance in the wriUen examination, tbe
candidates should be categorised as 'A', 'B' or 'C'. The candidates in category 'C' will be those who do not come np to tbe
standard required; those in 'B' will be of the required standard
and those in 'N will be outstanding. The valnation should be
strict and the persons placed in category 'A' shonld not, in
general, exceed 10 per cent of the candidates who have come up
to the required standard.
(3) The performance of all the candidates in their jobs sbould also
be categorised as 'A' or 'B'. A final list of officers divided intothree classes may then be prepared as follows:
Class

I-those who have secured 'A' in the examination as
well as in the perfomnance gradings.

Class II-those who have secured 'A' in one of the two gradings--examination or performance-and 'B' in the
other.
Class ill-tbose who have secured 'B' in the examination
weU as in the performance gradings.

~s

In each category. the officers should be listed in accordance
with tbeir seniority. Promotions should then be made in
accordance with this list.
(4) Each candidate will bave ouly two cbances for the examination.
However, if due to an insufficient number of vacancies, a C3ft'didate who has secured a grading 'A' in the examination is not
promoted to Class I, he should be aUowed to carry forward that
grading for the next, and only the next, promotion year.
43

In respect of promotion from Class ill to Class n in cases
wbere no examina.tions are now beld and tbe area of selection
is large enough, an examination of the type recommended by us
for promotion to Class I from (:Iass n may be introduced for
the purpoSe of ftIling 50 per cent of the vacancies, the other 50
per cent being filled by the existing method.

44

(1) In the fonctional areas, promotions fram one grade to anotber
in the Iunior and Middle levels, in the all-India and tho Central

,
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C1ass I Services, shoold be made a fonnalJy roDStiluted Departmental Promotion Committee presided over by doe CIIaiI'man or a Member of the UniOll Public Service Co~n.
(2) SeJectjons to the posts of Deputy Secrelllries in ..._ outside any
particoJar functional area sboold be on the bam of the midcareer selection process given in Cbap!« DL
(3)

Promotiou from middle levels to the senior levels that is,
tbe senior management in the fuDctiooal area as "en as OIltside
the functional area, shoold be by a oommittee ooDSisting of the
Cabinet Secretary, the Secretary of the Department of P."......el
and one of the senior SecreIlIries.

CHAPTER IX
CONOUer AND DISCIPLINE

4S

Roles relating to the reernihnent and other conditions of service
o[ Government employees, serving the Uoion may ooutinue to
be made by the President in the exercise of his powers derived
from the Constitution. The roles s1lOoId, bowever, be placed
before Parliament. Simibr procedure sbooJd be adopted in tile
States also.

46

(1) Every Government servant sbooJd before entering upon service
sign a pledge that he will under no circumstuces resort to
strikes.
(2) The Essential Services Maintenance Act, 1968, authorising the
Central Government to prohibit strikes in essential senic:es and
providjog for penalties for persoll9 participating in prohibited
strikes or instigation and finanejng ouch strikes shaH be adopted
also by the State Governments.

47

(1) Tbe employees' representatives in the 10int Consoitative Bodies
at the lowest levels--regional or departmental as the case may
be-should be directly elected by the employees. For the
bodj.. at the higher level or levels, the repreSeutlItives sIooold'
be chosen through indirect election.
(2) No person who is not serving under' Govermnent seboold be eli~Dle [or election to the 10int Consultative Bodies.

48

A legislation may be passed declaring demonstrations iu>ide
public offices, leadjog to disruption of orderly aDd peacefoJ'
work, as an offeoce for which punishment can be imposed as ow
acts of public nuisance.
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49

50

51

52

53

Where the volume of work in counedion wilb dae departmentnI
enquiries justifies the appointment of a separate ollicer for a
department, or a group of ollices, or for a region, a separate,
whole-time ollicer folly trained for condncting m.cipIinary
proceedings may be appointed.
Powers to compel attendance of witnesses or production of documents or to examine the witnesses On oath, etc., sbonld be
vested in the ollicers holding disciplinary inquiries.
The item "wilbholding of proJOOtions" may be deleted from the
list of penalties which can be imposed in departmental disciplinary proceedings.
No person should ordinarily be kept under suspension for a
period of more than three months except in the cases peoding in
the courts.
(1) Provision should be made in the roles for summary disposal of

disciplinary cases in respect of misdemeanour or other irregoIar
acts arising from insubordination, contempt, and unbecoming
conduct inclnding intimidation or threat of violence.
(2) All supervisory ollicers should be empowered to snspeod a sub-

ordinate officer in circumstances disclosing gross dereliction of
duty, subject, however, to a review of the order of snspension,
within a short time, by the next higher antbority.

-54

(1) Civil Service TribWlals should be set up to function as final
appeUate authorities in respect of orders iuJlicting major
punishments of dismissal, removnI from service and reduction
in rank.
(2) There should be one Tribunal at the Centre with jurisdiction
over the all all-India Service ollicers, nil the Central Government employees at Delhi as well as all Central Class I employees
serving outside Delhi. There should be one Tribunal for each
Stnte or for a group of States to hear appeals from State Govemment employees as well as Central Government employees other
than those in Class I stationed in the geographicnI area within
the jurisdiction of the Tribunal.
(3) Eacb TribunnI should be presided over by a person who is or
bas been a Judge of a Higb Court, or is qualified to be sucb a
Jndge. The Tn1lunal should include an eminent me~ of the
public having experience of administration, and a senior omcer
of Government.
(4) The Chairman and Members of the TribooaJ at the Centre md
in the States will be appointed in consultation with the Chief
Justice of India, or the Chief Justice of the High Court concerned.
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(5) I1te person aggrieved by an order infficting a rna jor punishmellt
W11I have tbe right of first appeal to a departmental authority
except in a case where the order of punishment is passed by !be
President or the Governor. The Tribunals will bear appeaIs
against the first appellate orders as well as the punishment order
passed by the President or the Governor, as the case may be.
When the Tribunals are established, the Public Service Com·
mission need not be consnIted before an order infficting a major
punishment is passed by the President or the Governor.
55

The suggeStions made in the repDrt of the Study Team ()D the
Machinery Df Government of India and its Procedures of Work
Part U in paragraphs 9.4 tD 9.9 relating to the enfmttment of
punctuality, the maintenance of the official premises, etc., may
be considered and implemented by Government.
CHAPTER X
CONDITIONS OF SERVICE AND RELATED MATTERS

56

S,7

Administrative offices should observe working bours from
10 A.M. to 5.30 P.M. with a lunch break of 45 minutes on all
working days and with every Saturday being balf working day
from 9 A.M. to 1 P.M. Sundays should be holidays as at preseort.
Other Offices sbonld foUDw this general pattern with such a1tera·
Ii,ODS as may be required by local needs.
(1) There need not be a holiday on Independence Day.
(2) The system of restricted religious bDlidays may be d;spensed
with by adding two more days to the present 12 days casu.l
leave quantum.

58

(1) FDr overtime working, the time spent beyond the prescribe4
bours may be t<>talled up and for each six bours of overt,me
working, an off·d.y may be given. Suitable increase in staff,
wherever justified for this purpose, may be provided.
(2) Where the course suggested above is not feasible, cash compensation may be paid at bourly rates, as at present, but sncb co..•
pensation sbould, in a week, be limited to an amount not exceeding one· twelfth of the moutbJy salary. Such payments
sbould be resorted to only in exceptional cases.

•
59

(1) A civil servant may be allowed to retire voluntarily after be bas
completed fdteen years of service and given proportionate pen-

sion and gratuity.
(2) Such government servants wbo may bave been superseded DIllY,
however, be allowed to retire even earlier on similar terms if
they have put in at least ten years' service.
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In cases, wbere civil servants are retired for reasons of their
unsuitability or inefficiency, etc., at tbe age 01 50 or aU.., floe
completion of 25 years, the list 01 such persons sbould he ckawg
up by a high powered committee. For Class I civiI servants,
tbe committee may consist of the Cabinet Secretary, the CODcerned Secretary and the Secretary of Department of Persoanel
at tbe Centre, and the Chief Secretary, the Head of the Department and the concerned Secretary, in the States. Similar committees sbonld also he fonned for Class II civil servants.
61

62

If a temporary employee bas continued in Government service,
without a break, for ten years or more, aD snch service, whedter
followed by cootirmation or not, shonld connt for pension and
gratuity on the same scale as admissible to permanent Go"emment employees.

to 3/6tbs of
the average emoluments of the last three years of service, as
against the existing 3/8th. The present ceiJing should also be
raised to Rs. 1,000 per mensem. The receipt of a death<umretiremeut gratuity sbonld he made optional, and any reduction
in tbe quantum of peDSion on this acconnt shonId he made
only after the expiry of the first two years of reC!rement.

(1) The quantum of pension admissible may he raised

(2) The restrictions which DOW operate on the acceptance of commercial and other employment by retired personnel during a
period of two years after retirement may he removed or approl'31
of such appointments given as a matter of course. This "llOuid
bowever, be snbject to the following conwoon:
If the salary received in tbe new employment, together 'IritIa
tbe pension, exceeds the last pay drawn, the pension will
he withheld in part or in toto, as may he necessary.
63
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Tbe existing ....emcal reimbursement scheme sbould be abolished.
In order to more effectively serve tbe government 5en'8Dts, Ibe
Contributory Health Scheme should be enended to aD government servants. MeanwbiIe, ,.,.itable monetary ceiling shOld" be
fixed lor reimbursement of memcal expenses.
(1) Incentives for timely completion of a specific project _y be
provided through suitable award" such as rolling cop M a sIoieId.
In inwvidoal cases, commendatory certificates may be issued.

12) Casb awards or one or two advance increments JIl8Y be ~...
to those who give valuable suggestions for simp\ificaIion of work
whicb lead to economies in expencJjtnre or otherwise increase
efficiency.

,
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(3) Any exemplary or speciaI achievement by an employee may be
recognised by grant of medals as is practised at preseDt in the
Police Department.

I.L
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Government sbould accept, in principle, tbe need to provide
reasonably good accommodation to all its employees. As . . bamediate measure, Housing Boards sbould be encouraged to
build bou es and rent tbem out to Government servants. Nece.sary financial assistance may be provided by Go..ernmenl Ill"
arranged througb tbe Life Insurance Corporation, for tbe HOlIL'l·
ing Boards, for this purpose.

66

In view of tbe mouuting unemployment in tbe country ad of
tbe pressing need to ensure in this distressing milien, Chat at
least each family should bave some means of subsistence, it
would be reasonable to impose restrictions on tbe employment
of more than one member of a family, at lenst under Government.
For this purpose, tbe family should be taken to meDII
ouly tbe busband and wife. Botb tbe husband and wife sbould
not be employed under Government at tbe same time. 'I'he5e
provisions should apply to fntnre entrants to Government service and will not apply to those wbo are already in service on
tbe date on which tbey come into eilcct.

67

(1) Work norms for ..arions posts in Government, specially at Class
111 and Class IV levels, should be evolved urgently. A target
date for completing this work should be fixed for each Depanment and tbe resources of all units concerned witb this asped,
namely, tbe O&M units, tbe Staff Inspection Unit and the
Department of Administrative Refonns, should be pressed inlo
service.
(2) Stall strength of all organisations ,sbould be reviewed by the SblI
Inspection Unit. There should be no exception wllal8oeftr,
given to any Ministry or organisation in this matter.
(3) Witb a view to spotlighting delays, noting on papers ..hich are
not disposed of witbin a prescribed time after receipt tlaenef,
sbould be made in red ink.
(4) A complaint book sbould, as a rule, be kept in all ollices whid!
have dealings with tbe public. The head of tbe ollice should
him<elf scrutinise this book from time to time and satisfy himself that action is being taken or bas been taken to redress lb.
grievances.
(5) The work of revising ollice manuals, Civil Service Regulations,
Fundamental Rules, etc., slaould be taken up by tbe O&M
orgamsation. A competent body of persons from tbe coDCemed
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administrative oI6ce aided by experienced officers from
Audit Department sbould be entrusted with this task.

ScI: K. HllDDmantbaiya
Cbairman

ScI: H. V. Kamath*
Member

ScI: Debabrata Mookerjee
Member

ScI: T. N. Singht
Member

SII: V. Sbankar**
~

Sd: V. V. Cbari,
Secretary.

New Delhi.
April 18. 1969.
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CHAPTER V
RECRUITMENT POLICY
A ge-Limits and Number of Chances for Competitive Examinations

,

-

My colleagues have suggested that a candidate should not be allowed
more than two chances at the LA.S. etc., examination conducted by the
Union P ubJjc Scrvice Commission. I have discussed this matter with the
Chairman of Union Public Service Commission and his considered view is
that the present method by which the cbances are sought to be restricted
has been found to lead to a good deal of extra work in th~ scrutiny of applications in the Commission, and that such extra work is no t commensurate
with the advantages gained. Considering that my colleagues have recommended that the upper age limit be raised from 24 to 26, the concomitant
condition of only two chances will only aggravate the present position.
Personally, I think there would be no harm if a candidate is pennitted to
appear in the examination as often as he likes, subject only to the lower
and upper age limits. I moreover think that the upper age Jjmit should be
25 not 26.

2. In this connection it would not be out of plac" for me to state from
personal knowledge that though a fairly Jarge number of candidates for the
I.C.S. in the 'twenties' and 'thirties' were successful at their second chance,
quite a few, however, were seJectcd at their third. Though I got in at the
first attempt, and after seven years got out as I could not fit myself to the
Procrustean bed of the Indian Civil Service, I am not prepared to say that
those who we re successful at their third chance were in any way less competent members of the service than those like me wbo had made the grade
at tbe first chance itself, or those many others who had succeeded at their
second attempt. I cannot, therefore, subseribe to the view that, if a candidate does not mak" it at his second chance latest, he is no good. It seems
to me that, if it is left to the candidates themselves, most of them will get
tired ·of sitting for the examination more than twice, and we should not
grudge the few endowed with unusual patience and perseverance, one or
two chances more for hitting the bull's-eye.

Sd:
H. V . KAMAn:
>lew Delbi,
April 16, 1969.
L 1 Deptt of AR/69-1 6
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CHAP1ER VI
RECRUITING AGENCIES
Age of Reliremellt of Members of Siale Public Service Commissions
I think that the age of retirement for Members of the State Public
Service Commissions should be raised from 60 to 62. It may be noted
that when the Constitution was framed, the Members of the Union Public
Service Commission were, in this respect, placed on a par with the judges
of the Supreme Court, while Members of State Public Service Commissions
were placed on a par with the judges of the High Court. Some four years
ago, the age of retirement of High Court Judges was raised by a Constitutional amendment from 60 to 62. It would, therefore, be in the fitness
of things if the same rule is made applicable to Members of State Public
Service Commissions. The present anomaly should be removed.

Sd:
H. V. KAMATH

New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.

,

CHAPTER VI
RECRUTT ING AGENCIES

ConditiollS of Ser vice of the Chairmall alld Members of Public Service
Comndssiol1s

In cbapter VI-Recruiting Agencies-It has been stated tbat "the independence of the Public Service Commissions has been saIeguarded by
protecting the salaries and other conditions of service of the Chairman and
other Members thereof". Article 318 of the Constitution seeks to ensure
that the "conditions of service of a member of a Public Service Commission sball not be varied to his disadvantage after his appointment". More
than 30 years ago the conditions of service of members were laid down in
the Regulations notified by the Governor-General under Section 265 (b)
of the Government of India Act, 1935. According to those Regulations
the salary of the Chairman and Members of the Commission was Rs. 4,000
and Rs. 3,500 per month respecti vely. In 1950 an executive decision was
taken that the salary of the Chairman and Members of the Union Public
Service Commission should be reduced to Rs. 3,500 and Rs. 3,000 per
month respectively, except for members of the I .C.S. and pre-1931 Government servants for whom an additional pay of Rs. 500 was allowed. Not
even a formal amendment was made to the 1937 Regulations till 1964,
thougb the reduced pay has been applicable to all Chairmen and Members
ap pointed to the Commission since 1950. The Regulations to be framed
under Article 318 of the Constitution are, I understand, still in their draft
stage.
2. It will thus be seen that what the Constitution ensures is that the
conditions of service of a member a re noO altered to his disadvantage
after his appointment ; but there is no effective constitutional saIeguard
against a wanton erosion of the conditions of service of the Chairman and
Members of the Commission over a period of time. In the circumstances,
therefore, I think that it would be desirable to regulate the conditions of
service of the Chairman and Members of the Union Public Service Commission and the State Public Service Commissions by an Act of Parliament
Or of the State Legislature concerned.

Sd:
H. V. KAMATH

New Delhi.
April 16, 1969.
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CHAPTER Vlll
PROMOTION POLlCY

Right of Represelllation Against Adverse R emarks in Confidential Record
While agreeing with some of the changes that have been rightly recommended in the matter of writing Confidential Records ( or Performance
Record a~ suggested in the Report), I am unable to endorse the view of my
colleagues that it would not be necessary to communicate an adverse remark to the employee concerned, who will then have a right of representation. I think the present practice is salutary and just, and should be continued. It would also be desirable, in the interest of morale, if an employee, who has done well during the year, is called by the Reporting
Officer and given so to say, a pat on the back, and some cheery words of
encouragement, even though the '1ctual favourahle remarks in the Confidential RecordS' may not be communicated to him.
2. My colleagues are of the view that not a few Reporting Officers tend
to he inhibited in writing down a correct and frank appraisal of the performance of an employee serving under them, because of the right of representation given to the latter in respect of adverse remarks. If this be
true, it bodes ill for the future of administrative reform. The Reporting
Officer will not be worthy of his position, if despite the primacy of interests of an honest and efficient administration he is deterred by extraneous considerations from recording his view. It is needless for me to statc
in this context that, whne his judgment may not be infallible, he should try
his very best to make his assessment of performance and merit as objective
as possible. It is true that in hUlllan affairs the subjective element cannot
be entirely eliminated, but every endeavour should be made to minimise
it. Moreover, services rendered outside the field of official duties, or the
failurc to render such services should not colour or prejudice the mind of
the Reporting Officer.
3. My colleagues have recommended that wherever an adverse remark
has been made by the Reporting Officer, the Reviewing Officcr should discuss the matter with him, and also, if necessary, with the officer reported
upon, before he decides to retain or lllodU'y the said rem'lfk. This suggestion is rather curious. The phrase "if necessary" leave the matter to.
the discretion of the Reviewing Officer, and in practice it will mean that,
more often than not, the discretion will not be used in favour of the employee reported upon, who will thus remain eompletely in the dark about
what has. been \,,';tten about him.

Secondly. I am afraid that where occa-

sionally the Reviewing Officer is inclined to send for the officer reported
upon, the procedure suggested will only result in the former orally communicating to the latter what has been written about him. He would then
.40
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be asked to go back to his seat, and the re would be an end of the matter.
I have no doubt that such a procedure in regard to this important matter
would be dcteri me ntal to service mo rale.

Sd :
H. V. KAMATII

New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.

CHAPTER IX
CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE

Powers of Civil Service Tribunals

I suggest that the Civil Service; Tribunals which we have recomIllended
should, besides hearing appeals against orders involving major punishments
of removal, dismissal and reductinn in rank, also be empowered to hear
appeals in respect of other matters such as supersession, seniority lists, etc.
This may also help to further ease the burden on the High Courts. Needless to say, the Tribunals must handle disciplinary cases effectively and
speedily.
I

Sd:
H. V. KAMATH

New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.
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CHAPTER IX
CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE

Acts to Regulate Recruitment alia Conditions of Service
Article 309 of the Constitution empowers Parliament and State Legislatures to regulate the recruitment and conditions of service of persons
appointed to public services and posts connected with the affairs of the
Union or of any State. The present position is that in accordance with the
proviso to Article 309, the President and Governors make rules regulating
such matters. It is expressly provided that any rule so made shall have
effect, subject to provisions of any Act passed by the Legislatures concerned. Neither Parliament nor any State Legislature has, however, exercised
the polVcr vested therein by Article 309 to pass a law on the subject, except in respect of the All-India Services.
2. I agree with the reco=endation of the Study Team (N) that such
laws should be passed by Parliament and State Legislatures. I am unable
to subscribe to the view that an enactment would introduce an element of
rigidity. An Act can be Ilexible and elastic depending upon the exteat and
content of delegated legislation. My colleagues think that it would be
sufficient, if the rules made by the President and Governors are placed before the respective Legislatures. It has been my experience that the mass
of Statutory Rules and Orders placed hefore Parliament from day to day,
-seldom arouses the interest or attention to Members of Parliament except
for a very tiny minority. The position would obviously be different in the
case of a Bill brought before the Legislatures. Apart from this practical
advantage, I have no doubt that it is inherently desirable and necessary that
recruitment and conditions of service be regulated by Acts of Parliament
and State Legislatures. Rule-making powers under the Acts would be delegated to the Central Government and the State Governments.

Sd:
H. V. KAMATH

New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.
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CHAPTER IX
CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE

Strikes and Prevelltive Machillery
I regret my inability to fully sbare the views of my coileagues in connection ,,~th the proposed blanket ban on agitations and strikes by Government employees. Such a ban would be justified only if we devise,~
pre-condition, an expenditious and efficient machinery for the timely redress of legitimate grievances and genuine hardships arising from conditions
of work and living. We also have to remember that certain sectors of the
public services such as Railways and Posts and Telegraphs are governed by
the Industrial Disputes Act. It is moreover worthy of note that Article 33
ot the Constitution provides that "Parliament may by law determine to
what extent any; of the rights conferred by this Part shall, in their application to the members of the Armed F orces or the Forces charged with the
maintc;nance of puhlic order, be restricted or abrogated so as to emure the
proper discharge of their duties and the maintenance of discipline among
them." Only two categories of Government servants have been brought
within the ambit of this Article. 10 any event, a Government employee
participating in an illegal strike must be prepared to face the consequences
of his action.
2. What we should aim at is the creation of such an atmosphere as
would eliminate the possibility of such disputes arising at all, between Government as employer and its millions of employees. In this field, ..
that of medicine, prevention is better than cure. My colleagues have
expressed the view that the employee should regard himself and conduct
himself as a model citizen, because of the position that he occupies. This
could rightly be insisted upon only jf the Government, which is not merely
the largest but also the most important employer in the country, undertakes to behave as a model employer. That is the crux of the matter.

,n

3. It has been suggested by my colleagues that a Government servant
at the time of entering upon such service should sign a pledge that he
will, under no circumstances, resort to strikes. Apart from the fact that
the Ccnduct· Rules are explicit on this point and, therefo~e. make such a
declaration unnecessary, and otiose, I think that such a pledge could be
rightly demanded only if Ministers who form the Government make.
reciprocally, a deelaration that they will not perpetrate injustice. they will
treat every employee fairly and considerately, and also provide them witl>
decent conditions of work and living.
4. I am of the view that Chapter L'X, tho ugh it contains an extensive

discourse on the issue of strikes and demonstrations by Government servants. does not deal substantially with the preventive aspects. that is t<>
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say, aR effective machinery for the prompt settlement of disputes and
redress of grievances. As a matter of fact, in that chapter, the cart has'
been put before the horse. Govermnent should arrange to set up a
machinery, and work out an arrangement under which any unresolved issue

would be automatically and compulsorily referred to arbitration, and allY
confiict of interpretation of an agreement would be resolved by the Supreme
Court or High Court. It should also be made clear beyond doubt that
the voice oE Parliament and not the heavy hand of Goveromcnt will be
tbe supreme arbiter. Needless to say, sucb a machinery must be established by a statute of Parlianlent. Employees should also be free from the
rear of subsequent victimization wbenever they seek to settle their problems
with the Government. All this, to my mind, forms an essential ingredient
of a model Welfare State, whicb tbe Constitution through its provisions in
Part TIl and Part IV seeks to establish. 11 is, moreover, indispensable to a
just socio-economic order of which the Preamble speaks.
5. The C0I1Eerence of Asian L abo ur Ministers held in New Delhi from
January 28-31, 1969, had something pertinent to say on this subject.
One of the important resolutions adopted at the Conference stated inler
alia that :
uGovernment should encourage and, if necessary, undertake in

c0-

operation with workers' organisations, if they exist, education programmes to educate workers about their rights, duties and responsibilities.
10 the case oE essential industries and services, where it becomes
absolu tely necessary, in the interests of the community, to place
restrictions on tbe right of employees to strike, machinery should
be established for tbe prompt examination or tbe legitimate demands
of worl-'ors and for their just and fair settlement.
To encourage voluntary a rbitration and to facilitate its wider

application, Voluntary Arbitration Promot.ion Boards may be

set

up".

A similar approach should animate and vivify relations between Government as the biggest employer and its millions of employees all over the
country.
6. This vital issue closely concerns society as a whole, no less than tbe
health and efficiency of administration as well as the nearly ten million
Goyemment employees all over the country. Let me make one thing
clear. I believe that rights, fundamental or otherwise, accrue or flow
from the proper performance of duties in wbatever sphere it may be, and
tms cardinal principle applies to every citizen inCluding Government employees. There can be no rights witbout corresponding duties. Government should, however, remember that, barring exceptional individuals
whose dedication to a cause drives them on despite heavy odds, the productivity of almost every other worker i. intimately bound up with his
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morale, which in its turn is largely a coefficient of his emoluments ~nd
his environmental conditions. Democracy without discipline will, it is
true, result in chaos, but democracy and a soulless regimentation go ill
together, and may degenerate into an efIete dictatorship, if not worse.

-

Sd:
H. V. KA fAm

New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.

,
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CHAPTER X

CONDITIONS OF SERVICE AND RELATED MATTERS

Pay System
Wages and salaries constitute an important factor in every social organisation, not merely as a motivating force of employees, but also, with the
ex.eption of rare individuals who are driven by an inner urge to serve and,
therefore, will work equally well for a high or low or even no salary,
have an impact on the morale of workers, and to some extent conditioo
their attitude to their employer. The quantum of pay as well as wide
disparities in wages can allect the productivity of workers. In a socioeconomic democracy which we are trying to build in our country, Government has a special obligation to treat its employees fairly in respect of
~e remuneration paid to them.
2. Nearly all conditions of service like pay, pension, working hours,
bolidays, leave, accommodation, welfare, promotion prospects, incentivesetc., involve big financial implications and nearly all of them impinge on
morale, that intangible state of the collective mind of a groop involved
in a common task, which makes for smooth work, willing work, honest
work, hard work and team work.
3. Until a few years ago the employment situation in our country was
characterised by a surplus of applicants for Government jobs accompanied
by a shortage of employment opportunities outside Government. Recent
trends, however, indicate that this situation is bound to cbange as India's
economy improves. The present pay system is not as rational and fair
as it should be, considering tbe norms and standards of a society corrunitted to democratic socialism. It is true enough that all the problems bedevilling the Administration are not due to the pay system, but it i,
undeniable tbat fuo system docs little to alleviate the severity of some of
these problems.
4. As we are not a Pay Commission, the determination of pay quanta
is not, strictly, within our terms of reference; nor has the Commission
been able to examine all conditions of service in grea,t detail. There· is,
however, one important question , whicb should have, but which has not,
been commented upon, and thaI is the disparity that exists belween the
maxi~um and minimum salaries,
5. An improved pay system is definitely needed. The Chairman of
this Commi"ion, Shri K. Hanumanthaiya, speaking at a conference on
147
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Personnel Administration arranged by the Tnstitute of Public Administration on March 5, 1968, said : "Another aspect of the problem concerns the wide gap between
the lowest paid and the highest paid Government servants in
India. In the case of white collar Central Government Servants.
the ratio of the remuneration of the lowest to the highest paid
employee is I : 15. On the other hand, the ratio is only I : 7 in
the Federal Civil Service in the U.S.A. and I: 11 in the United
Kingdom. There is no gainsaying the fact that this ratio in Jndia
needs to be rationalised."
Anomalies i/l. the pay structure

6. The principles of equal pay for equal work as well as of a living
wage enshrined in the Constitution need to be firmly established within
the Civil Service. There are anomalies in this matter within the Central
Government, as between one State and another, and as between the States
and the Centre. The foremost example would be the wide disparities in
the salaries of Class IV staff in the different States and in the Central
Government. These as well as other disparities are a constant source of
discontent and heart burning at the present time. The anomalies !ibould
be removed. by a rational approach to the evaluation of different jobs on
the basis of difficulty, responsibility and requirements of qualifications and
e xperience. I:un aware of the fioancial implication of this; but a start
can be made inlmediately in this direction in consonance with the Directive
Principles set out in the Constitutinn.
7. Disparity between maximum alld minimum: The differences
in
emoluments between the lowest salaried worker in tbe Civil Service and
'the highest remains quite wide despite the narrowing down which has
occurred during the last decade or so. In the Central Government, the
Second Pay Commission (1957-59 ) bad brought down the disparity ratio
from 1 : 34 to I : 24. The indices taken here refer to the maximum of
tbe lowest scale in the Civil Service (Class IV) including dearness allowa nce and tbc maximum salary admissible (post-tax) . Since tben, the
maximum prescribed salary has gone up from Rs. 3,000 to Rs. 3,500
( non-rCS Secretaries to Central Government ). At tbe same time the
emoluments at the maximw11 of the lowest scale have also gone up from
Rs. 95/- to Rs. 157/-. At the moment, the disparity ratio is 157 : 2422
( post-tax), that is about 1 : 15. This is not a bad acbievement but it can
and should he bettered.

8. I think that so rar as Government employees .." concerned, the
ratio of minimum remuneration, that is to say, basic pay plus allowances
at the lowest level of Class IV to the maximum of the highest in Class I
( Post-tax) sbould he 1 : 10. If, however, the maximum is proportionatdy
much higher today, a phased programme of leveUing up, or levelling-up-

,
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cum-IeveUing down should be launched so as to attain this objective within a decade at the latest. It cannot be too strongly emphasised that, when
<:conomic justice is denied to vast masses of people, political democracy
will limp to its inevitable denouncement.
9 . Incidentally it is a mattcr for considerable concern that the private
ector, offering as it does D1u~h higher emoluments and perhaps freer
conditions of service than the Government or the public sector, successfu lly lures some of the best talent into its fold. While r appreciate that
ill a mixed economy the private sector bas as much right to attract top
class skills and capabilities as Government and the public sector have, the
e moluments that are paid to senior executives in the private sector have
been the target of adverse criticism in many circles. It may be neitber
possible nor desirable to reduce salaries in the private sector so as to
bring them absolutely on a par with those in tbe public sector or Government service, hut tberc should be a rational commensurateness between
them. It is a moot point whether a ceiling could or should be imposed on
salaries in the private sector so that the glaring disparities between the
salaries in private and public sectors might be narrowed. However, the
imposition of such a ceiling by legislation may not achieve the desired
results, because the private sector may in that eventuality offer perquisites
on a liberal, even lavish scale, and thus nullify the purpose and effect of
legislation.

10. The pay policy and pay structure in Government service, in public
sector and private sector should be considered by G'overnnl<:nt in the wider
context of the principles adumbrated in the Directive Principles of State
Policy, vide Part IV of the Constitution, in order that the economic ba<e
of our democratic society may be strengthened. The formulation of a
comprehensive National Incomes, Wages and Prices policy, and tl>~ crection of an equitable structure based thereon can be ignored onl y at grave
peril to the nation.
Sd:
H. V. KAMATH

New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.

CHAPTER X
CONDITIONS OF SERVICE AND RELATED MATTERS
Holiday

Oil

Illdependence Day

I am sorry I cannot agree with my colleagues that the holiday on
Independence Day he abolished. As a matter of fact, it has got its own
significance, tinged though it be with tragic memories of the blood~tained
partition of our country. Morever, it is well-known that a large number
of Government employees are made to work the previous evening, and
perhaps even a good part of the previous night too, in order to make
preparations for the next morning's function, all over the country. Attendance of Govermnent employees is aiso, I believe, compulsory at these
functions on the morning of August 15, and I, therefore, do not think
it would he proper to abolish the holiday on Independence Day, which
~hould continue to he a National holiday as heretofore .

.,

Sd:

H. V. KAMATH

New Delhi,
April 1(;, 1969.
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CHAPTER X
CONDITIONS OF SERVICE AND RELATED MATTERS
Amalgamatioll of Department of Administrative Reforms, Staff Inspection
Unit alld o. & M.

The Study Team (P) has recommended that the personnel in the
present O. & M. organisation should be transferred to the Staff Inspection
Unit for the task of evolving work standards in the shortest possible time
and furthe r that the Administrative Reforms Department and the Staff
Inspection Unit should be amalgamated; that the State Governments should
also set up a unified organisation for Administrative reforms and for the
improvement of administrative efficiency.
J support this proposal.

Sd:

H. V. KAMATH

New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.
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CHAPTER X
CONDITIONS OF SE RVICE A ND RELATED MA T TER S

Equal Opportullity for Employment under Govem mellt

We bave reconmlended that "in view of the mounting uuemployment
in l1!e country and of the pressing need to ensure in this distressing milieu

that at least each family should have some means o[ subsistence, it would
be rcasonable to impose restrictions on the employment of more than one
member of a family at least under the Government," and th at therefore
" both the husband and wire should not be employed under Government
at the same time." There is, however, a related matter, rathe r an aspect
of the matter, namely, the suitability or otherwise of women for ccrtain
kinds of jobs. In the vast workshop of this world there are some jobs
for which women are, by nature, perhaps better fitted than men . particularly teaching, nursing, some kinds of ollice work, and certain jobs
where a degree of patience and precision is called for. We were told
about this last named feminine aptitnde when we visited the Antibiotics
Plant at Rishikesh and the H.M.T. Watch Factory in Bangalore. Conversely, there are jobs for which women are less fitted than mell . such
as executive and - field jobs. Exceptional women there may be. and are,
in God's creation, but in this matter as in many others we have to consider
the generality of men and women, and make provision accordi ngly.
2. The late Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel , the fi rst Home Minister of tree
India, said in the Provisional Parliament on March 1, 1950:.. . . . . . . In certain executi"" posts, there are natnral difficulties,
because in spite o[ the claim of equality, man cannot be woman
and woman cannot be man."

These natural differences should be taken note of by Government in the
matter of employment under it. In the case 01 those jobs for which
women are better suited than men the proposed restriction on the employment of the wife simultaneously with the husband under Government may
be relaxed. The Department of Personnel should examine, and ideatify
the categories of jobs in respect of which such relaxation could be made.

Sd :
H. V. KAMATH
New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.
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CHAPTER X

r

l

CONDITIONS OF SERVICE AND RELATED MATTERS
T empoTary Employees

The problem of temporary employees has grown in proportion as more
and more personnel have swelled the ranks of the civil services. While
the differences which existed between the temporary and permanent categories, as regards certain service benefits, have been narrowed down as
a result of the recommendations of the last two Pay Commissions, other
problems arising out of seniority considerations and eligibility for promer
tion, etc., still remain. Often these problems place the temporary employees at a disadvantage which cannot be fully justified.
2. In established Departments attempts are made to declare as many
posts as possible as permanent, and I understand that the upper limit for
permanency is as much as 80 per cent. However, organisations which
are themselves temporary present a problem of a serious nature as far as
temporary employees are concerned. If all posts are temporary, then all
the officers in the organisation are at par with one another, and considerations of seniority and eligibility for promotion present no complications.
However, in an organisation where the posts are partly temporary and
partly permanent, the temporary employees suffer from a serious handicap.
In the first place, promotions to positions higher than the initial entry level
are made only from among the permanent personnel by virtue of their
ranking senior to all the temporary people, irrespective of their length of
service. After such promotions, though tbe places vacated by the permanent officers are filled by temporary officers, the former continue to hold
a lien on these posts often for long periods. There will be fewer permanent officers competing for a given number of higher posts, which consequently increases promotion prospects furth er in relation to the temporary
personnel. This is an arrangement which is grossly inequitable and
becomes a festering sore of grievance to the temporary staff. Such situations have arisen on a large scale, specially in Departments which are
cbarged with developmental activities. Apart from this., temporary status
bas an adverse effect on tbe quality of recruits. Our Study Team (P)
has pointed out that at the initial stage of recruitment a post is rarely
advertised as permanent. It is classified either as 'temporary but likely
to continue indefinitely', or as purely 'temporary'. Temporary posts of
either kind are unlikely to attract competent candidates. Moreover, it
is indubitable that temporary status bas an adverse effect also on the
qualil!Y of subsequent performance in service as well.
3. To remedy these defects, the Study Team suggests that tbe distinction that is now made between persons appointed to temporary posts
which are likely to continue indefinitely and those appointed to permanent
LlDept( o[ AR I69-JI
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posts, for purposes of semonty, etc., should be removed. They should
form part of the stream in a servioe or group, the only exception in !he
case of officers who are not permanent being that if there is a reduction
in the strength of a service or establishment, those who are not permanent
would go first. As regards purely temporary posts, the Study Team
recommends that except in those cases where an organisation or a post
has been set up or created for performing a purely ad hoc function, any
post which continues for more than one year, should be treated as permanent. I agrce in principle with the views of our Study Team, but suggest,
however, that the period may be two years, instead of one year. J therefore, recommend thatCa) for purpose of service benefits including seniority, eligibility
for promotion, etc., there should be no distinction between
persons appointed to posts likely to continue indefinitely and
those appointed to permanent posts;
Cb) Except where an organisation or a post has been created for
perfonniug a purely ad hoc function, all posts which continue
for more than two years, should be treated as permanent.
4. As regards pension and gratuity admissible to temporary employees
on retirement from service, I agree with the recommendation made in the
section dealing with pensions in Chapter X.

Sd:

H. V. KAMA1H

New Delhi,
April 16, 1969.
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NOTE BY SHRl V . SHANKAR

NOTE BY SHRI V. SHANKAR
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I regret I have to differ from my colleagues in certain respects; in
certain other respects I have to claim their indulgence for so= more free
e xpression of individual as aga,inst collective views in the lisht of my long
career in the Civil Service-a period of 35 years. I need hardly add
that those 35 years have covered very important developments in the life
of the country and the nation. This long period has seen cataclysmic
changes in the entire fabric of national life and brought about a revolutionary outlook in the concept of the State as an institution of public
welfare. As one of the many in the Civil Service, who have adapred
themselves to those far-reaching changes, I feel, I am entitled to that
privilege of expression of individual views.
2. Oa the need of a new personnel system, I generally agree with
the views that have been expressed in the Report. I would, however,
like to add that I would have preferred more evidence of the recognition
of the role of the Civil Services, both immediately before and after Partition, and subsequently in unprecedented developments in the economic
and social fields. One like myself who has lived through the early periods
of troubles and tribulations cannot help saying that but for the wholehearted cooperation and devotion to duty of the various services, particularly the old and the new All-India Services, it would not have been
possible to achieve, in the short period of three years, not only the ringing
out of the old but also the ringing in of the new, to maintain law and
order with such consummate success, to bring about unity and integration
of the country and to lay the foundation of a new India. The history
of those three years of quick decisions, far-reaching achievements and
evolution and enunciation of broad policies in many spheres of national
activity is a tribute not only to the eminent leaders in whose hands Destiny
placed the power and authority to work out the shape of things to come
but also to the large body of Civil Servants and Military personnel who
helped them with uuftinching loyalty in that task. A study of the debates
in the Constituent Assembly on the safeguards for the Services would amply
bear out every word of what I have said above.
3. Even subsequently, the Civil Service as a whole, has done its best
to rise to the levels and requirements of the changing circumstances,
environments and conditions of servicc. Th.e achievements of Government, both in the sphere of planning and in implementation, since 1951,
would not have been possible without the assistance of the Civil Services
in the evolution of policies and measures necessary for tbe implementation
of Plans, apart from meeting the threats to security botb within and
w;thout. If there have been failures and sbortcomings, it is not merely
11>e Services wbich have to be blamed but that blame must be sbared by
t57
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many otbers, not only in Government but also outside Government_
Objectively approached, these shortcomings are to be found running
through the entire fabric of the country and between the various elements
there may be differences of kind and degree but the fact remains that
there has been a failure in a collective sense.
4. On the role of the generalist and the specialist in the field of
administration, I would quote, with entire approval, the following extract
of the Report ot the Study Team which was constituted under the
Chairmanship of Shri R. K. Patil:
"Even the 'generalist'-'specialist' controversy, which is essentially an articulation of the need for a functional approach to
staffing has been reduced to the level of a conflict between stereotyped 'formula'. The claim that all ills can be co red if only the
s<H:alled 'generalists' were removed from the scene and specialists,
with any background whatsoever, replaced them is obviously naive.
One possible basis far arriving at a valid conclusion could be our
experience of the last 15 years or so. 1s there any evidence to
intlicate conclusively that departments manned by appropriate
specialists evea at the highest level have generally fared better and
that departments manned by non-specialists have fared worse ?
We realise that it is a loaded question and, even if we were to
go in search of evidence, we would be presented only with a
series of opinions and not a collection of incontrovertible facts.
We wonder whether it is at all possible to avoid the conclusion
that the most important factors contributing to success have been
a high level of intellectual ability, a continuing awareness of developments in the modem world, an eagerness to benefit from experience, a willingness to undertake risks, wide-ranging experience,
intimate knowledge of departmental administration and a strong
determination to achieve desired results.
It is impossible
to pretend that even a specialist who stopped
reading
and learning after his student-days is better invariably than a
person who has been wide awake and is more knowledgeable
about the nature of modern problems. Dynamism is not a specialist monopoly and departments and projects have often fared
mueh better under a single dynamic personality-specialist or nonspecialist. We must face the fact squarely that knowledge is yet
nowhere near providing readily suitable techniques for dealing with
multi-<limensional dynamic situations. On the other hand, we
should not be blind to the fact that even multidimensional situations can be grouped together intd broad classes. Situations and
problzms can be identified as being broadly economic in charae-

ter-<lr social or financial or industrial or whatever else they may ·
be. We are comitted in the public interest to provide them · witn '

\
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properly selected and appropriately trained pernonnel. The controverny that continues to Iange between the so-called 'specialist'
and t.he so-called 'generalist', is completely barren. The time has
come for us to rise above the rather narrow range of this controversy and look at the overall situation."
I would commend these views for acceptance.

-

5. As regards the outline of reform and the need for specialisation, I
feel that the scope for a specialist in the present administration is generally
o ver..:mphasised. Whilst there is no doubt that administration is assuming in different branches more specialist character, we have to recognise
the fact that in the technological and scientific fields also the specialisation
is even mOre minute and it is not easy to find a generalist-scientist or
a generalist technocrat, who would be able to do adequate justice to all
the branches and subjects of certain scientific and technological departinents. Ultimately, whether we take the functi onal or non-functional areas,
the need is that of pernons who have sufficient objectivity and general
managerial competence, can rise above the narrow fields in which they
would generally be working most of the time and can do adequate justice
to the entire field of scientific or technological administration. Thil> is
particularly tene in the higher technical sphere where the problems arc
mostly of administrative nature. Similarly, I would not subscribe to the
view that in decision-making the scientist or the technologist is being
ignored or is not having an adequate voice. This may have been true a
decade ago but certainly not today when the relations between the Minister, the Secretary to the Government and the Scientific or Technical Heads
of Departments are becoming closer and closer still and not unoften a
Minister has direct access to the Scientific or Technical Head of the
Department. It is only in the Secretariat that the generalist may be said
to preponderate but the dialogue between the higher levels of a Ministry
and the higher levels of a Department is fairly close, intimate and frequent
a nd it is not the lower strata of generalists which calls the tune. Whilst,
therefore, I agree generally in the scbeme of reforms that bas been
suggested, in implementation of those suggestions what I have stated
above would bave to be borne in mind, lest we sbould overdo things in
the other direction and consequently subject the administration to f"rther
stresses and strains instead of relieving it from the present one.
6. As rcgards the examples of corresponding posts which have been
a ttached to Chapter IV, J would like to point out that the groups of posts
should not be taken as more than illustrative. We have not gone into
details of the functions of the various posts and arrived at the corresponding nature after scientific assessment. What has been suggested in the
proposed stencture is merely intended to eocemlify what we have in mind
rather than concretisel it.
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7. As regards training, I am generally in accord with the views expressed, but I have strong rese rvations in regard to what has been proposed
with a view to inculcating in the selected persons certain ethical and
spiritual values for high huma n endeavour. The age of 22 seems to be
too latc for this purpose and a year appears to be too short for this type
o( moral teachings. Similarly, I doubt whether in 'the training period, it
is necessary to concentrate On ilie virtues of abstinence from intoxicating
drinks. Most of them are sober in habit · and what is necessary is to
ensure that nobody makes a nuisance of himself and, if he does, he is
adequately dealt with.
8. As regards luxury-minded ness, it does seem odd that we should
single out a very small body of men for this type of teaching. After all,
luxury is a comparative term. What was luxury of yesterday Il1l\Y be
comfort of today and necessity of tomorrow and, I do not think, the
trainees can afford to be luxury-minded in the sense in which the word
"luxury-mindedness" has been used . TIl is type of teaching is, to my mind,
quite unnecessary.
9. As regards recruitment to middle management course, I do not
think it is necessary to have a written test, at least for the members of
the All-India Services. They are recruited after a comparative assessment
of merit. It is the better type of candidates with better academic records
who enter into these various services and the need of a written test after
the prescribed number of years of service merely to assess certain qualities
is, to my mind, redundant and is a reflection on the quality of persons
that would be recruited for the All-India Services. The nature of their
duties and responsibilities is such that their required qualities are bound
to develop in the course of their service and any test merely to find out
the extent of these qualities, to my mind, is uncalled for.
10. As regards the restriction that has been suggested on the husband
or wife of a person who is to be recruited (or Government service, I would
submit that not only would this be discriminatory as between Government
servants themselYCS but would also be not in the public interest. Thc
restriction is also of doubtful constitutional validity. The number of such
persons is likely to be a mere fraction of the entire body of civil servants
and much less in the entire number of unemployed in tbe country and to
single them out for this sort of discriminatory restriction, to my mind, is
not fair nor does it serve any cannons of social justice to any appreciable,
let alone significant extent. I am, therefore, entirely opposed to this part
of the recommendation.

•
Sd/ - V. SHANKAR
17-4--1969.

NOTE
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I regret I do not find myself in agreement with some of the recommendations made in the Report on Personnel Administration. Hence this note
of dissent
At the outset I would like to refer to some of the criticisms of Indian
administration voiced by many political leaders in early 1920's when
Gandhiji started his famous non-cooperation Movement. They were highly
critical of a high paid bureaucracy out of tune with the needs and de6ires
<>f the common man, and whose main preoccupation seemed to be establishment of law and order and maintenance of its prestige and pre-eminence
among the people. Resolutions were repeatedly passed by the Congress
criticising the top heavy expensive administration manned by a privileged
<:Iass urawing high salaries. Before the advent of Gandhiji even, liberal
party leaders who dominated the Congress then were highly critical of a
rugh paid bureaucracy manned at higher levels almost exclusively by
foreigners. Members of the Indian Civil Service who considered themselves
a class apart and led an exclusive life of high standards away from the main
5tream of Indian society were the principal targets of attack.
The famous Karaehi Congress Resolution, passed on Gandhiji's advice
laid down the maximum salary which one could draw. However, Gandhiji's
main emphasis was more on a simple way of life rathcr than on the figure.
If one's income was higher, then after what he considered to be reasonable,
the rest of it, he felt, should be treated as trust property on behalf of the
nation. There may be differences of opinion regarding the maximum limit
on salaries, but there can hardly be any room for differences on the desirability of a simple way of life for even the highly paid government servants.
The poverty and squalor in miUions of our villages and in the slums of even
beaui:iful Delhi, emphasise the desirability of a simple way of life.
Government servants, who are expected to serve the masses and mix with
them as one of them, cannot afford to lead an ostentatious or exclusive
way of life.

-

My above remarks have bec<:me necessary in the context of the
atmosphere and environment of the officers' training institutions. It suited
the interests of British Imperialism to insist on Indian I.C.S. officers' sartorial
way of life of public schools of England, but surely we do not need to insist
on the western and sartorial way of life for Our newly recruited Class I
officers. A few lectures on spiritual and moral values and a fortnight's
stay in villages is not likely to bring abollt any radical change in the attitude
cf mind of our young trainoo-officers. My colleagues seem to forget that /
but for this brief interlude in the villages the trainee-ollicers wil l be confornliog to western way of life for the whole o[ the training period and the rest
<)f their lives.
/
There is another factor wbich inhibits our young officers against imbibin
the simple Indian way of life. The present system of examination f
~ccru itment to Class I services is such that even a very brilliant boy who ,s

I
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passed out of a small town college hardly stands any chance of success.
against even a mediocre student who has had the benefit of a public schooL
education or who has had the advantage of moving in higher society. This
leads to boys belonging to higher income group' and urban centres moner
polising the all-India competitive examinations. My colleagues in the'
Commission appear to have closed their eyes to this dangerous trend where
western oriented young men are in a position to annex most positions in
all-India and Central Services. And when an officer having reached middle
and higher management levels comes to the Delhi Secretariat he is all themore isolated from the people. The social life in Delhi in higher circles,
where most senior officers move, unfortunately prevents them from approciating the problems, the aspirations and the point of view of the common
man. It ~ therefore, essential that there should be largest measure of
opportunity to our youngrnen living even in remote parts of India to get
into tho services. And for this purpose the system of competitive ep.mination needs radical changes. TIle suggestions made by Study Team (P)
in this connection deserve careful consideration. 1 suggest that a committee
with terms of reference as indica ted above should be appointed to go intothe whole question and make recommendations for a change in the recruitment system.

-

I have earlicr referred to the environment of westernism prevalent in.
our administrative training colleges. This shurming of virtually everythingwhich does not approximate to western way of life or which lays emphasis
on simplicity and the Indian way of life, I submit, creates a mentality among'
Indian civil servants which incapacitates them, even if they wish, from
mixing with the people as their servants. They cannot forget that they are'
a class apart and while they might lIOt say so, they do fear that the service
would lose its prestige if they led a simple way of life Or attached high
importance to Indian culture and tradition. The location of some training
institutions of Class I and all-India Service officers at Mussoorie and Simla
is itself indicative of the exclusiveness and 'class apart' consciousness of the
trainer and the trainee. Positive steps have therefore to be taken to overhaul the entire training system and bring about a change in the environment
at these .>"aces.
We should have experienced admi.nistrators on the staff no doubt but it
could be headed by a non-official who can instil into the minds of the trainees
the desirable concepts of selfless-service and patriotism as also a way of life
which will be in conformity with large masses of the people in the villages.
I realise the difficulties of combining the concept. of careerism and seltlessservice of the people. Perhaps, if the training institutions are not headed'
invariably by professional administrators but also by non-officials having
, their credit a distinguished record of selfless-service, requisite learning
\d scholarship and high personal character, desirable traditions might be
~blished at these training institutions. Mere provision for occasional
le,tres on moral and spiritual subjects or recitation of verses from our old

-
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religious scriptures will not help. What is needed is re-establishment of alL
that is good in Indian culture and the values of life which Gandhiji
emphasised. Apart from being taught subjccts dealing wiUl socio-economic,
planning and administrative problems, it is essential that every entrant t<>
our G'overrunent services should be made to live as an Jndian, adopt the
Jndian way of life and be in a position psychologically and otberwise to
mix freely without inhibitions among the people wbom he is expected to.
serve.

In this connection I would refer to the easy availability of jeeps and
motor-cars to our officers for tOUI in the villa5"s. Strange as it may seem,
these jeeps are today a hindrance, in more than one sense, to close contact
with the people. 1bey do enable our officers to be in more frequent contact
but not in close, intimate contact with the people. I am reminded of one
of the outbursts of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in this connection when he
roundly criticised tbe multiplication of jeeps and suggested their withdrawal.
The horse today is rather difficult and expensive to maintain, but its USC as.
a mode of trans,port in the past did help closer contact between our people
and the officers. Anyway this subject can be dealt with better wben we.
discuss state level administration for, most of the field work by officers bas
to be done in tbe States.
In a study of personnel administration the problems of prospects of
promotions in their line of advancement cannot be properly considered
without clear conceptions about different classes and categories of services
and their place in the administrative structure. However, after studying
tbe categories of functional and outside functional services, I have come to.
tbe conclusion that the Commission in their anxiety to provide the full""t
scope, for the advancement of various Class I services have, I believe.
unwittingly given greater advantages to the desk workers as against officers
who are or have been field workers, so far as junior and middle management
groups are concerned. In regard to the functional areas the majority report
has recommended that the post of Under Secretaries and its equivalent should
be filled by officers of the corresponding Class I services and senior Class II
officers of the Centre as weU as of the States. Whi1e making a simila r
recommendation in regard to Deputy Secretaries or equivalent at the
Centre, they say that selection should be made from among all Class I
officers-aU-India or central. Class I officers of the States arc not made
eligible in this case. This recommendation has rolevancc \ 0 eight so-<:allcd
specialisms outside the functiolU11 area. It is rather anomalous that while
in the case of Under Secretaries senio r Class

n

officers belonging to the

States should be eligible for promotion, in the case of Deputy Secretaries,
Class I officers of the States are excluded. I think it is very unfair to Class
I officers of the States who, I dare say. have real field experience and tbeir
presence in the Secretariat wiU bring about a fresh outlook and help in
realistic decision making.
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Unfortunately the Secretariat at Delhi in recent years, particularly at tJlC
.gunior and even at the middle management levels, has been marmed by
people who have had largely desk experience only. It is almost invariably
so in the case of officers at junior levels. The Class II officers working in
Delhi and the Central Secretariat who initially are recruited as Qass ill
officers get the bulk of these jobs. While I have nothing against these
young officers, the fact remains that they
have hardly bad any field
experience. The unfortunate part of it is that those who are recruited to
·Class III or even Class IT services at the Centre are hardly expect~d to do
any job which will give tbem field experience. They are not provided with
any such opportunity either. TIley remain desk workers all through their
life even when they attain management positions. I trace many of the ills
of our functioning in the secretariat to the preponderence of desk workers
at decision making levels. Unfortunately, afte r Independence many
civilians have had quick promotions and they, for no fa ult of theirs I agree,
have had comparatively little experience of field work. Tills dominance of
-the desk workers and the urban-oriented officers in Delhi must be radicall y
altered if we <ire to have an administration with a real capacity to wIderstaod
the common man's needs and desires. I therefore feel that the entire
approach in regard to sta,fling and promotion at the Central Secrelariat to
junior and middle management levels and probably the scheme of classification and categories has to be altered so as to enable officer; with field
·experience in the States and at the Centr>o to occupy positions at junior,
middle and higher management levels.
The report recommends an increase in tbe promotion quota to 40 per
cent, wberever this figure is less than 40, from Class ][ to Class I CentrJI
Services-and the aII-Iodia S>~rvices. I agrce with the increase to 40 per CCIlt
·of promotion opportunity for aass n Central Services but I DOle that
whereas aceording to the new scbeme there will be no direct recruitment to
<aass II Central Services, the Provincial Civil Service and the PrO\'incial
"Police Service will, by and large, be recruited directly. Simila,rity of treatment in matters of promotion to these Services with aass II Central
Services is not fair. The promotioll quota for the corresponding Stale
Services in the All India Services sbould, therefore, be incre ased to 50
per cent.
An unfortunate result of the recommendations made by the Commission.
as r foresee, will be that slowly there will be built up a wall between officers
belonging to the States and officers recruited by the Cenlrc. It is essential
that we should bave as much traffic between officers of the Slates and the
Centre as possible. As a matter of fact, it is good for officers belonging to
th.e :>tate Services to come to Delhi for a period and then go back. 1bey
will uevelop a wider ouU<x>k in addition to their actual field experience.
Similarly a situation where Class I and II officers at the Centre remain all
through their life desk workers only and yet influence Government ~'Cision'
.at junior and middle management levels is not desirable. I have every
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sympathy with these officers who should be given all reasonable chances of
promotion, but it is not good for administration that people who have had
unfortunately only desk experience should dominate junior and probably
even middle management levels. After all, the beginnings of a policy
decision are made at the Under Secretary's level It is better if this officer
has had field experience, otherwise he is likely to have an outlook circumscribed by hand books and office manuals. My experience is that it is not
unoften that the notings made at Under Secretary's level prevail right to the
top. It is common to hear people hoasting that they have so managed
things at the lower level that the decision cannot be but in their favour.
1berefore, I regret I do not find myself in agreement with the recommendations regarding the scheme of staffing, promotion and selection to junior
and middle management groups.
I wish we had not involved ourselves in this report even indirectly .nd
in a general way with pay scales and grades for whlch various kinds of
servioes should be eligible. By laying down the principle that services which
are transferable all over the country qualify for higher pay scales as compared to those serving in a relatively limited geographical area, we have
watered down tIo.e correct principle of 'equal pay for equal work.' As a
matter of fact in a poor country like India according to principles of social
justioe there is every justification for lowering down of the scales of pay of
top level services at the Centre. How can we then argue in favour of a
higher emolument for Central services as against provincial services on the
spacious plea of transferability over a wider geographical area? I know of
some Oass UI Central Government servants posted far away from their
homes getting no such special treatment.
. I think it is desirable that there should be greater flow from State services
to the Centre and back to the State and also of ail-India Servioes being made
aVailable to States. For this purpose it is essential that we should not
pe<petuatc or increase !be gap between !be Centre and State scales. The
principle of equal pay for eqnal work is sound and in the context of the
p<l"<'erty of the country there is a good case for levelling down of the seales
of oertain top level services. We have got to meet this criticism of big gaps
between different pay scales. The first important requirement in the area
of salary administration is that the imbalances between the levels of emoluments in Centre, the States, local bodies, etc. and between different departII100ts under the same government are set right. Only !ben can we think of
any scheme which caters to the higher services primarily. The principles
enunciated by the Study Team (P) have my general support. An objection
has been raised in oertain quarters whenever the question of salaries of top
level officers has come up for discussion. as to why no onc says ahout the
emoluments and salaries of Members of Parliament. I am iu sympathy with
the··critics.

r fully realise that with the growing complexity of the "dniinistration we
will require specialists in larger numbers than generalists . It is. t\x,reforc.
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but natural that in course of time specialists should come to occupy many
of the positions which have uptil now been occupied by 'generalists'.
Consequently, the scope for the lAS is bound to be reduced . There arise
two questions however from the recommendations regarding the categorisation of services into functional and specialism (outside tbe functional area).
According to me some of the functional areas are not so functional in thc
strict sense of the term . There are departments which though described as
functional are of a generalist nature. Many of the lAS officers have had a
very good background of work and experi<nce in socio-economic problems.
To exclude them completely from certain socio-economic DepartmenL.
described as functional will not be proper. Under the scheme as enunciated
it has been stated that functional fields for the lAS would con.ist of land
revenue admi nistration, exercise of magisterial function and work in tbe
States in fields other than those looked after by "ther functional services. I
think we are taking rather a narrow view of things. Whereas certain
schemes of categorisation and classification of administration appear 011
surface to be scientific and logical, they sometimes lead to rigidity in practical
affairs. Such a scheme of compartmentalisation is not always good for a
resilient administrative system which is expected to respond quickly to
changing situations. While I do not generally object to the classifications
in regard to functional services and specialisms, I do feel that some of the
recommendations would lead to rigidity in the matter of manning and
functioning of these functional services, particularly at higher levels. And
tltis will not always be desirable. An administrative officer in a functional
area and even in specialisms is called upon to decide and deal with many
subjects besides strictly functional issues or specialisms. At the higher
policy making level a common-sense, humanistic approach based on field
experience and handling of men may work better than a purely specialist
approach. Again, at such levels qualities of leadership and capacity to
coordinate and regulate action matter a great deal. I do not deny that
specialists and technicians are also expected to and do, have these qualities.
While I am willing to agree that technicians like engineers and doctors
should hold top posts in tlleir corresponding departments I do not think this
principle must invariably be applied in the case of departments 'outside the
functional area'. As a matter of fact, there are certain departments like
control and regulatory departments where promotions of this kind may lead
to in-breediog. I would insist on transfer of such officers to other deportments outside their specialisms after a period. I do not think there is such
a big gap between officers in industry, commerce or aCC4lunts departments
that such an inter~ange is not possible. In this context I feel that we
have unduly restricted the field of JAS officers. Their scope has to be
widened.

r am also not in favour of creating further pools of officers. Past
experience of pools like commerce and finance pool and industrial management pool ""ows that the system has never worked well though it might have
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1liven advantage to certain officials in those days. The new scheme will, in
'Practice, mean creation of a new pool and inter-change may not be possible
between the field and the Secretariat, notwithstanding such a provision in
lhe scbeme.
I bave a few points to make in regard to services in certain departments.
My reference is to the Central Statistical Organisation a,nd the Directorate
General of Technical Development. They are expected to service more
than one Ministry and they need not be patterned on the general hierarchy
in Ministries. Officers of these two departtnents need a certain amount of
independent status to ensure objectivity and fearless advice. Therefore,
tho= need not be a department of the Government like the Technical Development Department under tbe Industrial Development Ministry. In any
case, they are not and should not be expected to take decisions as otber
executive officers. So these services should not be patterned on the lines of
a department in a Ministry.

I would also separate audit service from accounts. The man in audit
sbould not look for promotions in other departments. This will mar his
independence whicb is essential for an audit service. Separation of audit
from accounts service is an old recommendation of the Public Accounts
Committee and it is bigh time it was implemented.
Abnost towards the end of the report a recommendation has been made
banning marriages between Government servants. I think this recommendation is not in accordance with the provisions of tbe Constitution. Apart
from this, we seem to be objecting to marriage of a women Government
servant to another officer but there appears to be no objection to her marrying a big businessman. I think there sbould be more serious objection to
such marriages. Anyway, to me, it appears highly unreasonable to dictate
or restrict the cboice of one's consort. It smacks of medievalism. Surely
sucb a restriction is not going to make the least bit of dent on our unemployment problem. I cannot understand wby tbe ARC must ma,ke a recommendation on this subject.
There are certain other points on wbicb I do not find myseU in agreement
with my colleagues. For instance, I bave grave doubts about the suggestion
for a written test for promotion to the middle management level. It is
likely to be unfair to the officer wbo bas worked for a number of years in
the field as against others. It will also be difficult to evolve a common
syllabus for diverse services. I, bowever, desist from referring to some
<>ther points which can be taken up when we consider state level administration. I am afraid this note has already become longer than J intended.

Sd/- T. N. SINGH
18-4-1969
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